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Synopsis
SYNOPSIS
Shrink of non-renewable energy sources such as coal, oil, natural gas, biofuels,
nuclear fuels etc due to ever growing consumption of mankind causes environmental
issues including pollution and global warming.1 By means of renewable energy sources
such as solar energy one can avoid the bottleneck of energy. Photovoltaic’s have
emerged as most useful alternative for renewable energy sources among all the methods
from solar energy.2 On photon absorption on metal surface an electron can be ejected
which can be used for energy conversion. This effect called photo-galvanic effect which
was first observed by Becquerel in 19th century. Photovoltaic’s cells have emerged from
silicon based solar cell to dye sensitized solar cell (DSSC) over the years. 3 In DSSC as
demonstrated by Gratzel et. al.3 the photoexcited dye injects an electron to conduction
band of semiconductor nanoparticle (usually TiO2). The dye cation generated in the
above process finally reacts with a redox couple (e.g. I-/I3-) to regenerate the dye in its
ground state. The injected electron in semiconductor plays the crucial role for energy
conversion. Hence both electron injection and charge recombination process plays an
important role in final efficiency of DSSC which can be understood by studying
photoinduced processes. Till date DSSC achieved maximum efficiency of 13% using
specially designed porphyrin molecule endowed with D--A push pull groups.4
However it is always a challenge to find a stable dye molecule towards solar radiation
which absorbs good portion of solar light. Excess energy absorbed by the dye molecule
also gets lost as heat. Semiconductor nanocrystals (e.g. quantum dots, QDs) received
considerable attention in this regard due to its size tunable optoelectronic properties.5
QDs have zero dimension, specifically with exciton are confined in all three spatial
dimensions. When the sizes of particular nanocrystal become less than its Bohr Radius
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(Bohr radius is a material property i.e. mean free path of an exciton in a particular
crystal lattice), the nanocrystal starts showing size quantization effect resulting
formation of quantum dots. Size quantization effects refer to the increase in band gap
with decreasing size. Thus this effect provides a way to control the electronic property
of materials which make QDs as a unique class of light emitting nanocrystal that find
promising potential application in various fields.6 Solar cell involving QD shows
considerable promise in photovoltaic’s, known as quantum dot solar cell (QDSC).5
Multiple exciton generation is a process (proved for small band gap materials, PbS,
PbSe) by which an adsorbed photon can generate more than one exciton if the photon
has energy larger than the band gap of quantum dot.7 Theoretically it has been shown
with such property it is possible to achieve efficiency upto 32% (Queisser-Shockley
limit). However with such small particle size enhanced coulomb interaction between
electron-hole facilated fast recombination via Augur process.8 To minimize such
process, QD materials can be improved by adopting core-shell (heterostructers) structure
with two different QD materials. Most commonly used core-shell nanostructure is Type
I & Type II. In Type I the band alignment in such a way that the photo excited carriers
(exciton) are confined in the core therefore carriers are unable to interact directly with
the surface that leads decrement in surface defect so that photoluminescence quantum
yield increases (e.g. CdSe/CdS, CdS/ZnS). However, in Type II alignment offers
possibility of charge separation. These types of heterostructers have great importance in
case of solar cells (e.g. CdSe/CdTe, CdSe/ZnTe). Interfacial alloying and impurity
doping with transition metal (Mn, Cu etc) in QD materials also have improved optical
and electrical properties.9,10 Sometimes QD-molecular adsorbate composite has been
used for improved charge separation. Using alloy (and doped alloy) QD, more than 9%
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efficiency has been achieved. QDs can be prepared by using different chemical and
physical methods.11 QD synthesis based on colloidal chemistry is commonly used
method where one can easily control the size, shape of the particle which governs most
of the nanocrystal properties.12,13
In the present thesis work, we focused mainly on synthesis, characterization and
ultrafast charge transfer dynamics of quantum dot core, core-shell, alloyed and doped
nanostructure materials. Electron and hole transfer dynamics will also be monitored
using suitable adsorbate molecule on semiconductor materials using femtosecond
transient absorption spectrometer.
CHAPTER 1: GENERAL INTRODUCTION
This chapter describes brief introduction of photovoltaics involving different
semiconductor materials. A very general discussion on DSSC has been carried out.
Discussion on introduction of semiconductor nanocrystals (especially QDs) and general
physics of QDs are outlined. Theoretical framework based on effective mass
approximation to describe electronic structure of QD is discussed. Band structure in real
system like CdSe QD also has been demonstrated. Brief discussions on charge carrier
relaxation, Augur type processes are established. Methods to improve relaxation barrier
in QD is described by revealing core-shell, ternary alloy and doped semiconductor
nanocrystals. Using of QD-molecular adsorbate composite for improved charge
separation also has been demonstrated. Marcus theory analysis of electron transfer in
different dye-semiconductor, semiconductor-semiconductor and metal-semiconductor
system has been emphasized. Importance of synthesis to obtain mono disperse
nanocrystal (mostly II-VI) also has been highlighted.
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CHAPTER 2: EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE
A general outline of different experimental techniques used for characterization
of newly synthesize materials is described in this chapter. Primarily for spectral
characterization of different nanomaterials steady state UV-Vis absorption and
photoluminescence spectroscopy have been used which described in detail in this
chapter. Brief description of time correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) technique
and instrumentations involved are explained. Ultrafast phenomenon involved in
different nanomaterials has been studied by broad band femtosecond transient
absorption spectroscopy. Generation and power amplification of ultrashort pulses,
second harmonic generation of pump (~400nm) and white light continuum of probe
pulse (450-1000nm) are described in detail. Optical layouts of different experimental
technique also have given. Additionally, brief discussion on some supporting technique
such as transmission electron microscope (TEM), X-ray diffraction (XRD), electron
paramagnetic resonance (EPR) are outlined which used for characterization of
nanomaterials. Pulse radiolysis method for generation of dye cation also delineated in
this chapter.
CHAPTER 3: EFFECT OF TWISTED INTERMOLECULAR CHARGE
TRANSFER

STATE

(TICT)

OF

COUMARIN

MOLECULES

ON

SEMICONDUCTOR AND METAL NANOPARTICLE SURFACE
In this chapter, to understand the effect of molecular structure, interfacial
electron transfer dynamics of two newly synthesized structurally similar coumarin dyes
(C1 and C2) on TiO2 nanoparticles and thin film have been described. Photoexcited C1
and C2 exist as locally excited (LE) state in low polar solvent, however in high polar
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solvent C1 exist as intramolecular charge transfer (ICT) state where as C2 exist as both
ICT and twisted intramolecular charge transfer (TICT) state depending on the extent of
polarity of the solvent and pH of the solution. Due to involvement of TICT states in C2,
C2/TiO2 system has higher electron injection yield and also slower back electron
transfer reaction as compared to that in C1/TiO2 system. Moreover to understand the
photophysical properties ICT and TICT states on Au-NP surface another newly
synthesized coumarin molecule (C3) has explored. To our surprise on Au-NP surface
excited C3 molecule only exist as ICT state due to restricted molecular rotation of diethyl amino group as a result no conversion from ICT to TICT state was observed.
CHAPTER 4: GRAND CHARGE (HOLE/ELECTRON) SEPARATION IN ATC
DYE SENSITIZED CdSe QUANTUM DOT AND CdSe BASED TYPE-I AND
TYPE-II CORE-SHELL NANOCRYSTALS
Ultrafast charge transfer dynamics has been demonstrated in CdSe quantum dot
(QD), CdSe/ZnS Type-I core-shell and CdSe/CdTe Type-II core-shell after sensitizing
the QD materials by aurin tricarboxylic acid (ATC) in the present chapter, where CdSe
QD and ATC form charge transfer complex. It is found that photo-excited hole in CdSe
has been transferred to ATC and photoexcited ATC inject electron into CdSe QD. Effect
of shell materials (for both type I and type II) on charge transfer process has been
demonstrated. Electron injection in all the systems were measured to be <150 fs
however hole transfer time varied from 900 fs-6 ps depending on the type of materials.
Hole transfer process found to be most efficient in CdSe QD, on the other hand it has
been found to be facilitated in CdSe/CdTe type II and retarded in CdSe/ZnS type I coreshell materials. Interestingly electron injection from photo-excited ATC to both
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CdSe/CdTe type II and CdSe/ZnS type I core-shell found to be more efficient as
compared to pure CdSe QD.
CHAPTER 5: EFFECT OF MOLECULAR AND ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE
ON QUANTUM DOT SURFACE
This chapter deals with effect of molecular coupling on charge recombination
dynamics of two different quantum dots (e.g. CdSe and ZnS) sensitized with molecules
having

different

coupling

element.

Effect

of

molecular

coupling

in

two

Re(I)−polypyridyl complexes having pendent catechol (Re1,2) and resorcinol (Re1,3) as
the coupling element on CdSe QD surface has been studied where charge recombination
was found to be slower in Re1,3/CdSe system as compared to that of Re1,2/CdSe
system due to weaker electronic coupling in the former system. Similar result was
obtained in wide band gap ZnS-tri phenyl phenyl methane (TPM) composite where
TPM dye having weak coupling (e.g. ATC, weak carboxylic coupling vs. PGR, strong
catechol coupling) has slower charge recombination. Charge transfer processes also
have been described in Re/CdSe and TPM/ZnS system using femtosecond transient
absorption spectroscopy. In addition it is also demonstrated by incorporating electron
donating and withdrawing moiety in phenol, hole and electron transfer process can be
tuned from photoexcited CdSe QD to phenols.
CHAPTER

6:

SPECIALLY

ALIGNED

Mn

DOPED

NANOCRYSTAL:

EXPLORING Mn CENTRE AS ELECTRON STORAGE CENTRE
In the present chapter we explore synthesis of specially aligned surface
accumulated Mn doped CdSe (MnCdSe) QDs to study the effect of dopant atom on
charge carrier dynamics in QD materials. EPR studies suggest that 4T1 state of Mn+2 lies
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above the conduction band of CdSe, as a result no Mn luminescence was observed from
MnCdSe. Femtosecond transient absorption studies suggest that Mn atom introduces
structural defects in surface doped CdSe, which acts as electron trap centre in doped QD
for the photo-excited electron. With bromo-pyrogallol red (Br-PGR) molecule strong
charge transfer complex was formed by both CdSe and MnCdSe. However charge
recombination dynamics found to be much slower in MnCdSe/Br-PGR system as
compared to that of CdSe/Br-PGR system which confirms Mn dopant act as electron
storage centre. Additionally Mn atom has been successfully doped in the surface of
CdSeTe alloy NC having similar alignment. Marcus analysis of electron transfer using
steady state optical absorption and emission spectroscopy reveals electron transfer to
charge transfer (CT) state occurs in Marcus inverted region. CT bleach has appeared in
transient absorption spectrum which have unusually slow electron cooling component
(~700ps) and can be ascribed due to electron cooling from Mn state to CT state, where
Mn atom act as electron storage centre.
CHAPTER

7:

SUB-PICOSECOND

EXCITON

DYNAMICS

AND

BI-

EXCITONIC FEATURE OF CuInS2 TERNARY NANOCRYSTAL
Charge carrier dynamics of multinary quantum dots like CuInS 2 (CIS)
nanocrystals (NCs) is not clearly understood especially in ultrafast time scale. This
chapter describes synthesis of colloidal CIS NCs, which shows defect induced emission
between donor (antisite) and acceptor (internal/surface) states as indicated from steady
state and time-resolved photoluminescence (PL) measurements. Sub-picosecond
transient absorption spectra of CIS NCs reveal gradient of electronic states which exist
above conduction band edge. Electron cooling rate has been determined to be ~0.1-0.15
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eV/ps. Cascade of electron cooling dynamics was monitored after following the TA
kinetics at different electronic states. Interestingly, the kinetics at the antisite state unveil
bi-excitonic feature which has been enlightened through probe induced bi-exciton
mechanism. With progressively higher fluence (<N>) the bi-exciton binding energy
increases as well as the electron cooling to antisite state considerably slows down. Extra
energy released during Auger recombination of bi-/multiexciton are used to re-excite the
electron to further higher energy level resulting longer electron cooling time to the
antisite states.
CHAPTER 8: SUMMERY AND OUTLOOK
To summarize, present thesis work revealed the effect of molecular structure can
plays important role in charge separation process in both semiconductor nanoparticle
(TiO2) and nanocrystal (II-VI semiconductor) surface. Using different quantum dot and
core-shell nanocrystal one can improve the charge separation process for efficient solar
cell. Charge recombination process which is very crucial for both DSSC and QDSC can
varied with molecular coupling which explored in the thesis. In addition, effect of
impurity doping in NC host also can modify carrier relaxation process which has been
enlighten through transient absorption study. It has been demonstrated that dopant (Mn)
can act as electron storage centre which has direct application for improving
performance of solar cell. I-III-VI2 semiconductor NC such as CuInS2 has very different
carrier dynamics unlike II-VI NC and the present thesis gives a brief discussion on this
aspect. Lot of scope is there where manipulation of such NC can improve relaxation
behavior. Cd and Pd free such NC can have open scope for many applications like light
emitting diodes (LEDs), biological imaging, photocatalysis and QDSC.
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BET

Back electron transfer

CB

Conduction band

CCD

Charge coupled device

CFD

Constant fraction discriminator

CR

Charge recombination

CT

Charge transfer

DSSC

Dye sensitized solar cell

e-

electron

ET

Electron transfer

EPR

Electron paramagnetic resonance

fs

Femtosecond

h

hole

HOMO

Highest occupied molecular levels

HRTEM

High Resolution Transmission Electron Microscopy

ICT

Intramolecular charge transfer

IET

Interfacial electron transfer

IPCE

Incident Photon to Current Conversion Efficiency

I-V

Current-Voltage

LUMO

Lowest unoccupied molecular levels

NCs

Nanocrystals

NPs

Nanoparticles

NHE

Normal hydrogen electrode

nm

nanometer
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PCE

Photocurrent Conversion Efficiency

PD

Photodiode

ps

Picosecond

QDs

Quantum dots

QDSC

Quantum Dot Solar Cell

SAED

Selected Area Electron Diffraction

SHG

Second harmonic generation

TCSPC

Time correlated single photon counting

TICT

Twisted intramolecular charge transfer

TEM

Transmission Electron Microscopy

VB

Valence band

WLG

White light generation

XRD

X-ray diffraction
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Figure 2.9. Femtosecond pulse stretcher.
Figure 2.10. Optical schematic of two-mirror confocal multipass Ti: Sapphire amplifier.
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Figure 2.11. Two gratings compressor.
Figure 3.1. A: Absorption (a and c) and emission spectra (b and d) of coumarin 1 (C1)
in cyclohexane and in water respectively. B: Absorption (Figure 3.1e and 3.1g) and
emission spectra (f and h) of coumarin 2 (C2) in cyclohexane and in water respectively.
C: Absorption (i and j) and emission spectra (k and l) of coumarin 3 (C3) in
cyclohexane and in water respectively.
Figure 3.2. Steady state emission spectra of (A) C1, (B) C2 and (C) C3 in solvents of
different polarity (e.g. water, acetonitrile, ethanol, ethyl acetate, toluene and
cyclohexane).
Figure 3.3. A: Emission spectra of ICT state of C1 at different pH (decreasing order: 71) in water. Inset: emission spectra of LE state of C1 in presence (a) and absence (b) of
acid in cyclohexane. B: Emission spectra of ICT and TICT states of C2 at different pH
(decreasing order: 7-1) in water. Inset: emission spectra of LE state of C2 in presence
(a) and absence (b) of acid in cyclohexane. C: Emission spectra of ICT and TICT states
of C3 at different pH (decreasing order: 7-1) in water. Inset: emission spectra of LE
state of C3 in presence (a) and absence (b) of acid in cyclohexane.
Figure 3.4. A: Time resolved emission decay traces of coumarin 1 (C1) (a) in
cyclohexane at 460 nm and (b) in water at 500 nm after exciting at 405 nm. B: Time
resolved emission decay traces of coumarin 2 (C2) (c) in cyclohexane at 460 nm, (d) in
water at 500 nm and (e) in water at 620 nm after exciting at 405 nm. C: Time-resolved
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emission decay traces of coumarin 3 (C3) f) at 420 nm in cyclohexane and g) at 485 nm
in water, and h) at 595 nm in water after excitating at 374 nm.
Figure 3.5. Steady state absorption spectra of C1 (A) and C2 (B) in absence and
presence of different TiO2 nanoparticle concentration of (a) 0.0 (b) 0.039 (c) 0.078 (d)
0.312 (e) 0.625 (f) 2.5 and (g) 5g/L in 35μM dye in water. Inset: (A) BH plot of C1 and
(B) BH plot of C2. (C) Emission spectra of C1 in absence (m) and in presence of 5g/L
TiO2 nanoparticles (n). (D) Emission spectra of C2 in absence (p) and in presence of
5g/L TiO2 nanoparticles (q).
Figure 3.6. Steady state emission spectra of C1 and C2 dye molecule in water, and on
both TiO2 and ZrO2 nanoparticle surface.
Figure 3.7. Transient absorption spectra of C1/TiO2 (upper panel) and C2/TiO2 (lower
panel) systems in water at different time delay after exciting the samples at 400 nm laser
light.
Figure 3.8.(A) Uncorrected transient absorption radical due to cation radical of both C1
and C2 as detected in pulse-radiolytic studies. (B) Cationic absorption spectra of C1 and
C2 as obtained from spectro electrochemistry measurements.
Figure 3.9. Panel A: Transient absorption decay kinetics at 650 nm for (a) C1/TiO2 and
(b) C2/TiO2, Panel B: Transient absorption decay kinetics at 905 nm for (c) C1/TiO2
and (d) C2/TiO2 after exciting the samples at 400 nm laser light.
Figure 3.10. Panel A: Transient absorption decay kinetics at 600 nm for (a) C1/TiO2
solution and (b) C1/TiO2 solution at pH ~2, Panel B: Transient absorption decay
kinetics at 600 nm for (c) C2/TiO2 solution and (d) C2/TiO2 solution at pH 2, Panel C:
Transient absorption decay kinetics at 650 nm for (a) C1/TiO2 thin film and (b) C1/TiO2
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thin film at pH 2, Panel D: Transient absorption decay kinetics at 650 nm for (c)
C2/TiO2 thin film and (d) C2/TiO2 thin film at pH 2 after exciting the samples at 400
nm laser light.
Figure 3.11. (A) Steady state optical absorption spectra of citrate stabilized AuNP in
water. (B) HRTEM image of citrate stabilized AuNP.
Figure 3.12. Steady state (A) optical absorption, (B) emission spectra of C3 and (C)
Time-resolved emission decay traces of C3 at 485nm and (D) Time-resolved emission
decay traces of C3 at 595nm after 374nm excitation in the absence and presence of
different Au-nanoparticle concentrations (a, a’, a’’) 0.0 nM Au NP; (b, b’, b’’) 2.5 nM
Au NP; (c, c’, c’’) 5.0 nM Au NP; and (d, d’, d’’) 10.0 nM Au-NP in 70 M C3 dye in
water. (Trace e in Panel A) Optical absorption spectrum of Au-NP. (In panel C) L stands
for lamp profile of 374 nm laser excitation source.
Figure 4.1. Steady state absorption (solid lines) and emission (dotted lines) spectrum of
(a/a’) CdSe, (b/b’) CdSe/ZnS and (c/c’) CdSe/CdTe system.
Figure 4.2. TEM images of (A) CdSe (B) CdSe/ZnS Type-I and (C) CdSe/CdTe TypeII .
Figure 4.3. Optical absorption spectra of (a) ATC dye (20 M), (b) CdSe QD (0.1 μM),
and (c−h) ATC−CdSe complex at constant ATC concentration (20 M) with increasing
CdSe QD concentration in chloroform (in the mixture, [CdSe] are (c) 0.002, (d) 0.004,
(e) 0.02, (f) 0.04, (g) 0.08, and (h) 0.1 μM). (Inset) Benesi-Hildebrand (B−H) plot of the
ATC−CdSe CT complex.
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Figure 4.4. Panel A: Steady state optical absorption of a) ATC (~25 M), b) CdSe/ZnS
core/shell (0.4 μM), and c ) ATC-CdSe/ZnS type I core-shell composite, and d) a) + b).
Panel B:

Steady state optical absorption of (e) ATC (~25 M), (f) CdSe/CdTe

core/shell (0.4 μM), (g) ATC-CdSe/CdTe type II core-shell composite and (h) e) + f).
Figure 4.5. Steady state fluorescence spectra after selective excitation at 490nm of (a)
CdSe and (b) ATC-CdSe complex. Inset: Time resolved fluorescence decay traces of (c)
CdSe and (d) ATC-CdSe complex at 580 nm after 490nm laser excitation. L stands for
lamp profile of 490nm laser excitation source. Concentration of CdSe used is ~ 0.2 µM.
Figure 4.6. Panel A: Steady state emission spectrum of CdSe/ZnS type I core-shell (a)
in absence and (b) in presence of ATC. Inset: Time-resolved emission spectrum of
CdSe/ZnS type I core-shell (a’) in absence and (b’) in presence of ATC. Concentration
of CdSe/ZnS used is ~ 0.4 µM Panel B: Steady state emission spectrum of CdSe/CdTe
type II core-shell (c) in absence and (d) in presence of ATC. Inset: Time-resolved
emission spectrum of CdSe/CdTe type II core-shell (c’) in absence and (d’) in presence
of ATC. Concentration of CdSe/CdTe used is ~ 0.2 µM. All the samples were excited at
490 nm and the emission were monitored at 580 nm.
Figure 4.7. (A) Steady state emission of (a) ATC, (b) ATC-CdSe, (c) ATC-CdSe/ZnS
and (d) ATC-CdSe/CdTe, composites after exciting

at 350nm. (B) Time resolved

emission decay trace emission of (a’) ATC, (b’) ATC-CdSe, (c’) ATC-CdSe/ZnS and
(d’) ATC-CdSe/CdTe composites after exciting the samples at 374 nm and monitoring
the emission at 470 nm. L stands for lamp profile of 374nm laser excitation source.
Figure 4.8. Transient absorption spectra of CdSe-ATC composite materials in
chloroform at different time delay after excitation at 400 nm laser light.
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Figure 4.9. Transient absorption decay kinetics of ATC-CdSe complex at (a) 540nm, (b)
670nm and (c) 900nm, after exciting with 400nm laser light.
Figure 4.10. Transient absorption spectra of (A) CdSe/ZnS-ATC and (B) CdSe/CdTeATC composite materials in chloroform at different time delay after excitation at 400
nm laser light.
Figure 4.11. Comparison of normalized bleach recovery kinetics (at 20 ps) in transient
absorption study of (a) ATC-CdSe, (b) ATC-CdSe/ZnS and (c) ATC-CdSe/CdTe at
540nm wavelength after exciting with 400nm laser light. Inset: Normalized bleach
recovery kinetics at short time scale.
Figure 5.1. (A) TEM images (Right inset HRTEM) of ZnS nano aggregate. (Left inset)
SEAD pattern of ZnS NCs. (B) XRD pattern of ZnS NCs. (C) Steady state (a) optical
absorption and (b) emission spectrum of ZnS nano aggregate. De-convoluted emission
spectrum also has shown (in dot-dashed line) which shows (b′) exciton as well as (b′′)
defect state emission.
Figure 5.2. Steady state optical absorption spectrum of Panel A: (a) ZnS, (b) PGR and
(c) PGR/ZnS system; Panel B: (a) ZnS, (d) Br-PGR and (e) Br-PGR/ZnS system and
Panel C: (a) ZnS, (f) ATC and (g) ATC/ZnS system.
Figure 5.3. Optical absorption spectra of (a) ZnS QD (1.2 μM), (b) TPM dye and (c−g)
ZnS/TPM complex at constant TPM dye concentration with increasing ZnS QD
concentration in chloroform (in the mixture, [ZnS] are (c) 0.12, (d) 0.3, (e) 0.6, (f) 0.9
and (g) 1.2 μM). (Inset) Benesi− Hildebrand (B−H) plot of the ZnS/TPM CT complex.
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Panel A: PGR (30 M), Panel B: Br-PGR dye (35 M) and Panel C: ATC dye (80
M).
Figure 5.4. Steady state emission spectrum of ATC (a) in absence and (b) in presence of
ZnS. Inset: Time resolved emission decay traces of ATC (a′) in absence and (b′) in
presence of ZnS after 374 nm laser excitation. Emission decay traces are monitored at
470nm.
Figure 5.5. Ultrafast transient absorption spectrum of (A) PGR/ZnS, (B) Br-PGR/ZnS
and (C) ATC/ZnS composite at different delay time (500fs to 100ps) after 400nm laser
excitation.
Figure 5.6. Bleach recovery kinetic traces of (a) PGR/ZnS at 570 nm, (b) Br-PGR/ZnS
at 550 nm and (c) ATC/ZnS at 550 nm after 400 nm laser excitation.
Figure 5.7. A) Optical absorption spectra of (a) CdSe QD, (b) Re1,2 dye and (c) CdSeRe1,2 composite. B) Optical absorption spectra of (a) CdSe QD, (d) Re1,3 dye and (e)
CdSe-Re1,3 composite. Inset A: optical absorption spectra of CdSe QD.
Figure 5.8. Steady state luminescence spectra of (a) CdSe QD, (b) Re1,2/CdSe QD and
(c) Re1,3/CdSe QD after 480nm excitation. Inset: Time resolved luminescence decay
traces of (d) CdSe, (e) Re1,2/CdSe QD and (f) Re1,3/CdSe QD after 490nm laser
excitation. All the emission decay traces are monitored at 580nm. L stands for excitation
profile of 490 nm laser excitation source.
Figure 5.9. (A) Steady state luminescence spectra of (a) Re1,2 and (b) Re1,2/CdSe and
(B) (c) Re1,3 and (d ) Re1,3/CdSe after 280nm excitation.
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Figure 5.10. Ultrafast transient absorption spectrum of (A) Re1,2/CdSe system and (B)
Re1,3/CdSe system at different timescale in the range between 200fs to 100 ps after
laser excitation at 400nm.
Figure 5.11. Transient absorption decay kinetics of (A) cation radical (at 600nm) of (a)
Re1,2 dye and (b) Re1,3 dye with CdSe QD and (B) electron (at 905nm) of (c) Re1,2
dye and (d) Re1,3 dye with CdSe QD after laser excitation at 400nm.
Figure 5.12. Steady state emission spectrum (A and B) and time resolved emission
decay trace (Inset A and B) of CdSe QD (0.4M) in presence of increasing
concentration of 4-methoxy and 4-nitro phenol respectively. (C) Non-linear SternVolmer (SV) plot of (a) CdSe/4-OMe and (b) CdSe/4-NO2 composite. (D) Linear
dependence of SV plot for (c) CdSe/4-OMe and (d) CdSe/4-NO2 composite in terms of
emission lifetime.
Figure 5.13. Steady state emission spectrum of (A) CdSe/CdS and (B) CdSe/CdTe coreshell NC in (a and d) absence, and in presence of (b and e) 4-methoxy phenol and (c and
f) 4-nitro phenol. (Inset) Time resolved emission decay trace of (A) CdSe/CdS and (B)
CdSe/CdTe core-shell NC in (a’ and d’) absence, and in presence of (b’ and e’) 4methoxy phenol and (c’ and f’) 4-nitro phenol after 445nm laser excitation and
monitoring at 570nm.
Figure 5.14. Ultrafast transient absorption spectra of (A) CdSe QD, (B) CdSe/4-OMe
phenol and (C) CdSe/4-NO2 phenol after 400nm laser pulse excitation at different time
scale.
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Figure 5.15. Normalized bleach recovery kinetics traces (at 545nm) of (a) CdSe QD, (b)
CdSe/phenol (c) CdSe/4-OMe phenol and (d) CdSe/4-NO2 phenol after 400nm laser
excitation through femtosecond transient absorption spectroscopy.
Figure 6.1. (A) Steady state a) optical absorption spectrum, b) luminescence spectrum
of MnCdSe d-dot. Inset: c) time-resolved emission decay trace of MnCdSe d-dot at 560
nm after exciting at 490nm. L stands for lamp profile of 490nm laser excitation source.
(B) HRTEM image of Mn doped CdSe QD. Particle size was measured to be 2.8 nm.
Inset A: SEAD pattern of Mn doped CdSe particle.
Figure 6.2. (A) Photoluminescence (PL) spectrum of Mn-doped CdSe at a) 0 s delay
and b) 100 s delay. (Inset) Long time (up to 20 ms) PL decay measurement. (B)
Photoluminescence (PL) spectrum of CdSe at a) 0 s delay and b) 100 s delay. (Inset)
Long time (up to 20 ms) PL decay measurement.
Figure 6.3. Electron paramagnetic resonance spectrum of Mn doped CdSe QD.
Hyperfine constant (A) is found to be ~89 x 10-4 cm-1.
Figure 6.4. Transient absorption spectrum of A) CdSe QD and B) MnCdSe QD in
chloroform at different time delay after exciting the sample at 400 nm laser light. Inset:
Bleach recovery kinetics at 530nm of CdSe QD (A) and at 530 nm for MnCdSe (B) is
shown.
Figure 6.5. (A) Steady state optical absorption spectra of (a) Br-PGR molecule (b) CdSe
QD, and (c) CdSe/Br-PGR composite in chloroform. (B) Steady state optical absorption
spectra of (a) Br-PGR molecule (d) Mn doped CdSe d-Dot, and (e) CdSe/Br-PGR
composite in chloroform. (Inset A: Color of different sample solutions in chloroform.)
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Figure 6.6. Transient absorption spectra of (A) CdSe/Br-PGR and (B) MnCdSe/Br-PGR
composite materials in chloroform at different time delay after excitation at 400 nm laser
light. (Inset) Expanded view of the transient spectra of (A) CdSe/Br-PGR and (B)
MnCdSe/Br-PGR composite materials in 570-700 nm region.
Figure 6.7. (A) Bleach recovery kinetics of (a) CdSe/Br-PGR complex at 530 nm and
(b) MnCdSe/Br-PGR complex at 535nm. (B) Bleach recovery kinetics of (c) CdSe/BrPGR complex at 625nm and (d) MnCdSe/Br-PGR complex at 630nm after exciting with
400nm laser light.
Figure 6.8. (A) Steady state optical absorption and emission spectrum of (a, a’) CdSe,
(b, b’) CdTeSe and (c, c’) CdTe quantum dots respectively. (B) Steady state optical
absorption and emission spectrum of (a, a’) Mn-doped CdSe, (b, b’) Mn-doped CdTeSe
and (c, c’) Mn doped CdTe quantum dots respectively.
Figure 6.9. (A) Deconvolution of absorption spectra and (Inset) emission spectra of
CdTeSe alloy NC. The black line represents original data whereas orange line (dotted)
shows fitted data. The green and wine Gaussians represents 1S exciton and CT band
respectively. The blue Gaussians in absorption spectra are required for fitting purpose
and doesn’t have any physical significance. (B) Schematic of Te-rich core and Se-rich
shell CdTeSe gradient alloy NC.
Figure 6.10. (A) Deconvolution of absorption spectra and (Inset) emission spectra of
Mn-doped CdTeSe alloy NC. (B) Potential energy diagram of ground state, photo
excited CdTe and CT dominated state using Marcus analysis for Mn doped CdTeSe
alloy NC respectively.
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Figure 6.11. Ultrafast transient absorption spectrum of CdTeSe alloy NCs at different
time delay after 400nm laser excitation.
Figure 6.12. Ultrafast transient absorption spectrum of Mn-doped CdTeSe alloy NCs
(A) at earlier time delay (200fs to 25ps) and (B) at longer time delay (50ps to 1ns) after
400nm laser excitation.
Figure 6.13. (A) Bleach recovery dynamics (a) at 580 nm for undoped CdTeSe and (b)
at 615 nm for Mn-doped CdTeSe NCs after and (B) transient bleach kinetics (a') at 700
nm for undoped CdTeSe and (b') at 730 nm for Mn-doped CdTeSe NCs after 400nm
laser excitation. (Inset B) Same kinetic traces for both the NCs at short time delay.
Figure 6.14. Steady state UV-Vis absorption and PL spectra of (A) Gradient (a)
Undoped and (b) Mn doped CdZnSSe alloy NC and (B) Homogenous (c) Undoped and
(d) Mn doped CdZnSSe alloy NC.
Figure 6.15. Ultrafast transient absorption spectrum of (A) undoped and (B) Mn-doped
CdZnSSe gradient alloy NCs at different time delay (200fs-500ps) after 400nm laser
excitation. De-convoluted spectrum of (C) undoped and (D) Mn-doped CdZnSSe
gradient alloy NCs. (Upper panel) De-convoluted UV-vis absorption and (Lower panel)
de-convoluted TA spectrum at 1ps time delay. The black lines represent original data
while the orange lines are fitted data. The wine red, red, olive and blue Gaussians are
represents CT state, 1S, 2S and 1P (and 1S state of ZnSe) states respectively.
Figure 6.16. Ultrafast transient absorption spectrum of (A) undoped and (B) Mn-doped
CdZnSSe homogeneous alloy NCs at different time delay (200fs-500ps) after 400nm
laser excitation. De-convoluted spectrum of (A) undoped and (B) Mn-doped CdZnSSe
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gradient alloy NCs. (Upper panel) De-convoluted UV-vis absorption and (Lower panel)
de-convoluted TA spectrum at 0.5ps time delay. The black lines represent original data
while the orange lines are fitted data. The red, olive and blue Gaussians are represent 1S,
2S and 1P states respectively.
Figure 6.17. Bleach recovery dynamics (a) undoped and (b) Mn-doped CdZnSSe
gradient alloy NCs at 1S exciton position. (Inset) Bleach dynamics at CT state for (a’)
undoped and (b’) Mn-doped NCs after 400nm laser excitation.
Figure 6.18. Bleach recovery dynamics (a) undoped and (b) Mn-doped CdZnSSe
homogeneous alloy NCs at 1S exciton position.
Figure 6.19. Photovoltaic performance in terms of (A) Current density (JSC in
mA/cm2) vs. Volt (VOC in Volt) and (B) Incident photon to current conversion
efficiency (quantum efficiency in percentage) measurement of (a, a′) gradient undoped,
(b,b′) gradient Mn-doped, (c,c′) homogeneous undoped and (d,d′) homogeneous Mndoped CdZnSSe alloy NCs. (C) Schematic illustration of Mn assisted electron transfer to
TiO2 film and neutralization of hole through polysulphide electrolyte for both gradient
and homogeneous alloy NCs.
Figure 7.1. HRTEM image of CIS nanocrystal. Inset: SEAD pattrn of CIS nanocrystal.
Figure 7.2. Steady state (A) Absorption spectra, (B) emission spectra and (Inset A) time
resolved emission decay traces (λex = 445 nm, λmonitor= λmax of steady state PL) of CIS
NCs as a function of reaction time (a, a′, a′′) 1 min, (b, b′, b′′) 2 min, (c, c′, c′′) 5 min and
(d, d′, d′′) 10 min. (C) Schematic of photo-induced processes which shows electron is
trapped in low lying state (donor state, D) and hole may trapped in either internal defect
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(acceptor state, A1) or in surface defect (acceptor state, A2). A straight and dotted arrow
show radiative and non-radiative recombination, respectively.
Figure 7.3. Transient absorption spectrum of CuInS2 (CIS) NCs in the range between
(A) 1ps to 2ns delay time and (B) 0 to 1.5ps delay time after 400nm laser pulse
excitation. (C) Wavelength of bleach maxima (in terms of eV) and (D) width of the
bleach (FWHM, in eV) are plotted as a function of delay time (in ps).
Figure 7.4. Ultrafast transient absorption (TA) spectrum of CdSe QD (A) subpicosecond (100fs to 2 ps) and (B) picosecond (1ps to 2ns) delay time after 400nm laser
pulse excitation.
Figure 7.5. (A) Transient absorption spectra of CIS after 1ps delay; and transient
kinetics (B) at 540 nm, (C) at 630 nm and (D) at 720 nm after exciting the sample at 400
nm laser light. (E) Illustration of electron cooling dynamics to hot electronic state,
conduction band edge and antisite donor state monitoring at 540 nm, 630 nm and 720
nm respectively.
Figure 7.6. (A) Transient kinetic traces of CIS NCs at 720nm with increasing <N>
values from 0.2 to 4. (B) A graphical representation of positive absorption to negative
absorption at 720nm with increasing average no of exciton <N>.
Figure 7.7. Ultrafast transient absorption (TA) spectrum of CIS NCs at 200fs, 100ps
and 1ns time delay.
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Scheme 3.1. Molecular structure of newly synthesized Coumarin 1 (C1), Coumarin2
(C2) and Coumarin 3 (C3).
Scheme 3.2. Schematic diagram of electron transfer from electronically excited dye to
conduction band of TiO2 nanoparticles for both the coumarin dyes (C1 and C2). S0 is
the ground electronic level of coumarin dyes, S1 (ICT) is the intramolecular charge
transfer state and S1(TICT) is the twisted intramolecular charge transfer state. kBA
indicates relaxation rate from ICT state to TICT state and kBET is the back electron
transfer rate from TiO2 to S0 level of coumarin dyes.
Scheme 3.3. Orbital Scheme Showing Back ET Reaction in the ICT State of C1/TiO2
System and TICT State of C2/TiO2 System.
Scheme 3.4. Schematic diagram showing that C3 molecule is unable to form TICT state
on Au-NP surface.
Scheme 4.1. Schematic diagram illustrating the electron and hole transfer process of
ATC-CdSe complex system. S0 is the ground eletronic level of ATC dye, S1 and S2 are
the 1st and 2nd excited electronic levels of ATC dye. Process 1 and Process 2 show
excitation of S1 and S2 band of ATC dye. Process 3 depicts the excitation of CdSe QD
and Process 4 shows recombination reaction between electron in the conduction band of
CdSe and ATC cation radical. Energy levels are showing with respect to NHE.
Scheme 4.2. Schematic diagram illustrating electron and hole transfer process in
CdSe/ZnS Type-I and CdSe/CdTe-Type-II core/shell QD sensitized by ATC. Process 1
shows excitation of S1 band of ATC dye whereas Process 2 shows excitation of S2 band
of ATC. Process 3 indicates relaxation from S2 to S1 state of ATC dye. On excitation of
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both S1 and S2 state the dye can inject electron to CB of both ZnS and CdTe shell for
both the core-shell systems which eventually transfered to CB of core CdSe. Excitation
of QD materials holes can be generated in both CdSe core (Process 4 in type I and
Process 5 in type II)) and CdTe shell (Process 6), however through cascading in type II
system hole can finally migrated to ATC. On the other hand leaking through ZnS shell
in type I system hole can be captured by ATC. Process 7 and 8 are attributed to
recombination dynamics between electron in the conduction band of CdSe and ATC
cation radical in type I and type II core-shell respectively. Energy levels are showing
with respect to NHE.
Scheme 5.1. Molecular structure of (A) Pyrogallol red (PGR), bromo-pyrogallol red
(Br-PGR), and aurin tricarboxylic acid (ATC) and (B) the Re based polypyridyl
complexes discussed herein.
Scheme 5.2. Schematic illustration of electron injection processes from photo-excited
PGR, Br-PGR and ATC to CB of ZnS NCs. Direct electron injection from HOMO of
TPM dyes to CB of ZnS for CT complex formation have been shown (red arrow). Back
electron transfer (BET) dynamics also have indicated using dotted arrow. Catecholate
coupling for PGR and Br-PGR and salicylate coupling for ATC dye also have shown.
Scheme 5.3. Schematic diagram showing the electron injection and hole transfer
processes from electronically excited Re1,2 and Re1,3 dyes to CB of CdSe and photoexcited CdSe QD to HOMO levels of Re1,2 and Re1,3.
Scheme 5.4. Schematic Diagram Showing the Charge-Transfer Processes from PhotoExcited CdSe QD to 4-Methoxy Phenol and 4-Nitro Phenol.
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Scheme 5.5. (A) Schematic illustration of emission quenching through electron transfer
from CdSe/CdS to 4-nitro phenol and hole leaking to 4-methoxy phenol through CdS
shell. (B) Schematic illustration of competitive hole transfer from CdSe core to CdTe
shell and 4-methoxy phenol and electron leaking through CdTe shell to 4-nitro phenol
respectively.
Scheme 6.1. Schematic diagram showing disappearance of Mn luminescence with
increasing CdSe diameter (>3.3nm) (adopted from Gamelin and co-workers22).
Scheme 6.2. Alignment of energy level of Mn doped CdSe quantum dot where Mn atom
reside in core of the QD and surface of the QD. Schematic diagram showing that ligand
field splitting of Mn increases from core to surface of QD materials. EPR studies and
presence of band edge emission of CdSe suggest Mn atoms are localized in the surface
of QD in the present studies.
Scheme 6.3. Schematic diagram illustrating electron injection and hole transfer process
in MnCdSe/Br-PGR composite. Structure of Br-PGR molecule has also shown.
Scheme 6.4. Schematic illustration of different carrier relaxation processes for undoped
and Mn-doped CdTeSe alloy NCs. Electron cooling to CT state takes 0.6ps in undoped
alloy whereas in Mn-doped alloy it takes 0.6ps and >700ps (major electron cooling
through Mn state). Hole relaxation from Se-rich shell to Te-rich core takes 1ps in
undoped alloy and 2ps in Mn-doped alloy.
Scheme 6.5. Schematic illustration of gradient CdZnSeS alloy NC which has a coreshell structure with gradient composition of CdSe/CdS/ZnSe/ZnS.
Scheme 7.1. Schematic analysis of probe induced bi-excitonic behavior at 720nm in CIS
NCs for <N> <1, <N> =2 and <N> =4. Electron relaxation to antisite state (Donor state,
D) and hole relaxation to internal defect (acceptor state, A1) also have been shown.
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1.1. Photovoltaics
In the ever growing rate of energy consumption people have acquired almost all
kind of energy sources which includes coal, oil, natural gas, biofuels, nuclear fuels etc. 1
Such energy resources are non-renewable which shrink the availability in each day.
Consumption of energy continues to rise as per human demand as a result alternative
way to find renewable energy sources becomes a must. By means of renewable energy
sources solar energy is the most abundant energy source absorbed on earth‟s surface. 2
The amount of total solar energy absorbed by earth in one year is almost twice the all
other non-renewable energy sources can be obtained from earth.3 Therefore it is atmost
important to convert this solar enery into electrical energy and a lot of research is going
on in this direction. This conversion of solar energy to electrical energy is commonly
known as photovoltaics (PV). PV projected to have at least 1% of the total global energy
by 2030. The flexible power output and uniquely portable PV devices makes very
attractive towards scientific research. The conception of light to electricity conversion,
known as photo-electrochemical cell, was first observed by Becquerel in 19th century.
On absorption of a photon on the metal surface an electron is ejected and thereby photogalvanic effect was observed.4
PV devices remain primordial until the use of different semiconductor materials. 5
The main factor for improvement of PV efficiency lies behind the development of
semiconductor technology. The birth of such solar devices called “first generation solar
cell” had given by Chapin and co-workers in 1954 which raises lots of interest in the
scientific communities.6 The silicon solar cell which can be single as well as
polycrystalline is classified into first generation solar cell. 7,8 Silicon semiconductor
which has energy gap between valence and conduction band (band gap) of ~1.1eV
3
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shows a record 24.4% efficiency under ambident condition due to absorption of visible
to near-IR solar radiation. However these materials are not ideal for PV applications as
they suffer from purity and quality of the crystal. Actually Si is an indirect band gap
material as a result it needs to be ~100 m active thick layer of Si, otherwise light would
simply pass through without generating any charge carrier. Again the photogenerated
charge carriers have to reach the p-n junction which is near the front surface that
demands very high purity (99.9999%) and crystalline perfection of this material. III-V
semiconductor solar cell such as GaAs, InP (direct band gap) also classified into above
category. Although GaAs and InP shows similar efficiency as Si, however the cost of
raw materials and high purity are the main drawbacks for this kind of solar cell.
To avoid the above problem polycrystalline thin film solar cell was evolved, known
as second generation solar cell where materials of direct band gap semiconductor are
used.9,10 CdTe solar cell is such kind of polycrystalline thin film solar cell which has
band gap about 1.5eV with very high absorption cross section. A record 19.6%
efficiency has been observed using such hetero junction solar cell. The chalcopyrite
solar cell, commonly known as CIGS solar cell, is a I-III-VI2 semiconductor composed
of copper, indium, gallium and selenium with general formula CuInxGa1-xSe2. Variation
of „x‟ results a band gap variation of 1.0eV to 1.7eV. In laboratory scale, 12-19% solar
conversion efficiency has been observed in small area devices using CIGS.
A third generation solar cell includes organic and polymer solar cell, dye sensitized
solar cell (DSSC), quantum dot solar cell (QDSC) and the very recent one, perovskite
solar cell (PSC).11-14 Organic molecules have chemically tunable band gap, easy charge
transport and solubility as a result use of such molecules becomes advantageous over
other materials.15 Here charge transport occurs in intermolecular way in one molecule to
4
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another for organic solar cell whereas in polymer solar cell it occurs via intramolecular
way within the same molecule. However in such solar cell positive and negative charges
travel in the same system which results high charge recombination. It was not until 1991
when a special type of arrangement of dye loading on porous flim of semiconductor
nanoparticles (NPs) made by Gratzel et. al. which gave the conversion efficiency as high
as 7%.13 Such remarkable breakthrough brought a new class of PV devices called dye
sensitized solar cell (DSSC). Here in DSSC the photoexcited dye injects an electron to
the conduction band of semiconductor nanopartcile thereby generating the dye cation
which finally interacts with the redox couple to reproduce the dye in ground state. 16
After the invention of DSSC, till date it remains a viable alternative to silicon solar cell.
The promising part of the device is more solar light absorption by the dye. The charge
(electron/hole) transfer is realized by the semiconductor and the redox couple, which
reduces the recombination loss remarkably. The cost of such well designed device is low
and hence the challenge is to achievement of higher efficiency device so that it can
compete with other well established solar cells. Till date a maximum of ~13% efficiency
has been reached using specially designed porphyrin molecule endowed with D- -A
push pull groups.17 However DSSC also is not free from its difficulty. It is always a
challenge to find a dye molecule which is stable enough towards solar radiation for a
long while and can absorb a good portion of solar light. Again the excess energy
absorbed by the dye molecule (i.e. excess energy than its HOMO-LUMO gap) always
lost as heat. Thus after having such limitations in DSSC, PV applications attract the
scientists towards development of small sized materials.18 Quantum dot (QD) materials,
the size of which is less than its bulk “Bohr” radius are used as small sized materials in
special type of DSSC, named as quantum dot solar cell (QDSC). 19-22 Instead of dye
molecule, here QD is coated over the semiconductor oxide in QDSC. Now-a-days
5
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QDSC found to attractive alternative to DSSC which is having very high theoretical
efficiency, is much higher than Queisser-Shockley limit (~32%). The size of QD can
easily be tuned using different synthetic condition which absorbs photons in different
solar regime. Moreover, through the phenomenon of multi exciton generation (MEG) for
QD materials, one photon having energy twice or more than the band gap of that QD
materials can generate more than one exciton. 22-28 Such MEG is prominent towards
small band gap materials like PbS, PbSe, CdTe where each photon can generate more
than one exciton. It has been realized that efficiency of solar device can be enhanced
significantly by dissociating the multiexciton before they recombine. However due to
increase coulomb potential in smaller size particles (QDs) photoexcited charge carriers
suffer from very fast charge recombination. Different approaches have been used to
increase the charge separation in such QD materials which includes metalsemiconductor composite29-33, semiconductor-semiconductor composite (core-shell,
alloy etc)34-45, and semiconductor-dye composite.46-52 Using alloy (and doped alloy) QD
very high (~9.5%) conversion efficiency has been obtained.53,54 Very recently a record
conversion efficiency of 11.7% has observed in Cd and Pd free green CISe base NC. 55
The limitations includes surface defects in small sized materials due to high surface to
volume (S/V) ratio as a result the unsaturated atoms in the surface can act as traps for
charge carriers. In hetero-structures defects can be created due to lattice mismatch
between two materials which decrease the mobility of the charge carriers and finally
decreases the photo-conversion efficiency.56 Research on another new class of materials,
called perovskite, emerges in recent years which found to have very high
photoconversion efficiency.11,57-61 However stability of such perovskite solar cell is the
major concern to the scientists. Above all, 3 rd generation solar cell despite of having
their promising properties and rapid efficiency enhancement over the past few years, the
6
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Figure 1.1. Schematic of highest efficiency of different single junction solar modules. 17,54,55,62

overall photo conversion efficiency remains low as compare to Si and thin film solar cell
(Figure 1.1). In the present thesis we will mainly focus on the mechanistic aspect of
improvement of conversion efficiency in DSSC and QDSC through various
spectroscopic techniques (steady state optical absorption and emission, time resolved
emission and femtosecond transient absorption spectroscopy).
1.2. Dye sensitized solar cell (DSSC)
The heart of DSSC consists of mesoporous nanocrystalline oxide layer (mainly
TiO2) for electron conduction, dye molecule for generating charge carrier and electrolyte
to regenerate dye molecule through hole transport (Figure 1.2). 12,13,63,64 TiO2 has been
widely investigated as compared to other wide band nanocrystalline oxide such as ZrO 2,
ZnO etc. The mesoporous nature of TiO2 NP film has high surface area which increases
coverage of dye molecule. On photoexcitation of the dye molecule, electron injection to
conduction band (CB) of TiO2 electrode takes place leaving behind the dye cation.
Subsequently the dye regenerates to its ground state by electron transfer from a redox
mediator (e.g. I-/I3-). The photogenerated charge carriers are diffused through fluorine
doped tin oxide glass (FTO/TiO2) and Pt/FTO electrode. Thus solar energy is converted
to electrical energy through external load and the voltage generated is the difference
between electron in the Fermi level of semiconductor and redox potential of electrolyte .
7
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Figure 1.2. Basic principle of DSSC.

1.2.1. Semiconductor
The choice of semiconductor depends on inert and non-toxic nature owing to
environment friendly behavior. The layer of semiconductor has to be mesoscopic nature
for high surface area which can load maximum amount of dye molecule using minimum
quantity of semiconductor. Also the fabrication procedure should be easy and cost
effective. TiO2 satisfied all of the above conditions.65 TiO2 contains donor defects like
oxygen vacancy and titanium interstitials and classified into n-type semiconductor.
Usually TiO2 thin film is prepared by doctor-blading and screen-printing technique for
laboratory scale preparation.
1.2.2. Dye
The choice of main centre of DSSC i.e. the dye molecule depends on several
factors. The first thing is that the dye molecule should have strong solar absorption in
visible to near-IR region and it should have photochemical as well as thermal stability.
Also the dye molecule should have strong coupling group so that it can bind strongly to
the semiconductor surface. Conduction band of TiO2 must lie below than the LUMO of
the dye molecule to ensure efficient electron injection from photoexcited dye molecule
to TiO2 surface. For efficient regeneration of dye molecule the HOMO level of the dye
8
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molecule must be more positive than the redox potential of the electrolyte. Based on the
above requirement several dye molecules have been synthesized in the last two decades
which includes transition metal complexes (Ru based N3 dyes), metal porphyrin
complex and also metal free organic ligands (porphyrin, phthalocyanine and coumarin).
Among them, Ru based N3 dyes show promising photo-conversion efficiency (~1213%) in DSSC.
1.2.3. Electrolyte
Another crucial component of DSSC is the electrolyte.66 It act as hole transport
materials and finally regenerate the dye molecule in its ground state. Generally in DSSC
liquid electrolyte is used which is dissolved in some organic solvent. For regeneration of
the dye molecule and for efficient electron transport in the circuit, the redox potential of
electrolyte should have more negative potential than the dye molecule. Also the
electrolyte should have chemical as well as thermal stability so that it can avoid dye
molecule degradation or aggregation. To allow more solar absorption by the sensitizer
dye molecule, the electrolyte should not have any absorption in the visible region. Iodine
based redox electrolyte (I -/I3-) certainly satisfied all the above mentioned points.
However one of the main drawbacks of iodine electrolyte in DSSC is its volatility and
corrosive nature. In recent years ionic liquid electrolyte has been used as an alternative
of iodine electrolyte which acts as both iodine source and solvent. 67
1.3. Quantum dots (QDs)
Semiconductor nanocrystal (NC) emerges as a new class of materials in last
several decades.14,18-22,68-83 They have unique photo-physical as well as electronic
properties which arise from individual nanocrystals. Thus semiconductor nanocrystal
provide a new platform for exploring new phenomenon and rapid development of novel
9
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technologies like light emitting devices, coherent light emitter, biological imaging,
composition dependent optoelectronic properties, photocatalysis, and photovoltaics. 83-88
Charge carrier confinement by potential barriers leads to size quantization effects in
such semiconductor where the dimension of confinement remains less than de-Broglie
wavelength of charge carriers. In a bulk crystal the charge carries move in a potential
created by the lattice ions. Thus the basis factors of the electronic structure of bulk
crystals can explain the size quantization effect. Again the charge carrier motion used to
govern by the lattice potential in a crystal. Such lattice potential can control unique
electronic dispersion as well as transport property like coherence length. The distance to
which a carrier travels before it scatters is known as coherence length (also called mean
free path). However in a semiconductor crystal the bound electron-hole pair (known as
exciton) behaves like a composite particle having reduced mass arising from electron
and hole. Such exciton also has its own mean free path which is known as Bohr radius
of the exciton. Bohr radius is thus characteristics of each semiconductor crystal and
varies from one semiconductor to another having range from fraction of nanometer to
several tens of nanometers. For a particular nanocrystal the exciton Bohr radius can be
express by the equation given bellow:

(1)
Here,

= Bohr radius of hyrdogen atom (0.052 nm),

constant, m= mass of electron,

r

= size dependent dielectric

= reduced mass of the exciton.

Depending on the confinement the semiconductors having size less than its Bohr
radius are classified into three regimes: „Quantum dot‟, „Quantum rod or wire‟ and
„Quantum well‟.20 When charge carriers are confined in all three spatial dimensions (i.e.
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zero dimension), quantum confinement occurs in the semiconductors having size less
than its Bohr radius and thereby known as Quantum dot. However when the
confinement of charge carriers occurs in two dimensions Quantum rods are formed and
if they are confined in only one direction they are called Quantum well. In the present
thesis mainly we will discuss II-VI semiconductors quantum dots.
Now size quantization effect in semiconductor crystal occurs for particle size
(i.e. diameter) less than its Bohr radius. Size quantization effects refer to the increase in
band gap with decreasing size. Figure 1.3 provides a schematic analysis of size
quantization effect which shows as we move from bulk to quantum dot (by decreasing
size), the band gap increases as well as quantization occurs in both valence and
conduction band. Moreover the band gap further increases when we move to molecular
state. Thus this effect provides a way to control the electronic property of materials. In
case of semiconductor nanocrystal size dependent properties were determined by
quantum confinement effect which results when the electron in a material are confined
to a very small volume. As the radius is reduced the energy level spacing between
valence band and conduction band becomes larger which leads to the formation of
additional discrete bands. The formation of discrete bands can bring some significant

Figure 1.3. Schematic illustration of size quantization effect from bulk to quantum dot to
molecule.
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changes in properties like absorption, emission, carrier cooling and carrier relaxation. 2528,89-92

These effects lead to remarkable novel properties for quantum dot materials

which include superior brightness, high resistance to photo bleaching, high emission
quantum yield and high molar extinction coefficients. These properties make QDs as a
unique class of light emitting nanocrystal that find promising potential application in
various fields.
1.4. Basic Physics of Quantum dots 20
Semiconductor QDs are having particle size between bulk material and
molecular state. However the boundaries among the bulk material to molecular state are
not well defined. Although the lower limit of the particle size is governed by the
crystalline stability of the bulk material, the upper limit of particle size is given by
energy level spacing which approaches to thermal energy kT. In Figure 1.3 it was shown
that with decreasing particle size the energy gap increases which can be explained by
„quantum box‟ model. This model describes, size dependent energy gap of spherical
QDs is given by
Eg

Eg ,o

2 2
2meh R2

(2)

Here R represents radius of the particle, meh is the reduced mass of exciton and Eg,0 is the
bulk band gap of the material. It can be seen that the band gap of the material is
inversely proportional to R2. As a result with decreasing particle size the energy gap
between valence and conduction band increases. Additionally the continuous nature of
energy band in bulk materials modify into discrete energy levels which results specific
excitonic features in optical absorption spectrum.
As already we have stated quantization of semiconductor occurs at particle size
less than its Bohr radius. For semiconductor nanocrystals it is convenient to consider
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three different Bohr radii: (i) for elelctron (ae), (ii) for hole (ah) and (iii) for bound
electron-hole pair (exciton, a exe). For electron and hole, instead of

effective mass of

electron and hole is used respectively in equation (1). Now based on three different Bohr
radius and columbic interaction three different regions can be visualized. First, when the
nanocrystal radius (a) is much smaller than radii of electron, hole and exciton (i.e. a< ae,
ah, aexe), then electron and holes are strongly confined by the nanocrystal boundary. This
region is known as strong confinement region. Second, when „a‟ is larger than both a e
and ah but smaller than aexe (i.e.

ae, ah < a < aexe), the region is known as weak

confinement region. Here centre mass motion of exciton is confined. Finally, when „a‟ is
in between ae and ah (i.e. ah < a < ae, aexe), only electron is confined (but hole is not),
known as intermediate confinement region. Naturally the confinement region depends
exclusively on nanocrystal materials. For example, InAs has Bohr radius 36nm and thus
the naocrystals of InAs can easily fall in the strong confinement region. However CuCl
nanocrystal has very low exciton Bohr radius (0.7nm) as a result they exists in weak
confinement region. On the contrary, CdSe has exciton Bohr radius ~6nm which makes
them to fall in both strong and weak confinement region.
The quantitative description of the size-dependent electronic properties of
different confinement regions can be well described by some of the theory e.g. particle
in a sphere model, multiband effective mass approximation, empirical pseudopotential
method and ab initio calculation. The particle in a sphere model, although very simple
approach, doesn‟t explain many of the simplest properties of quantum dot such as
fluorescence stokes shift, nature of excitonic transitions etc. Here it is assumed that the
particle is confined in a sphere while in reality the nanocrystal is filled with
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semiconductor atoms which limit its usefulness. Hence to explain such simplest
properties of dot effective mass approximation is very useful.
1.4.1. Effective mass approximation
Here the bulk valence and conduction bands are approximated by simple
isotropic bands. The electronic wave functions of bulk crystal can be expressed by,

nk

(r ) unk (r ) exp(ik.r )

(3)

Here „n‟ and „k‟ are the band index and wave vectors of the wavefunction and unk is a
function that varies with the periodicity of the crystal lattice. The energy of these
wavefunctions is typically given by E vs. k band diagram as shown in Figure 1.4. For
simplicity in effective mass approximation the bands are assumed to be parabolic.
Generally two types of semiconductor can be classified under this approximation, direct
band gap and indirect band gap semiconductor. In direct band gap semiconductor the
minimum of both valence and conduction bands lies at k=0 position (Figure 1.4A)
whereas in indirect band gap semiconductor conduction band remains away from k=0
(Figure 1.4B) as a result electronic transitions from valence band to conduction band
involve phonons in order to obey Frank-condon principle. However in effective mass
approximation the energy of valence and conduction band can be given as:
Ekc

Ekv

2 k 2
c
2meff

2 k 2
v
2meff

Eg

(4)

(5)

Eg stands for semiconductor band gap and the superscript „c‟ and „v‟ denotes conduction
and valence band respectively. Here charge carriers are approximated as free particle
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Figure 1.4. (A) Direct and (B) Indirect band gap semiconductor.

having effective mass meff. The effective mass is the mass of individual charge carrier
by which they move in a periodic potential in semiconductor lattice. Thus here both
electron and hole are treated as free particle but with different mass. However this
approximation is limited to bulk crystals where both valence and conduction bands are
considered to be parabolic in nature. In reality the band structures of II-VI and III-V
semiconductors are quite complicated. As for example, although for CdSe the
conduction band falls under this approximation, the valence band is not. In CdSe the
conduction band is made up with Cd „5s‟ orbital which is only two fold degenerate at
k=0. However valence band of CdSe mainly arises from selenium „4p‟ orbital which is
six fold degenerate at k=0. Due to strong spin-orbit coupling within the six fold „4p‟
orbital, the valence band of CdSe is split into (at k=0) p3/2 and p1/2 subbands. p3/2 subband
is further split into Jm= ± 3/2 and Jm= ± ½ subbands, where Jm is the projections of the J
(angular momentum). Thus three subbands are formed and known as heavy hole (hh),
light hole (lh) and split-off hole (so) (Figure 1.5). Hence crystal field splitting of
wurtzite lattice can lift the degeneracy of valence band at k=0. Nevertheless effective
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mass approximation has been applied to colloidal CdSe nanocrystal by several
researchers which give tremendous insight into elelctronic structure and optical
properties of the materials. However the atomistic models such as empirical
pseudopotential method and ab initio calculation often results qualitatively different
aspects (e.g. bright-dark state, exciton cooling etc). Thus in most of the cases we will
follow effective mass approximation which fits well with the theory.

Figure 1.5. Valence band structure of wurtzite CdSe QD at k=0.

1.4.2. Energy structure of quantum dot
In absence of any band mixing effect each bulk band gives rise to several
independent quantized states for spherical NCs. 20,25,27,89,91-93 Each quantized state can be
classified into two quantum numbers e.g. angular momentum of an envelope wave
function (L) which describes the carrier motions in the NC and the number of states in a
series of states of given symmetry (n). Generally the notation of electron and hole states
are used as nLe and nLh. For typical notation for L values are S, P, D etc for L=0, 1, 2
etc and n values are 1, 2, 3 etc. Thus the electron states are defines as 1S e, 1Pe, 1De etc
and the hole states are as 1Sh, 1Ph, 1Dh etc.
In reality because of strong band mixing, particularly in valence band, for many
semiconductors (as shown in Figure 1.5 for CdSe NC) one can explain the multi band
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sub structure of valence band by considering confinement induced mixing between
different sub bands. The valence band Hamiltonian contains both crystal lattice and NC

Figure 1.6. Comparison of bulk semiconductor (having continuous valence and conduction band
separated by energy gap E g) to semiconductor NC which has discrete atomic like states in both
valence and conduction band.

confinement potential as a result the total angular momentum can be expressed as F=
L+J where J is the sum of Bloch function angular momentum. In general the valence
band states are denoted by nLF. For CdSe NC the size dependent hole energy calculation
by taking into account of mixing between heavy hole, light hole and split-off hole shows
the lowest energy hole states are 1S3/2, 1P3/2, 2S3/2. The lowest energy excitons are thus

Absorbance (a.u.)

expressed as 1Se-1S3/2 (1S), 1Se-2S3/2 (2S) and 1Pe-1P3/2 (1P) (Figure 1.7). In optical

1Se-3S1/2
1Pe-1P3/2
1Se-2S3/2
1Se-1S3/2

300

400

500

600

Wavelength (nm)

Figure 1.7. Optical absorption spectrum of colloidal CdSe NC and assignment of different
excitonic states. In the schematic diagram the lowest energy allowed interband (valence band to
conduction band) transitions are shown for CdSe NC.
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absorption spectra of a good quality of colloidal CdSe NC all these states are well
resolved.
1.4.3. Stokes shift: dark-bright exciton model
To understand the overall structure of NC absorption spectrum, band mixing of
valence band has to be considered. 20 On the contrary the luminescence property of any
NC can be well explained with fine band edge structure (i.e. lowest energy exciton, 1S e1S3/2). It has been observed that single exciton radiative lifetime of CdSe NC has a
strong dependence on sample temperature. This temperature dependent phenomenon can
be explained on the basis of dark-bright exciton model. This model accounts with the
fine structure splitting of band edge exciton produced by e-h exchange interaction as
well as anisotropy associated with crystal field and shape of NC. The e-h exchange
interaction energy is largely depends on the electron hole wavefunction overlap as a
result this effect is greatly increases in NC as compared to their bulk counterpart. In
such strong e-h interaction, the lower energy electron and hole states (e.g. 1S e and 1S3/2)
cannot consider independently at least when radiative recombination is accounted. Here
both the states are treated as a combined state of a single particle (exciton) having total
angular momentum N. With e-h exchange interaction within the exciton, the total
angular momentum N can split into two states, a high energy optically active N=1,
bright exciton and low energy optically passive N=2, dark exciton. Again these two
states are further split into five sub states due to wurtzite nature of the CdSe lattice and
its non-spherical shape (CdSe has prolate shape). Two manifold of upper (U) and lower
(L) sub states are formed which are labeled according to magnitude of projection of total
angular momentum of exciton, Nm along the unique crystal axis. However the effect of
additional level splitting does not change the optically passive nature of lowest energy
exciton (dark exciton) which is characterized by Nm=2. The bright exciton which is
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optically active can be characterized by N m=1L. The thermal redistribution of excitons
between these two levels (N m=2 and 1L) leads to strong dependence of single exction
radiative lifetime of CdSe NC with sample temperature. At low temperature (liquid He
temperature) the radiative recombination primarily occurs from low oscillator strength
dark exciton which gives lifetime in the range of microsecond. At room temperature the
excitons can populate the bright state by thermal excitation which leads to radiative
recombination from bright state and we observed lifetime in nanosecond timescale.
Again this band edge fine structure also responsible for stokes shift observed in such
NCs. In most of the CdSe NC the absorption is dominated by super position of two

Figure 1.8. (A) Fine structure splitting of band edge transition of CdSe NC. (B) Schematic of
dark and bright state. Blue arrow shows absorption and red arrows shows emission from bright
(bold) and dark (dotted) state.

upper manifold exciton states (i.e. 1U and 0U). However the luminescence state always
dominated by either bright or dark exciton states (1 L and 2) both of which are separated
from their upper counterpart by energy equivalent to ~20 to 80meV (depending on size
of NC) which is the typical stokes shift value observed in most of the NCs.
1.4.4. Density of states
Density of states (DOS) can be defined as number states available per unit
energy interval of a particular nanostructure. Steady state properties like absorption,
emission and dynamic carrier relaxation, charge carrier trapping processes are very
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much related to DOS. In Figure 1.9 the DOS for different dimensional nanostructures
are shown. In general the DOS of a particle can be expressed by,
g (E)

1N
V E

(6)

Assuming parabolic distribution for a bulk particle (3D) at wave vector k the DOS can
be expressed by,
g ( E )3 D

2 Em3
2 3


(7)

which is highly dependent of energy. In 2D nanostructure (e.g. quantum well) the DOS
can be calculated by fixing one of the k vector and given by,
g ( E )2 D

m
2

(8)

Here the particles are independent of energy. Again, in 1D nanostructure such as
quantum rods, the DOS can be obtained by setting two fixed k vectors and expressed as,
g ( E )2 D

1
(2m / E )1/ 2


(9)

Hence DOS of 1D particle decreases as the energy increases. In zero dimension system
such as quantum dot the charge carriers are confined in all three directions as a result the
DOS can be simply expressed as a delta function,

Figure 1.9. Change in DOS for different confined system.
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g ( E )0 D

(10)

Here energy levels are fully discrete.
1.5. Charge carrier relaxation in quantum dots
The energy quantization effect of quantum dots as discussed in the previous
section has tremendous significance in charge carrier relaxation processes. When such
quantum dots are excited with photon having energy equal to or more than the band gap
energy of the semiconductor, hot excitons (electron-hole pair) are created. Afterwards
both hot electron (in the conduction band) and hot hole (in the valence band) can relax
to lowest state of the either CB or VB through different pathways. In bulk
semiconductor the energy spacing between intrabands are smaller than thermal energy
as a result the exciton relaxation in intraband (cooling) can occur via phonon emission.
However in quantum dots the separation of intrabands are higher than thermal energy
which allows the exciton to relax in lowest energy state (cooling) via several process as
summarized below.
1.5.1. Phonon bottleneck
In quantum dots hot excitons can relax to lowest electronic state by a process
known as phonon bottleneck.94,95 Typically for quantum dots the confined states for
electrons can have energy hundreds of meV however the phonon has energy in the order
of 20meV. Therefore carrier relaxation involves emission of multiple phonons. Such
multi-phonon relaxation time can be estimated by,
c

where,

c

~

1

exp( E

KT

)

(11)

is the hot carrier cooling time, ω is the phonon frequency, and ∆E is the

energy separation between quantized levels. However such multi-phonon emission
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process is hindered due to restriction imposed by selection rules. As a result electron
cooling becomes extremely slow which is known as phonon bottleneck. Although due to
high surface to volume ratio, scattering from surface plays an important rule to
overcome the selection rules to some extent.
1.5.2. Electron-hole energy transfer
In previous section it has been discussed that valence band in II-VI nanocrystals
are degenerate which leads to higher DOS in valence band as compared to conduction
band. Therefore intraband transitions in valence band for holes are much faster as
compared to electrons in the conduction band. In such strongly confined nanocrystal
columbic interaction between electron and hole plays an important role. Such coulomb
interaction can transfer energy from electron to hole leading to faster electron cooling. 96
1.5.3. Multi exciton generation (MEG) and Augur recombination
In a particular semiconductor when the excitation energy of photon has energy
atleast two times or more than the band gap of the semiconductor (h >> Eg), during
relaxation of hot exciton the excess energy can generate another exciton within the
semiconductor leading to bi-exciton. Depending on the photon energy sometimes more
than two excitons can be generated which is more efficient for lower band gap materials
such as PbS, PbSe, CdTe etc. Such process is commonly known as multi exciton

Figure 1.10. Schematic of (A) MEG and (B) Augur process.
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generation.23,25,26 Sometimes the process also refers as impact ionization. Augur process
is reverse to the MEG process. In this mechanism the semiconductorhaving more than
one exciton, can transfer energy to another exciton as a result hot exciton is created. The
hot exciton can undergo relaxation in many different pathways.
1.5.4. Involvement of defect states
In quantum dots surface to volume ratio is very high which leads to surface
defects in their structure. Such defects could arise due to dangling bond, capping agent,
crystal mismatch etc. When this defects has energy lies within the mid band gap region
of the semiconductor, then charge carrier (either electron or hole, depending on the
energy of defect site) can trapped which alters their carrier relaxation process.
Sometimes the defect sites can lie above the valence or conduction band edge that leads
to surface resonance which also can influence carrier cooling mechanism.

Figure 1.11. Schematic of (A) electron and (B) hole trapping in surface defects.

1.6. Charge separation in quantum dots
As discussed in the previous section due to large surface to volume ratio the ions
in the surface can trap the charge carrier which leads to loss of charge carrier. Also due
to confinement in very small volume the strong columbic interaction within the charge
carrier facilitated non-radiative recombination. These restrict such QDs in any device
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applications. However by creation of heterostructure one can avoid some of the
problems as discussed below.
1.6.1. Semiconductor-semiconductor core-shell heterostructure
Generally two different semiconductor nanocrystals have different band
alignment, electronic structure, morphology and surface structure. Putting one
semiconductor above another semiconductor (core) in small thickness a core-shell
nanostructure can be formed. Therefore when such core-shell structure is formed,
significant alternation of static and dynamic properties occurs such as decrement of
surface defects, interfacial charge transfers etc. In accords with energy level of each
semiconductor the core-shell structures are generally classified as Type-I and Type-II
heterostructure. In Type-I structure the bands are aligned in such a way that both the
carriers (electron and hole) are localized in the core (Figure 1.12). As a result the
carriers are unable to interact with the surface due to presence of wide band gap
semiconductor shell which reduces the non-radiative intraband relaxation pathways. As
a result luminescence quantum yield increases which is essential for bioimaging, LED
applications etc. Examples of such Type-I NCs includes CdSe/ZnS, CdSe/ZnSe etc.
Sometimes the band structure becomes reversed as a result the carriers are localized in
the shell NC which is called reverse type-I NC. In Type-II core-shell NCs the band
alignment remains in such a way (Figure 1.12) so that one of the carriers remains in the
core and the other transfers to the shell depending on the alignment which leads to
separation of charge. Separation of charge in such NC has great relevance to solar
energy conversion. Examples are CdSe/CdTe, CdS/ZnSe etc. In addition another coreshell NC exists where one of the carriers delocalized in both core and shell due to
minimum energy offset between either CB or VB and known as quasi type-II NC (e.g.
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CdSe/CdS). Quite often instead of core-shell NCs, alloy NC (homogeneous or graded) is
also used where no well defined interface is present unlike core-shell NC. Many
different properties in charge carrier dynamics used to appear in alloy NC related to
interface. In addition the band gap of the NC can be tuned by varying the composition
without changing size. Different kind of alloy NCs have been investigated such as
CdSexS1-x, CdTexSe1-x, CdxZn1-xS.

Figure 1.12. Band alignment of core-shell heterostructures. (A) Type-I, (B) Type-II and (C)
Quasi Type-II.

1.6.2. Metal-semiconductor heterostructure
Generally metal NPs have Fermi level below the conduction band of most of the
semiconductors which allows metal NP to act as electron sink. Thus metalsemiconductor offers separation of charge by decoupling electron and hole. It is reported
after transferring the electron there occurs shift in Fermi level of metal which increases

Figure 1.13. Band alignment of (A) metal-semiconductor and (B) dye-semiconductor
heterostructure.
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the charge separation yield. Commonly used metals are Au, Ag, Pt metal NP along with
TiO2, ZnO, CdSe, CdS etc. semiconductor to form metal-semiconductor heterostructure.
1.6.3. Dye-semiconductor heterostructure
Another approach for separation of charge from a semiconductor is to use of dye
molecule which has high affinity to extract one of the carrier from the photoexcited
semiconductor. For efficient separation of charge the HOMO-LUMO level of the dye
molecule should matches with the energy levels of semiconductor in such a way so that
one of the carrier can relaxes to dye molecule. In fact uses of such dye-quantum dot
composite shows enhance separation of charges in pico-second timescale.
1.7. Alloyed and doped quantum dots
Charge carried confinement in NC can be achieved by covering it with a shell of
either type-I or type-II structure as discussed in the earlier section where a well defined
interface exists between core and shell NC. Alloy NC can be formed when instead of a
well defined interface, graded or homogeneous kind of interface is present. 36-40,97 Alloy
NCs have an extra degree of freedom in terms of composition with respect of other NCs.
Here by varying composition of the constituents in alloy NC, one can tune the band gap
of the semiconductor keeping similar size which can absorb in different solar regime.
Photoluminescence quantum yield (QY) of such alloy NC measured to be very high as
compared to their constituent NCs. Because of better short-circuit photocurrent density
(Jsc) as well as open circuit voltage (Voc) alloy NC found to have better photovoltaic
applications as compared to their constituent components.
Another important feature to control charge carrier process in NCs is to do
impurity doping.98-106 Incorporation of impurity can modify the charge carrier dynamics
due to exciton-dopant coupling and significantly alters the intrinsic properties with
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evolution of new opto-electronic properties. Doping of II-VI NC with a 3d transition
metal such as Mn results very high emission QY as well as long emission lifetime (in
milliseconds) which arise from the 4T1-6A1 transition. The transition from the 4T1-6A1
state is both spin and orbitally forbidden which results long emission lifetime. Due to
fast exciton to Mn energy transfer, the Mn doped NC can be used as energy reservoir.
Again due to long excited state lifetime the Mn centre can also be used as electron
storage centre which can be used to boost the solar conversion efficiency.
1.8. Synthesis of quantum dots
Quantum dots are synthesized via either top down approach or bottom up
approach. In top down approach the synthesis is started with bulk material and reduced
its size to form nanocrystals by lithographic or laser ablation, ion beam etching etc. 107,108
In bottom up approach the precursor molecules are taken along with capping agent and
by control synthesis method nanocrystals are formed. All chemical synthetic methods
fall under this category e.g. colloidal route, sol gel, metalorganic chemical vapour
deposition (MOCVD), molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). 109 In the present thesis we will
deal with only colloidal synthesis of quantum dots.80 This procedure is the most
successful method in terms of quality, sharp size distribution where pyrolysis of metalorganic precursor in hot non-coordinating solvent occurs. Use of proper precursor and
capping agent concentration one can separate between nucleation and growth of particle
in the solution which is essential for good size distribution. Actually capping agents are
chosen in such a way so that they have strong binding affinity to the surface of the
particle thus the growth can be controlled. In addition, surface related trap states of the
particles eliminated as they strongly bind to the surface. In hot non-coordinating solvent
initially rapid growth of the particle occurs followed by slower growth by Ostwald
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ripening method (La Mer model, Figure 1.14). Nucleation is achieved by rapid injection
of anion precursor in metal containing hot non-coordinating solvent (hot injection).
Particle growth proceeds on addition of monomer from solution to existing nuclei.
Actually monomer concentration in the solution is always lower than critical
concentration for nucleation in the growth stage as a result instead of forming new
nuclei the monomers prefers to add on pre-existing nuclei. Once monomer
concentrations are sufficiently reduced growth of nuclei proceed through Ostwald
repening. In this stage smaller particles get dissolved which leads to formation of larger
particles. Precursors can also be mixed at lower temperature and slow increment of
reaction temperature leads to decomposition of the precursors which results
supersaturation. This supersaturation can be relieved by nucleation burst after which
controlled temperature results avoid of additional nucleation events rather monomer can
go and seat on the pre-existing nuclei. Thus instantaneous nucleation is not necessary for
narrow size distribution; rather single nucleation is the requirement.

Figure 1.14. Nucleation and growth stage for monodisperse colloidal particle in La Mer growth
model.

Furthermore, nucleation and growth temperature are crucial parameter for
growth of the particle. Lower nucleation temperature leads to lower monomer
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concentration and yield large-size nuclei. Higher nucleation temperature, however
allows more monomer to add on pre-existing nuclei which results larger size particle.
Reaction time is another important parameter for determining particle size. With
increasing reaction time more number of monomer get involved in the nucleation which
results larger size particle. Precursor concentration can also determine nucleation and
growth process which depend on surfactant to precursor concentration ratio. Nature of
the surfactant also has important role to play. Strong interaction between surfactant
(capping agent)-nanocrystal leads to smaller size particle; however weak interaction
gives larger particle. If interaction is too weak agglomeration in particle occurs and can
formed insoluble precipitate. Again for larger size surfactant steric hindrance plays an
important role to control the growth of particle, where monomers do not find proper
place to participate in nucleation process. In colloidal synthesis generally used
surfactants are alkyl phosphine, alkyl phosphine oxide, alkyl amine, alkyl phosphine,
alkyl thiol, long chain fatty acid etc. During the time of nucleation and Ostwald repening
the size distribution of the particle can be different. Although in the first stage growth of
particle remains narrow, during Ostwald repening the smaller nuclei begin to shrink with
evolution of larger size particle. In general 10-15% size distribution can be achieved for
large size particle which can further narrow down by size selective precipitation. Size
selective precipitation is carried out in polar non-solvent, a solvent where the particles
are insoluble and thus formed precipitation which can be separated by centrifugation.
Generally the larger size particles get removed in this process as they become unstable
to solvation before smaller particles do. The precipitate is re-dissolved and precipitated
again in non-solvent for 2-3 times. With such iterative process a size distribution of ~5%
can be achieved.
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High quality II-VI quantum dots such as CdSe, CdS can be synthesized by
pyrolysis of cadmium and selenium (sulpher) precursors at high temperature. Cadmium
precursors includes alkyl cadmium compounds (dimethyl cadmium) and various
cadmium salts (oxide, nitride, acetate). However selenium and sulpher precursors are
prepared by dissolution selenium (sulpher) powder in trioctly phosphine (TOP) or
tributyl phosphine (TBP). Initially cadmium precursor is dissolved in oleic
acid/octadecence mixture at high temperature (~300 C) in inert atmosphere. In this hot
solution TOP-Se (TOP-S) is injected. Growth of the particle is monitored through
absorption measurement. The reaction is quenched by removing the heat source as the
desired size of particle is formed.
1.9. In the relevance of QDSC
Easy manipulation of QD band gap by simple colloidal synthetic method leads to
harvest light in different solar regime. Hence QDs are widely used in solar energy
application as light harvesting materials (thereby known as QDSC). Similar to DSSC,
here QDs (or similar nanocrystalline materials) are placed over wide band gap
semiconductor (generally TiO2). The photoexcited QD injectes electron to CB of TiO 2
which finally diffused through fluorine doped tin oxide glass (FTO/TiO 2) to generate
electricity. The QDs are neutralized by a redox mediator (polysulphide electrolyte).

Figure 1.15. Schematic of QDSC.
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Thus by efficient transfer of photoexcited electrons to TiO 2 and by scavenging the hole
through redox mediator, the lifetime of the charge cariier can be lengthen to deliver
increased photocurrent.Typical schematic of QDSC is shown in Figure 1.15.
1.10. Theory of electron transfer
Electron transfer from one chemical species (donor) to another (acceptor) can be
well explained in terms of Marcus theory. 110-112 Harmonic oscillator approximation is
used to define reactant and product energy states which are parabolic in nature and
electron transfer occurs in the intersection point of the two parabolas (transition state).
In general the rate of electron transfer is expressed in terms of Arrhenius form,
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is known as reorganization energy and can be expressed as sum of energy

involved in solvation and vibration as,
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has important role in electron transfer reaction.

Generally three regions are identified for electron transfer reaction,
i.

Normal region, - G0 <

here rate of electron transfer increases with increase in

the value of - G0.
ii.

Barrierless region, - G0 =

here rate is maximum.
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iii.

Inverted region, - G0 >

here rate decreases with increase in - G0. Inverted

region is the most counterintuitive prediction of Marcus theory.

Figure 1.15. ln (KET) vs -ΔG0 plot where ET process has been shown in three different region.

However Marcus theory is limited to classical electron transfer theory where all
reactants are considered to form product (transmission co-efficient =1). Under quantum
mechanical treatment transmission co-efficient explicitly depend on electron tunneling
probability which governs by donor-acceptor overlap function (H AB). For classical
electron transfer theory H AB considered to be small and reaction is nonadiabatic.
However for adiabatic reaction H AB has important role in determining electron transfer
reaction. Under such circumstances the electron transfer rate can be expresses as
(Marcus-Hush equation),
k BET
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1.10.1. Interfacial electron transfer
Marcus theory deals with electron transfer in homogeneous system; however
interfacial electron transfer involved in semiconductor/dye system is heterogeneous
process.111,113 Here electron transfer involves coupling of semiconductor conduction
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band to frontier orbital of dye molecule. In the present thesis we will mainly discuss
forward electron transfer (ET) from dye molecule to semiconductor and back electron
transfer (BET) from semiconductor to dye interface. In ET process the reactant state is
mostly localized on dye LUMO (one orbital) while product state is consisting of
continuous states of conduction band (Figure 1.16). Therefore an average DOS of
product state is considered for ET process. Generally ET process in semiconductor/dye
system found to occur in Marcus normal region which implies rate of electron transfer
increases as the value of - G0 (- G0= ECB – Eox; ECB is the energetic of semiconductor
CB and Eox is oxidation potential of dye molecule) increases. However in BET process
generally the reverse is observed i.e. BET is found to occur in Marcus inverted region.

Figure 1.16. ET and BET process in semiconductor/dye system.

Here back electron transfer rate decreases as the value of - G0 (- G0= ECB – Egr; ECB is
the energetic of semiconductor CB and Egr is ground state potential of dye molecule)
increases. More specifically sometimes electron may get trap in the trap site located in
the lower energetic than CB edge of semiconductor as a result electronic energetic and
free energy varies which alter the rate of BET. If energetic of dye molecule and
semiconductor matches then barrierless ET also observed.
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1.11. Overview and scope of the thesis
Present thesis deals with charge transfer dynamics in different semiconductor
nanostructured materials in ultrafast timescale through femtosecond transient absorption
spectroscopic technique. We intend to look the effect of TICT state of newly
synthesized coumarin molecules on interfacial electron transfer dynamics on TiO 2
nanoparticle surface. Fate of TICT state also has been monitored on Au NP surface.
Rate of electron and hole transfer from molecular adsorbate to quantum dot can be tuned
in core/shell nanocrystal surface depending on the energy level alignment. Molecular
coupling to nanocrystal surface also has important role for both interfacial electron
injection as well as back electron transfer process which has been demonstrated using
different system. Impurity doping (such as Mn) in nanocrystal surface can improve
charge separation yield which can improve photovoltaic performance. Effect of Mn
doping on alloyed interface also has been demonstrated. A brief overview of exciton
dynamics and bi-exciton feature of I-III-VI2 nanocrystal (CuInS2) also has been reveled
in the present thesis
In the present thesis work we aimed to understand the interfacial charge transfer
and charge recombination process using ultrafast transient absorption spectroscopic
technique. TICT state of coumarin molecule found to have better charge separation yield
on TiO2 surface which can improve photovoltaic performance of a DSSC. Selection of
preferential state of a molecule on Au NP surface with dual emitting states (between
ICT and TICT state) can be helpful for selected biological application. Our investigation
of ATC dye molecule on different NC surface reveals maximum charge separation can
be obtained on CdSe/CdTe type-II surface which can perform better in QDSC. When the
molecular coupling is strong on NC surface (e.g. catecholate) BET dynamics favors as
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compared to their weaker counterpart (e.g. resorcinol, salicylate) which can reduce the
performance of a QDSC. We have developed a newly synthesized specially aligned
surface doped Mn-CdSe NC where the Mn centre act as electron storage centre and thus
BET dynamics reduced drastically which can improve the photovoltaic performance.
Extremely slow electron cooling from Mn state to charge transfer (CT) state has been
observed in Mn-CdSeTe NC which has tremendous implication in solar conversion
efficiency. Fundamental studies of sub-picosecond exciton dynamics and bi-excitonic
feature have demonstrated in CuInS2 NC which has disclosed several untold facts. Thus
the present thesis is a small addition in the field of intra- and inter-molecular charge
transfer process in different nanostructure composite system.
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2.1.

Introduction

Synthesis and understanding of charge carrier dynamics of different kind of
nanostructured materials such as semiconductor and metal (Au) NPs, II-VI NCs, Mndoped NCs and I-III-VI2 NCs are the main thrust of this thesis. Thus structural and
optical characterizations of the synthesized materials through various techniques are of
the key factors for detail understanding before carrying out carrier dynamics studies
using different spectroscopic techniques. Structural characterizations were performed
using transmission electron microscopy, X-ray diffraction and electron paramagnetic
resonance spectroscopy. For optical characterization we used UV-vis optical absorption
and emission spectroscopy. Charge carrier dynamics was monitored using nanosecond
time resolved emission (TCSPC) and broadband femtosecond pump-probe transient
absorption spectroscopic technique. In the present chapter details experimental setup for
all the spectroscopy has been discussed.
2.2.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)

2.2.1. Introduction
One of the versatile techniques for structural characterization of nanometer size
particles is transmission electron microscopy (TEM). 114,115 TEM is unique because of its
direct space imaging of the atomic distribution of the nanostructured materials. With
TEM one can identify single nanocrystal as well. The feature that has studied here is
imaging and hence the probe wavelength should be in close with the size of material to
be imaged. Electrons are used as probe in TEM since the wavelength of electron can be
tuned according to energy which depends on the accelerating voltage (100–1500 kV).
With this accelerating voltage electron will have wavelength in the range of picometer
so that it can possible to image lattice plane as well. Such electrons when interacted with
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the material, they produce many secondary signals which in principle can give many
properties of the studied materials. Such electron diffraction carries information about
crystal lattice parameters, crystal structure, and defect nature of the nanostructures.
Sometimes inelastic scattering of electrons such as phonon scattering, plasmon
scattering etc. can be used for chemical characterization of the samples. Generally two
modes of imaging, dark and bright, are possible in TEM. The image of un-scattered
electrons where sample is not present will appear as bright while the scattered electron
due to presence of sample will appear as dark having reduced intensity. Hence the dark
field imaging requires long exposure time due to its reduced intensity.
2.2.2. Basic layout
TEM usually consists of an electron source, illumination system, sample
specimen, objective lens, projector lens, magnification system and detector. The basic
layout of TEM is shown in Figure 2.1. Generally electron source used in TEM is based
on thermionic emission e.g. tungsten gun or LaB6 crystals. However tungsten gun suffer
from energy spread of electron which results inefficient temporal and spatial coherence
of electrons. Now-a-days field emission guns have replaced tungsten guns as electron
source which has smaller probe size. However due to high cost of field emission gun
and requirement of ultra vacuum technology, still many TEM uses tungsten guns as
electron source. On the other hand LaB6 is a low work function material which reduces
the problem arising due to heating of filament. In illumination system condenser lens is
used where electron probe over the sample uniformly in the range of nanometer in high
magnification. In the specimen stage sample grids are placed where the sample get
illuminated by electrons. Generally carbon coated copper grids are used for sample
preparation. The specimen stage is also essential for structure analysis since it can be
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used for phenomenon induced by electric field, mechanical stress etc. The main imaging
part of the TEM is objective lens. This lens is having very small focal length which
results high converging ability to produce enlarged image. Such lens also reduces the
aberrations of rejecting electrons which scattered at large angles. Spherical and
chromatic are two types of aberrations generally involved in such system which reduces
the resolution of image. Spherical aberrations is given by,
rs = Csα3

(1)

Here rs is the radius of disc produced by spherical aberrations, Cs is the spherical
aberration coefficient and α is the lens aperture. This type of aberrations can be
minimized by using strongly focusing lens.

Figure 2.1. Schematic layout of TEM.

Chromatic aberration arises due to kinetic energy variation of electrons which determine
the wavelength. Energy variation due to thermionic emission which is a statistical
function can cause spread in kinetic energy of electron. Fluctuation in accelerating
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voltage and inelastic scattering after interacting with the sample can cause in energy
spread. This aberration can be expressed by following equation,
rs = αCc(ΔE0/E0)

(2)

Here, Cc is the chromatic aberration coefficient, E0 is energy and ΔE0 is the spread in
energy. Using high focusing power laser this type of abbreviation can be minimized.
2.2.3. Diffraction pattern
When electron beam is passed through a sample specimen due to elastic
scattering in crystalline sample several diffracted beams are obtained. The diffracted
beams are focused by objective lens to get a spot or ring pattern which finally magnified
in viewing screen. The selected area electron diffraction (SAED) is based on kinematical
approximation of the electron diffraction theory where it is assumed amplitude of
scattered beam is negligible as compared to that of incident beam. As a result no
interaction between scattered and incident beams takes place. This diffraction pattern is
described by reciprocal lattice of corresponding structure factor. In SAED for crystalline
sample several rings are placed radially from the central point which arises due to
diffraction from different planes. The distance between two rings can carries
information about the lattice spacing of crystalline planes of the particular sample.
2.2.4. Elemental analysis
Electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) or Energy-dispersive X- ray spectroscopy
(EDX) is used for elemental analysis of a crystalline sample which is based on the
principle of inelastic beam-sample interaction. The energy loss of electron after inelastic
scattering can carry the information about plasmon and phonon interaction, ionization
etc. On the other hand EDX is based on the detection of X-ray emission. Here electron
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beams are interacted with the atoms to promote inner shell electrons which emit there
characteristic X-ray photons and helps to identify the composition of the materials.
2.3.

X-Ray Diffraction (XRD)

2.3.1. Introduction
Both qualitative and quantitative identification of phase, crystallanity and lattice
parameter of powdered sample can be identified by XRD technique. 116,117 In powder
sample different crystal phases exists in a random orientation as a result diffraction
occurs from different angles which is the basis of different phase identification. This
angle of diffraction is directly co-related with the distance between the planes which can
be given by Bragg‟s law,
n =2dSin
Here n is the order of diffraction,

(3)

is incident X-ray wavelength, d is lattice spacing and

is the diffraction angle. Other important parameter in XRD is intensity of diffraction
which depends on the scattering factor and miller indices of the planes. Again scattering
factor is a function of density of electrons in the atom which increases as the density of
electrons increases. An idea of particle size also can be estimated by considering
spherical nature of the particle. Due to coherence length of X-ray the scattering signal of
large crystals become sharp whereas the same for small nanocrystals become broadened.
Thus broadening is related to size of diffracted domain which can be given by,
D= k /Δ2 cos

(4)

k is shape factor (~1) and D is the size of crystal. However the broadening arises from
crystal size as well as instrumental factors and thus broadening can be expressed as,
2

=

2

D

+

2

I

(5)
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2

D

and

2.3.2.

2

I arises

due to crystal size and instrument factor respectively.

Instrumentation
By bombarding high energy electrons on metal surface (e.g. copper, chromium,

molybdenum, cobalt) X-rays are created. As a result broad as well as sharp distributions
of X-rays are formed. However to perform diffraction experiments sharp lines are
required since diffraction angels are dependent on X-ray energies. Thus broad
distributions are ineffective for carrying out diffraction experiments. Selection of sharp
lines can be achieved by using a filter which has a 1 unit atomic number less than the
target material. Single crystal monochromator also used for further monochromatization.
The powered sample are spread over glass slide for diffraction in presence of binder e.g.
colloidion in amyl alcohol. The scintillation detector is scanned over different angles
where the intensities are plotted against angles.

Figure 2.2. Schematic layout of XRD instrument.

2.4.

Electron Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR)

2.4.1. Introduction
Electron paramagnetic resonance is a versatile nondestructive analytical
technique for understanding of different oxidation and reduction processes, biradicals
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and triplet state formation.118,119 This technique can apply only for samples having
unpaired electron which is the main limitation of this spectroscopy. According to
Plank‟s law the energy difference (ΔE) and frequency of radiation ( ) can be co-related
by
ΔE= h

(6)

When Plank‟s condition is satisfied absorption of energy causes a transition of electron
from lower state to higher state. Unlike other spectroscopy, in EPR spectroscopy
frequency of radiation is held constant while magnetic field is varied to obtain the
absorption spectrum.
The spin and associated magnetic field of an unpaired electron is the basis of EPR
spectroscopy. If magnetic field (B0) remains aligned with magnetic moment of electron
( ) lower energy spin state is formed, however if it is reversed higher energy spin state
is formed due to Zeeman effect. Thus for a molecule having an unpaired electron the
energy state can be defined as,
E= g BB0Ms
g-factor is a proportional factor,

B

(7)

is Bohr magneton and Ms is spin of electron. Thus as

radiation is absorbed a spectrum is created, the first derivative of which is presented in
EPR spectrum. As a result the absorption maxima pass through zero point where the
centre of signal is located.
2.4.2. Basic layout
Figure 2.3 shows block diagram of EPR spectrometer. The radiation source used
is known as klystron. High power microwave sources which have low noise
characteristic to give high sensitivity can be stabilized by using klystron vacuum tubes.
Generally EPR spectrometer operates at 9.5GHz region. The radiation used can be
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continuous (CW) or pulsed. Microwave photons interacted with the samples in the
resonant cavity. Amplification of signal from sample are carried out by placing the
cavity in the middle of an electromagnet. When the incident photon energy matches with
the energy separation, absorption lines are obtained.

Figure 2.3. Schematic diagram of EPR instrument.

2.5.

Ultraviolet-Visible (UV-Vis) absorption spectroscopy

Atoms and molecules have discrete energy levels and absorption of photon can
cause transition from ground state to the excited state which can be used as finger print
for identification of molecules or atoms. It is relatively inexpensive characterization tool
for both qualitative as well as quantitative measurement of sample which absorbs in UVVis region.120-123 In the present thesis steady state optical absorption measurements were
carried out using an optical JASCO-640 spectrophotometer.
To understand the ground state properties of absorbing molecule, the wavelength of
absorption and molecular extinction coefficient of the material, this technique is widely
applicable. Several intrinsic (e.g. electronic structure) as well as extrinsic (e.g. solvent
environment) properties have influence on absorption maxima and width of the
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spectrum. As mentioned in 2.4.1 section a molecule absorbs a particular light photon
when it satisfied Plank‟s condition. The spectroscopy consist an incident light source of
known photon energy. If a sample absorbs at a particular wavelength the intensity of
transmitted light at that wavelength decreases. Now the intensity of transmitted light
(optical density, OD) is also a function of both concentration and path length (length of
light beam passing through the sample in the cuvette) and can be given by Lambert-Beer
law,
OD or A = log10 (I0/I) = cl
Here A is absorbance, I0 and I are intensity of incident and transmitted light,

(8)
is molar

extinction co-efficient, c is the concentration of solution and l is the path length.
However poor solubility of sample can give erroneous result in absorption which comes
due to sample scattering. Also the sample concentration expected to keep low since as
higher concentration intramolecular interaction, changes in refractive index can cause
error in measurement. Using absorption spectrum one can estimate band gap and particle
size of particular nanocrystals.
2.6.

Emission spectroscopy

Emission spectroscopy is a commonly used technique for characterisation of
electronically excited states of different choromophores and nanocrystals. 124,125 Here on
optical excitation the emission from the species is recorded. The emission peak maxima,
intensity and width contain valuable information of the sample which is sensitive to
local environment of the species. In the present thesis Hitachi fluorimeter model F-4010
which employed 150W high pressure xenon lamp as excitation source, different
monochromators for excitation and emission wavelengths and photomultiplier tube
(PMT) as detector have been used. Depending on the spectral region of interest, either
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an IP-28 (Hamamatsu, wavelength range 280-650nm) or R-928F (Hamamatsu,
wavelength range 400-850nm) PMT are used to record spectra in different region. The
wavelength dependent response of emission monochromator-PMT combination of
emission spectra have been corrected by using a standard which compares the
instrumental spectral sensitivity.
In emission spectroscopy, on photon absorption the molecules are excited to higher
vibrational states of excited state from lowest vibrational state of ground state. The
emission generally occurs from vibrationally relaxed state of excited state (i.e. = 0 of
excited state) as result emission spectra get red shifted as compared to absorption spectra
of particular sample. The shift in absorption and emission maxima is attributed to Stokes
shift of the sample. In emissione spectroscopy the radiative relaxation of the molecule is
recorded. In semiconductors the radiative relaxation can take place either from
conduction band minima to valence band minima, called band edge emission or
emission may involves trap (defect) states, known as trap state emission. Also by
keeping emission maxima fix and varying excitation source one can record what is
called excitation spectra.
Emission spectroscopy is widely used for bio-labeling, therefore a high quantum
yield is desirable for efficient use. The number of photon emitted per number of photon
absorption gives the quantum yield of particular sample. 120,124,126 However in the present
thesis the quantum yield is calculated for different samples by relative method using a
standard (Coumarin 343 or Rodhamine 6G) utilizing the following formula,

(9)
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Area (Sample) and Area (Standard) are the area under the emission curve (after
particular wavelength excitation) for sample and standard molecule respectively.
2.7.

Time Correlated Single Photon Counting (TCSPC)

2.7.1. Introduction
Previous section deals with the steady state measurement which carried out
under equilibrium condition. However to investigate the excited state dynamics of
various molecules time dependent emission measurement is carried out where intensity
of emission is recorded as a function of time delay after exciting the molecule. Most
commonly used technique for time dependent emission measurement is time correlated
single photon counting. Short pulse excitation source having mode locked laser (e.g.
diode laser-70ps, LED laser-750ps) and photo multiplier tube (PMT) as detector are
used for modern day time resolved emission (TCSPC) measurement.
2.7.2. Instrumentation
The working principle of TCSPC instrument is shown schematically in Figure
2.4. The detection of time delay between excitation and emission photons is the key
principle of TCSPC instrument. The main requirement to get the decay profile of the
sample is to keep the detection of emission photons counts as low as 1% of excitation
photons. As shown in the schematic, a light photon (either from laser or LED) is divided
into two parts one of which used to generate an electrical signal in photodiode and the
other one is used for exciting the sample. The electrical signal is then sent to constant
fraction discriminator (CFD) which generates a START pulse for time to amplitude
converter (TAC). TAC consist a capacitor which starts charging as the START signal
arrives. The other part of the light source excites the sample which gives the emission.
Emission is then monochromatised by a monochromator and sent to a PMT detector to
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detect the emission photon count (at the right angle to the direction of excitation) and
electrical signal is generated. The electrical signal is channeled to another CFD and
finally to TAC. On receiving the STOP signal the TAC stops charging and electrical
output is produced which is proportional to time difference between START and STOP
pulse. The TAC output is then fed to a multi channel analyzer (MCA) which produces
the numerical value for time delay through an analogue to digital converter (ADC). The
value associated with different channels corresponds to different delay as a result
histogram of the counts versus the channel number of MCA is generated.

Figure 2.4. Block diagram of TCSPC instrument.

The true fluorescence decay curve can be obtained if one have infinitely sharp (δ
pulse) excitation source and infinitely fast detection response which is not in the case for
real instrument. Consequently, the decay profile measured is actually a convolution of
true decay curve and instrument response function (IRF). To obtain the deconvolution
procedure we need to have the profile of light source which can be done by using a
scattering solution having no emission and measure the Rayleigh scattering of that
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particular excitation source. The profile obtained is called lamp profile or IRF which
typically have full width at half maxima (FWHM) of ~70ps. All the emission lifetime
measurement was carried out by keeping the emission polarizer at magic angle (54.7 °)
with respect to excitation polarizer to avoid the anisotropy effects in decay profile. The
maximum emission counts were recorded with 5000 to 10000 to have good statistical
average in fitting. The TAC range is set to 50-200ns depending on the sample in the
present thesis.
2.7.3. Functions of different components
(a) Constant fraction discriminator (CFD)
Exact time position of arriving signal can be obtained by CFD. Instead of simple
leading edge discriminator, CFD is crucial to extract correct timing between START and
STOP pulses. Particularly with PMT use of CFD is very much essential because of their
amplitude variation as well as broad distribution in pulse height. In CFD the input pulse
is divided into two half where one half of the signal is constant fraction of input signal
and the other one is delayed and inverted. The two signals are added to obtain a zero
crossing which is considered as timing triggers which mostly independent of pulse
height. Hence in PMT different pulses with different magnitude having same time of
origin will be crossing the zero point at same time which diminishes the timing error.
Thus in TCSPC to locate the timing event CFD is very useful.
(b) Time to Amplitude Convertor (TAC)
TAC is a device that generates a time interval between START (excitation pulse)
and STOP (first arriving emitting photon) pulse. As soon as TAC receives the start pulse
the capacitor started charging which is discontinued on the arriving of the STOP pulse.
After discontinuation of the charging process TAC generates an output pulse which is
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proportional to time interval between the two pulses. However if after receiving start
pulse, no stop pulse arises the capacitor get discontinued and become ready to receive a
new start pulse. After receiving the stop pulse, TAC has a waiting period to discharge
the capacitor completely. The TAC range is defined initially to get complete decay
profile within the channels of MCA.
(c) Multichannel Analyzer (MCA)
The MCA collects the output voltage from TAC and sort the values according to
voltage to time related data by using an analogue to digital converter. MCA can operate
either in Pulse Height Analysis (PHA, for fluorescence decay) mode or in Multi Channel
Scaling (MCS, for time resolved spectral) mode.
(d) Data Analysis
The actual fluorescence decay I(t) can be calculated by deconvolution of
experimental measured fluorescence decay F(t) and instrument response function R(t)
which are correlated as,

(10)
Here the IRF has written as summation of δ-functions for different time. Being F(t) and
R(t) known, the actual fluorescence decay can be obtained by least square fitting with χ 2
value close to 1.127
2.8.

Time Resolved Absorption Measurements: Broadband Pump-Probe

Technique
2.8.1. Introduction
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Time resolved emission techniques (such as TCSPC, Up-conversion) are very
much precise to luminescent samples where only radiative relaxation processes can be
accounted. However to achieve the complete understanding of photoinduced relaxation
behavior we need to study both radiative and non-radiative processes.120,124,128 Therefore
the kinetics involves in several non-radiative process such as electron cooling, charge
transfer and recombination, trapping etc. demands more adaptable technique.20,129 One
of the most useful techniques for studying the kinetics of photoinduced processes is two
colour pump-probe techniques.130-132 In the present thesis work, we have used broadband
pump-probe femtosecond transient absorption spectroscopy for carrying out the
dynamics involved in several photoinduced processes.

Figure 2.5. Optical layout of pump-probe set up.

As the name suggested in pump-probe spectroscopy the sample is first excited by
an optical pump pulse at time t=0 and the photoinduced changes in absorption is
monitored by another colour broadband probe pulse (at time t). Here both pump and
probe pulses are spatially overlapped on the sample. The dynamic changes are measured
by giving an optical delay between pump and probe pulses either by increasing the
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optical path length of probe pulse or by decreasing the path length of pump pulse. The
time delay can be incorporated by changing optical path length since light wave travels a
distance 1μm in 3.3fs (velocity of light 3x108 m/s in air). Typical layout of pump-probe
set up is shown in Figure 2.5.
The photoinduced action on the sample is achieved by measuring the change the
probe pulse intensity before (at t=0, I0, ) and after (at time delay Δt, IΔt, ) perturbation
created by the pump pulse. Following Beer-Lambert law,
IΔt, = I0, x10Here

N l

(11)

Δt

is the molar absorption coefficient of the sample at wavelength

the concentration of the molecules absorbing at time Δt at wavelength

whereas NΔt is
and l is the

optical path length of the sample. The absorbance at Δt delay can be defined as,
A(Δt) = log (I0, /IΔt, ) =

NΔtl

(12)

If the absorbed molecules decays exponentially, NΔt will given by
NΔt = N0e- Δt/τ
So that,

ln (A(Δt)) = ln( N0l)- Δt/τ

(13)
(14)

Therefore population dynamics of transient species can be monitored by measuring
change in optical density which is function of Δt at wavelength .
In transient absorption spectroscopy the pump pulse depletes ground state
molecules by placing them to higher excited states as a result the probe pulse
transmission increases as compared to without pump condition. Thus the change in
absorbance in the wavelength region (i.e. the region of coincidence of probe wavelength
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and optical absorption spectrum) becomes negative and termed as bleach. A similar
observation (bleach) can also be observed if the probe wavelength coincides with
emission spectrum (there by termed as stimulated emission). On the contrary excited
state absorption gives positive feature in the change in optical density which arises due
to excited state transitions caused for probe pulse. In general for a simple system the
excited state dynamics can be given by bleach (B), stimulated emission (SE) and excited
state absorption (ESA).
2.8.2. Transient Absorption Spectrometer
Femtosecond transient absorption spectrometer consists of Ti-sapphire oscillator,
pulse stretcher, multipass amplifier, pulse compressor and finally pump-probe system.
The block diagram of the spectrometer has shown in Figure 2.6.

Figure 2.6. Block diagram of femtosecond transient absorption spectrometer.

2.8.2.1.

Ti-sapphire Oscillator: Generation of Ultra-short Pulse
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In Pump-probe setup the femtosecond pulses are generated in Ti: Sapphire
oscillator in a process called self phase modulation (SPM). In the oscillator the Ti:
Sapphire crystal is pumped by a continuous wave (CW) diode pump solid state (DPSS)
laser which has very high power (~3.8W, 532nm). The Ti: Sapphire crystal has very
high optical damage threshold (10J/cm2) and thermal conductivity (at 300k 46mW/K)
which allows sustaining such high power. However for high intensity laser the nonlinear index of refraction of the gain medium changes as,
n(ω) = n0(ω) + n2(ω) I(t)

(15)

I(t) = exp(-Гt2)

(16)

Since the laser cavity operates at TEM00 mode the intensity of the Gaussian beam is
more towards centre which experiences a larger refractive index than the leading and

Figure 2.7. Optical layout of Ti: Sapphire oscillator used in the present thesis for pump-probe
experiment.

trailing edge of the Gaussian. In Ti: Sapphire crystal longer wavelength components
travel faster than shorter parts due to its positive nature of group velocity dispersion
(GVD). Thus the non-linear term n2(ω) provides additional spectral broadening. Here
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Ti: Sapphire crystal acts as self focusing lens in the gain medium which is known as
“optical Kerr effect”. Such passive technique introduces a power dependent loss in the
in the cavity and becomes unstable in CW mode. A pulsed lasing can be possible by
slight cavity disturbance which is energetically preferable producing <10fs pulse and
~100MHz repetition rate having energy in ~nJ. Such mode locking is commonly known
as “Kerr Lens mode locking”. During cavity round trip significant GVD introduces in
the pulse which is compensated by using chirped mirror. Self focusing of high intense
light also affects the birefringent property of Ti: Sapphire crystal which changes
polarization. By adjusting Brewster angle the effect can be overcome. In the present
thesis work mainly CDP Avesta (Russia) oscillator having ~50fs (FWHM), 500mW
(3.8W DPSS) and 88MHz is used for generation of femtosecond pulse. Two prism
assemblies with high refractive mirror are used for GVD in CDP oscillator. The output
from oscillator is used as seed pulse for amplification.
2.8.2.2.

Chirped Pulse Amplification

The ultrashort pulses obtained from Ti: Sapphire oscillator has energy nJ/pulse
which is too low to perform pump probe experiment. Therefore the pulses are amplified
several orders of magnitude as compare to seed pulse. However during amplification
peak power of the pulse increases several orders as the pulse duration is in fs, which

Figure 2.8. Block diagram of chirped pulse amplification (CPA).
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may lead to damage in optics. Employing the stretcher solves the problem of high
intensities of ultra short pulses which are above the damage threshold of the active
medium of the amplifier. In stretcher the seed pulse is chirped and broadened
temporarily in time (~100ps) by frequency chirping followed by amplification in Ti:
Sapphire gain medium and thereby known as chirped pulse amplification (CPA). Finally
the pulse is again compressed back to original <50fs pulse having very high energy
(~mJ/pulse). Typically >105 order amplification permits by using another low repetitive
rate pump laser (DPSS, 1KHz). The block diagram of CPA is shown in Figure 2.8.
a) Pulse Stretcher
The basic principle of pulse stretcher lies on the dispersion property of grating. The
layout of a pulse stretcher is shown in Figure 2.9 which contains a diffraction grating
and it is placed in between a spherical and a plane mirror. The incoming femtosecond

Figure 2.9. Femtosecond pulse stretcher.

pulse in stretcher has a broad bandwidth. The grating diffracted different frequencies of
the pulse in different directions at different angels. The grating is placed in such a way
that after double pass, the bluer frequency has to travel more through the stretcher than
the redder component. As a result the redder component exits the stretcher first which
stretches the pulse.
b) Femtosecond Confocal Multipass Amplifier
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The stretched pulse (seed) is allowed to pass through in optically pumped Ti:
Sapphire crystal (heavily doped) which acts as gain medium and pumped with another
high power (~20W) DPSS laser. After passing through the gain medium the seed pulse
amplifies by depleting the inversion in Ti: Sapphire crystal. After certain round trip in
the gain medium the amplification saturates and finally extracted from the amplifier
cavity.
Before the pulse enter into the amplifier cavity, a pulse picker is installed for one
pulse selection from a train of stretched pulse. The pulse picker consists of electrooptical Pockel cell in which horizontal polarization of stretched pulse falls. When no
voltage is applied the pulses do not change polarization and exit from the pulse picker.
In such situation the Pockel cell function as a quarter wave plate. However on applying
half wave voltage in the Pockel cell, the input pulse changes its polarization from
horizontal to vertical and reflected by combination of two ploarizers adjacent to faraday
isolator. This vertically polarized pulse uses as seed pulse for the amplifier. The applied
voltage is synchronized with femtosecond pulse train and high power Nd:YAG pump
(JADE) pulses. Thus the seed pulses have pulse repetition rate equal to that of Nd:YAG
pump (i.e. 1KHz). Synchronization electronics is designed to trig high voltage applied to
Pockel cell and to synchronize this with pump pulse and femtosecond pulse train. To
select one femtosecond pulse from train of pulses and to amplify it at maximum pump
efficiency is the reason for synchronization.
The confocal multipass amplifier has been designed for femtosecond pulse
amplification in different media. The Ti: Sapphire crystal is placed confocally in
between two concave mirrors of different radii of curvature having central holes. Due to
different focal lengths of the mirrors, the beam cross section is decreased after each pass
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and slowly it goes towards centre of the mirror before extraction (Figure 2.10). The
number of passes depends on geometrical configuration of the mirrors where typically
maximum of 8-10 passes occurs. As a result the optical pumping of Ti: Sapphire crystal
is kept close to its damage threshold (~10J/cm2) which gives very high pump fluence.
The gain in amplification is in the order of ~105.

Figure 2.10. Optical schematic of two-mirror confocal multipass Ti: Sapphire amplifier. The
radiation pattern on the confocal mirror has shown in the right side.

In the present thesis work MPA-50 setup form CDP, Russia is used in multipass
amplification. A Q-switched second harmonic Nd:YAG laser (532nm, 1KHz, 5W, ~90s
pulse duration) is used for pumping the Ti: Sapphire laser.
c) Pulse Compressor
Unlike the stretcher, the pulse compressor comprises of two gratings assembly
which are placed parallel for negative GVD (Figure 2.11). Such negative GVD delays
the red part of the pulse as compared to bluer part. The result is that the pulse has been
compressed. By varying the distance between the gratings the compression in pulse can
be compensate the stretching which result the same pulse duration as that of seed pulse.
Such high energy pulse having ultra short duration which is having very high peak
power and allows the non-linear interaction (second harmonic generation, white light
generation) required for pump probe experiment.
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Figure 2.11. Two gratings compressor.

2.8.2.3.

Second Harmonic Generation

The amplified pulse from Ti: Sapphire crystal has very high pulse energy (peak
power at 800nm) which is frequency doubled in β-barium borate (BBO). The second
harmonic generation in BBO crystal works on the principle of non-linear polarization of
the crystal. The induced dielectric polarization of a material in presence of an electric
field (E) is given by,
P=

0

(χ(1)E+ χ(2)E2+ χ(3)E3+….)

(17)

χ(n) is the susceptibility of nth non-linearity. At very high pulse energy the second order
susceptibility becomes significant which can be represented as,
P(2)=

0

χ(2)E2

(18)

E for an electromagnetic wave is given by,
E= E0 cos(ωt-kr)
P(2)=

0

χ(2) E02 cos2(ωt-kr) =1/2

(19)

0

χ(2) E02(1+cos2(ωt-kr))

(20)

However harmonic is generated only when the phases of two waves matches i.e. k(ω)=
k(2ω). This condition is satisfied in birefringent crystal (e.g. BBO where no(ω)=
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ne(2 ,ω)). In the present thesis, we have used ~100 μJ/pulse at 800nm focused on BBO
crystal through a lens to generate ~10 μJ/pulse at 400nm.
2.8.2.4.

White Light Generation

For detection of transient species after pump excitation, white light continuum is
needed in pump-probe experiment. Third order non-linear interaction of high energy
pulse with matter can generate white light continuum. Self-phase modulation is the
phenomenon responsible for white light generation. A part of 800nm amplified pulse
with time duration <100fs having energy ~10 μJ is used for white light generation since
the peak power is very high (~0.1 GW). The intensity distribution of a Gaussian pulse is
given by
I = I0 exp (-t2/τ2)

(21)

An intense pulse of Gaussian profile changes phase of electric field of light photon
which introduces a frequency chirp and broadens the pulse. The time dependent
frequency chirp is related as,
δω = δφ(t)/δt

(22)

For a positive non-linear refractive index leading edge of the pulse is downshifted in
frequency. In the present experimental setup a small portion of the 800nm pulse (~2 μJ)
is focused on sapphire window of 1.5mm thickness for white light generation the
bandwidth of which is extends from 450-1100nm.
2.8.2.5.

Pump Probe Transient Absorption Spectrometer

The block diagram of amplifier laser system and pump-probe set up is shown in
Figure 2.6. Neutral density (ND) filters are used to adjust the intensity of pump (400nm)
and probe (450-1100nm) pulses. The pump beam line is adjusted to 54.7 magic angel to
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avoid any polarization effects. In the present thesis work, ExciPro is applied for transient
absorption changes (optical density changes) measurements. Two photodiode arrays are
placed after the imaging spectrometer to measure probe and reference pulses (generated
from white light continuum). A chopper is operated at 500Hz so as to block every
alternate pump pulses so that ratio of transmitted intensity of probe pulse corresponds to
transient absorption. Photoinduced optical density changes can be represented by,
ΔA = -log ((I
(I

probe

/I

probe

/I

ref

)pump/(I

probe

/I

ref

)No pump)

(23)

ref

)pump is the ratio for intensity of transmitted probe pulse to reference pulse

after pump excitation (with chopper) and (I

probe

/I

ref

)No pump is that of unexcited sample

(blocked with chopper). Intensity of reference signal is introduced in the expression of
ΔA for elimination of change in transient signal due to laser fluctuation. The signal to
noise ratio is further improved by taking large number of averaging (1000 to 3000) for
each delay time. The delay between probe and excitation is controlled by the optical
delay line and 3D transient spectral image is formed when the delay line is scanning.
Temporal resolution of the spectrometer is measured by fitting the rise time of the
bleach of sodium salt of meso tetrakis (4 sulfonatophenyl) porphyrin (TPPS) at 710 nm
and found to be 120 fs. For all spectroscopy measurements, the samples were kept in a 1
mm cuvette and the experimental solutions were circulated to avoid sample bleaching
during the course of the experiment. The data analysis and fitting at individual
wavelengths were carried out by Lab-View program.
2.9.

Pulse Radiolysis

Pulse radiolysis technique is used as a complementary technique for detecting dye
cation (formed after injecting electron to semiconductor) in solution phase. Electron
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pulses of 50 ns duration from a 7 MeV linear accelator were used for irradiation. The
transients produced were detected by kinetic spectrophotometer using 450W pulsed
xenon lamp along with monochromator, photomultiplier and digital oscillascope. The
absorbed radiation dose was measured by thiocyanate dosimetry. The typical dose was
10 gray.
Basically an one electron oxidation reaction is carried out in typical pulse radiolysis
experiments in N2O saturated solution of aqueous dye (10 -4 mol dm-3) and NaN3 (5x10-2
mol dm-3). The dyes are oxidized to cation radical by reacting with azide ion in an one
electron oxidation reaction as given bellow:
H2O

H , OH , eaq- etc.

eaq- + N2O

N2 + O

-

O - + H2O

OH + OH-

N3- + OH (O-)

N3 + OH- (O2-)

N3 + Dye

N3- + Dye

(24)

+

2.10. Materials
Titanium (IV) tetra-isopropoxide (Aldrich 97%) and isopropyl alcohol (Aldrich)
were purified by distillation. Gold chloride (AuCl3, Aldrich); 1% trisodium citrate
(Na3C6H5O7, Aldrich); sodium borohydride (NaBH4, Aldrich) used as received from
Aldrich. Cadmium oxide (CdO, 99.5%), zinc acetate (ZnAc2, 99.9%), manganese
acetate (Aldrich), cupric chloride (CuCl2, Aldrich), indium acetate (Aldrich), selenium
shot (Se,99.99%), sulpher powder (S, 99.99%) and tellurium tellur (Te, 99.99%),
technical grade oleic acid (90%), tri-octly phosphine (TOP, 90%), dodecenethiol (DDT,
Aldrich), and 1-octadecene (ODE) (90%) was purchased from Aldrich and used as
received without further purification. Pyrogallol red (PGR), bromo-pyrogallol red (Br-
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PGR), aurin tricarboxylic acid (ATC), 4-methoxy phenol and 4-nitro phenol are
purchased from Aldrich and used without further purification. AR grade chloroform and
AR methanol were used for precipitation for all the nanocrystals. Nano pure water used
as solvent to prepare all the aqueous solution.
2.11. Synthesis of Nano structured Materials
2.11.1. Synthesis of Nanoparticle
a) TiO2 Nanoparticle preparation
Nanometer-size TiO2 was prepared by controlled hydrolysis of titanium (IV)
tetraisopropoxide.133 A solution of 5 ml Ti[OCH(CH3)2]4 (Aldrich, 97%) dissolved with
95 ml isopropyl alcohol (Aldrich) was added drop-wise (1ml/min) to 900 mL of
nanopure water (2 0C) at pH 1.5 (adjusted with HNO3). The solution was continuously
stirred for 10-12 hours until a transparent colloid was formed. The colloidal solution
was concentrated at 35-40 0C with a rotary evaporator and then dried with nitrogen
stream to yield a white powder. In the present thesis work all colloidal samples were
prepared after dispersing the dry TiO2 nanoparticles in water (15g/lit).
b) Thin-Film Preparation and Sensitization
The TiO2 nanocrystalline thin films were prepared by a method similar to that
used by Zaban and co-workers.134 Briefly, the TiO2 nanoparticle colloid was synthesized
by the controlled hydrolysis of titanium (IV) isopropoxide in a mixture of glacial acetic
acid and water at 0 C. The resulting solution was heated to 80 C for 8 h and then
autoclaved at 230 C for 12 h. The resulting colloid was concentrated to 150 g/L and
spread onto polished sapphire windows, which were baked at 400 C for 36 min. We
had sensitized the TiO2 films by adopting the following procedures. TiO2 films have
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been immersed in a room temperature ethanol solution containing 200 μM dyes and 20
mM chenodeoxycholic acid and as a result dye is adsorbed to the porous film surface.
All experiments were performed with thin films exposed to air in ambient condition.
Film samples were moved slowly during measurement to avoid long-term photoproduct
buildup during transient absorption experiment.
c) Synthesis of AuNP
AuNP was synthesized following previous reported method. 135 Briefly, (1:1)
gold chloride (AuCl3) and 1% trisodium citrate (Na3C6H5O7) was taken in a beaker in
~50mL water and stirred for 10 minute. Ice cooled solution of sodium borohydride
(NaBH4) (0.01M, 1mL) was introduced to the above solution. Immediate formation of
red colored solution indicates formation of Au-NP.
2.11.2. Synthesis of Quantum dot
a) Synthesis of CdX (X: S, Se, Te) QD
Oleic capped CdX QDs were synthesized by as follows. 136,137 A stock of cadmium
oleate solution was prepared by heating a mixture of cadmium oxide 0.257 g (2mmol)
with 1.6mL of Oleic acid (5mmol) which serves as capping agent in~ 8mL of
Octadecane solvent in a three-neck round bottom flask. The temperature of the solution
was maintained to 180 C until a clear solution was obtained. Inert atmosphere (Ar flow)
was maintained during the synthesis. In parallel 1mmol chalcogen (sulpher powder for
CdS, selenium shot for CdSe and tellurium tellur for CdTe) was mixed with 0.6mL of
TOP (1.36mmol) in 3 mL of octadecane solvent to prepare stock chalcogen injection
solution (TOP/X). This TOP/X solution was quickly injected through a syringe to the
reaction mixture at 240 C. Rapid colour changes from colorless to yellow for CdS,
colorless to red for CdSe and colorless to dark red for CdTe indicates formation of
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quantum confined CdX particle. The solution temperature was allowed to fall by natural
cooling and then the reactants were washed with chloroform and then reprecipitated
with methanol for 2-3 times to remove excess reagents.
b) Synthesis of ZnS QD
Oleic-capped ZnS NCs were synthesized by following the similar approach adopted
from previous literature136 for synthesis of CdSe QD by high-temperature hot injection
method with minor modification. Briefly, a stock zinc oleate solution was prepared by
heating zinc acetate (4.0 mmol) in oleic acid (10.6 mmol) and 10-12 ml octadecene in a
three-neck round-bottom flask to 180 C until a clear solution was obtained. During this
reaction an inert gas (Ar) was passed through one of the neck of the flask. After a
colourless solution was obtained the reaction temperature was allowed to increase upto
240-250 C. To prepare the stock sulpher injection solution, sulpher powder (2 mmol)
was reacted with TOP (2.5mmol) in 4-5 ml octadecene. This TOP-S solution was
swiftly injected through a syringe to the reaction mixture at 240-250 C. Typically rapid
color changes from colorless to light yellow was observed within 30 s of injection. The
solution temperature was allowed to fall below 80 C and then it was dissolved with
chloroform and finally re-precipitated with methanol for 2-3 times.
2.11.3. Synthesis of Quantum dot core-shell materials
a) Synthesis of CdSe/ZnS Type-I NC
For preparation of CdSe-ZnS core-shell, previously prepared CdSe QD solution in
chloroform was directly used as core. ZnS shell was made by using Zn-oleate as Zinc
precursor and Sulpher powder as Sulpher precursor. Zn-oleate was prepared by taking
0.109g of Zn-acetate (0.5 mmol) and 0.425 ml oleic acid (1.3 mmol) in 1.5 ml
octadecene under reflux condition (at 180 C) into a three-neck round bottom flask in
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inert atmosphere. This Zn-oleate was added to a 5μmole CdSe solution in a 250ml round
bottom flask. To prepare the stock sulpher injection solution, 0.16 g sulpher powder (2
mmol) was reacted with 1.1 ml TOP (2.5mmol) in 4.4 ml octadecene. TOPS was added
dropwise to the solution of Zn-oleate in CdSe through a syringe at 180 C. Typically a
color change of yellow to red to dark red color solution was obtained after addition of
TOPS. The solution temperature was allowed to fall below 100 C and the solution was
dissolved with chloroform and re-precipitated with methanol for 3 times.
b) Synthesis of CdSe/CdTe Type-II NC
Synthesis of CdSe/CdTe core-shell was performed using previously prepared CdSe
QD solution in chloroform as core. CdTe shell was made by using Cd-oleate as
cadmium precursor and tellurium tellur as tellurium precursor. Cd-oleate was prepared
by taking 0.1 mmol of CdO and 0.1 ml oleic acid in 2 ml octadecene under reflux
condition (at 180 C) in Ar atmosphere. This Cd-oleate was cooled and added to a
0.5μmole CdSe solution in a three-neck round bottom flask. A TOP/Te solution was
prepared by taking 0.1mmol Te, 0.1 ml TOP in 1ml octadecene under reflux condition
(at 220 C) until a clear solution was prepared. TOP/Te was then dropwise added to the
solution of Cd-oleate in CdSe through a syringe at 210 C. A color change from red to
dark red indicates formation of the core-shell NC.
c) Synthesis of CdSe/CdS quasi Type-II NC
To synthesize CdSe/CdS core-shell, previously prepared CdSe QD is used as core.
CdS shell was made by using Cd-oleate as cadmium precursor and sulpher powder as
sulpher precursor. Cd-oleate was prepared similar to previous one. This Cd-oleate was
cooled and added to a 0.5μmole CdSe solution in a three-neck round bottom flask. A
TOP/S solution was prepared by taking 0.1mmol S, 0.1 ml TOP in 1ml octadecene on
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sonication which gives a clear solution. TOP/S was then dropwise added to the solution
of Cd-oleate in CdSe through a syringe at 210 C as a result red colored CdSe/CdS NC
was formed.
2.11.4. Synthesis of Mn-doped and alloy Nanocrystal materials
a) Synthesis of Mn doped CdSe and CdTe NC
Oleic-capped Mn doped CdSe d-dots were synthesized after modifying previously
reported method100,136 of high-temperature reaction in non-coordinating solvent
octadecene (ODE). Briefly, a stock manganese doped cadmium oleate solution was
prepared by heating the mixture of 0.127 g cadmium oxide (0.99 mmol), 0.00245g
Manganese acetate (0.01 mmol), 1.3ml oleic acid (4.1 mmol),and 5-6 ml octadecene in a
three-neck round-bottom flask to 180 C until a clear solution was obtained. During this
reaction an inert gas (Ar) was passed through one of the neck of the flask. After a
colourless solution was obtained the reaction temperature was allowed to increase upto
260-270 C. To prepare the stock selenium solution, 0.08 g selenium shot (1 mmol) was
reacted with 1 ml TOP (2mmol) in 4 ml octadecene. This TOPSe solution was swiftly
injected through a syringe to the reaction mixture at 250-260 C. Rapid color changes
from yellow to orange to red to dark red were observed in the first 10-20 s after
injection. The solution temperature was allowed to fall below 100 C and then it was
dissolved with chloroform and then re-precipitated with methanol for 2 to 3 times. For
synthesis of Mn doped CdTe NC, tellurium tellur was used instead of selenium shot and
all the other procedure remains unaltered.
b) Synthesis of undoped and Mn doped CdSexTe1-x gradient alloy NC
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Oleic-capped Cd-based NCs were synthesized after modifying previously reported
method of high-temperature reaction in non-coordinating solvent octadecene (ODE). In
a three neck round bottom flask 1mmol CdO was taken and oleic acid (1mL) was added
into it which acts as capping agent in high boiling octadecene solvent and allow the
mixture to heat at ~200 C in inert atmosphere for complete dissolution for 20mins.
Simultaneously TOP-Te and TOP-Se solution were prepared by dissolving 0.5mmol of
each Te and Se in TOP (in octadecene solvent) and heat to ~200 C and 70 C
respectively till complete dissolution. Hot TOP-Se solution was then added to TOP-Te
solution. Now the reaction temperature of Cd-oleate was raised to 250 C and the
mixture of TOP-Se and TOP-Te were injected at once for gradient alloying. The
reaction mixture was allowed to keep at that temperature for 10mins to complete the
alloying. The reaction was quenched by adding methanol to it once the temperature lies
below 100 C and re-dissolved in chloroform. The washing of the alloy nanocrystal was
carried out twice. Synthesis of Mn doped CdTeSe gradient alloy NC also carried out in a
similar way after adding Mn acetate (1%) to CdO precursor initially in the reaction
vessel.
c) Synthesis of undoped and Mn doped CdxZn1-xSySe1-y gradient and
homogeneous alloy NC
The synthetic route was an ameliorated version of the original organometallic
strategy, using cadmium oxide as an inexpensive precursor. In this single-step synthesis
of quaternary alloy, the metal precursors of cadmium oxide (1.5mmol) and zinc acetate
(0.5mmol) were taken in a three-neck round bottom flask. To this 3ml of oleic acid
which acts as the capping agent and 10ml of the high boiling solvent octadecene was
added. The resulting solution was allowed to heat at 200oC for about 30 minutes. As the
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solution turns colourless indicating the formation of Cd-Zn-oleate, a syringe containing
the chalcogenide solution was injected when the reaction mixture reaches a temperature
of 250oC for gradient alloying and of 300 oC for homogeneous alloying. The
chalcogenide mixture was prepared by taking 0.25mmol of S (0.008g), 0.75mmol of Se
(0.06g), 0.75ml TOP and 2ml ODE in a 10ml volumetric flask and sonicated the
solution at room temperature. It should be noted that the addition of the chalcogenide
solution is followed by a rapid change in colour and a nearly 20 oC sudden drop in the
reaction temperature. The solution is heated for 20 more minutes for complete alloying.
Henceforth it was washed with methanol and acetone 3-4 times. It was then stored in
chloroform.
In the case of the synthesis of Mn doped CdZnSSe alloy the steps mentioned above
are replicated in an exact manner except Mn acetate (1%) was added initially to the
reaction mixture along with CdO and Zn-acetate.
2.11.5. Non-aqueous Synthesis of Multinary Quantum dot: Copper Indium
Sulphide (CIS)
In a modified synthetic procedure as reported in literature 138,139 indium acetate
(0.1mmol) was heated to 110 C for about 2h under Ar atmosphere in a mixed solvent of
oleic acid (0.3mmol) and octadecene (8mL) where oleic acid act as capping agent. In the
mean time, a copper precursor solution has been prepared by dissolving CuCl2
(0.3mmol) in 3mL dodecenethiol (DDT) solvent in air by gentle heating, where DDT act
as sulpher precursor. Resulting colorless solution of Cu-thiol complex was kept for
injection to indium precursor solution. The temperature of the indium precursor solution
was increased to 250 C before injection 1mL of Cu-thiol (0.1mmol). The temperature of
the solution was maintained to 210 C for about 2 minutes to 30 minutes depending on
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the desired size of CIS. Typically yellow to orange to red to dark red color of CIS was
evolved with the growth of the particle. The solution temperature was brought down to
room temperature before washing synthesized CIS particles with methanol and finally
the particles are stored in chloroform.
2.12. Preparation of Solar Cell Assembly
2.12.1. Phase transfer of by ligand exchange
The Oleic acid capped QDs have been solubilized in water by phase transfer
using methods described in the literature. For this purpose mercaptopropionic acid
(MPA) is used as a surfactant. 40% KOH solution was used to adjust the pH of the MPA
solution to 12 in a methanol-water solution (3:1). This was then added dropwise to a
chloroform solution of QD and vortexed for 15minutes. After addition of 5ml water, it
was vortexed again. The pH of the aqueous phase was maintained at 12. These were
then centrifuged to obtain the aqueous phase QD. The phase transferred QD was
collected and precipitated using acetone. The water soluble MPA-capped QDs was
dispersed in required amount of water after centrifugation for further use.
2.12.2. Preparation of TiO2 Photo anodes
In:SnO2 (ITO) coated glass plates (8Ω/square) were washed consecutively using
soap water, De-ionised (DI) water, and ethanol in an ultrasonic bath for about 10
minutes each, followed by drying at 200°C for 2 hours. After the cleaning process, a
transparent layer of TiO2 (diesel, DSL 18NR-T, average particle size 20 nm) was
deposited using doctor blade technique and air dried for 2 hours. These were then
sintered at 350°C for 10 minutes, 450°C for 16 minutes and 500 for 20 minutes in a
muffle furnace. This was then followed by depositing a scattering layer of TiO 2 (dysol,
WER2-O, average particle size 150-200 nm) above the transparent layer using the same
doctor blade technique. These too were sintered at 350°C for 10 minutes, 450°C for 16
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minutes and 500 for 20 minutes in a muffle furnace. A drop cast of the aqueous QD was
done on the mesoporous TiO2 film electrode and kept for an hour before rinsing it with
DI water. After restraining the MPA-capped QDs on TiO2, a quasi-shell of CdS was
deposited applying Successive Ionic Layer Adsorption and Reaction (SILAR) technique
by dipping in turns the film into 0.1 M methanolic solution of Cd(NO 3).4H2O and 0.1 M
methanol: water (1:1) solution of Na2S for 1 min rinsing with DI water in-between each
step. Four SILAR cycles were performed for each film. A thin passivating layer of ZnS
(2 cycles) was deposited using the same SILAR technique by alternatively immersing
the films in 0.1 M methanolic Zn(NO3)2. 6H2O solution and 0.1 M methanol: water (1:1)
solution of Na2S for 1 min. Finally, the films were cleaned with DI water and dried in
air.
2.12.3. Construction of the Solar Cell
Cu2S counter electrodes were used for the solar cell assemblage. Initially,
electro-deposition technique was used to deposit Cu on ITO glass. Here Cu was
deposited on ITO glass by multiple potentiostatic pulse strategy from a nitrogen purged
solution of 10 mM Cu(II) in 0.005 M H2SO4 in a standard three electrode
electrochemical cell consisting of ITO as working electrode, platinum wire as counter
electrode and Ag/AgCl as reference electrode. A solution of 1 M Na2S, 1 M S, and 0.1
M KCl was prepared in 3:7 methanol-water mixtures. The Cu coated FTO glass was
submerged in this polysulfide solution by dissolving for 1 min. The Cu2S electrodes
were then rinsed with DI water and dried in air. Polysulfide solution containing 0.6 M
Na2S, 0.2 M S, and 0.2 M KCl in 7:3 methanol-water mixtures was used as the
electrolyte. The TiO2/QD/quasi-CdS/ZnS photo anodes were then sandwiched using
binder clips with the Cu2S counter electrode separated by scotch tape spacer with ~
30μL electrolyte droplet in between.
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3.1. Introduction
Solar energy conversion has emerged as the ever exciting solution of energy
crisis that knocked on the door through the use of solar cell. One of the approach for
solar energy conversion by the use of cost-effective dye sensitized solar cell (DSSC)
which has been attracted great attention in the last two decades. 52,140 DSSCs based on
organic dyes and transition metal complexes have emerged since Gratzel and co-workers
reported their seminal work in 1991.13 Enormous research efforts have put to improve
the power conversion efficiencies of DSSC by the scientists to make it economically
viable.141,142 Recently a record conversion efficiency of 13% has achieved using the
classical N3 dye and a porphyrin-based sensitizer system.17 Significant efforts in this
area of research have been directed to improve the efficiency of the devices. A better
insight to understand the factors that actually control interfacial electron transfer
dynamics, different dye-semiconductor have been used in DSSC. 143-147 It is found that
electron injection efficiency from the photoexcited dye to the conduction band of the
semiconductor and slow back electron transfer reaction from semiconductor to parent
dye cation actually control the overall conversion efficiency. In this regard Ru(II)- based
complexes like N3, N719, black dyes are champion molecules which have shown
photoconversion efficiency above 11 %. 142,148 Though Ru(II) based polypyridyl
complexes are extensively investigated however metal-free organic dyes have also been
attracting intensive research efforts due to their inexpensive material costs, high molar
extinction coefficients (ε), and facile modification on synthesis where with help of
specific functional group organic dyes with broader spectral coverage is possible.149-153
However the conversion efficiency based on the organic dyes is lower than those based
on Ru (II) dyes. The main reason behind the highest efficiency of such thiocyanate
substituted Ru (II) based dyes due to reduced back electron transfer (BET) from
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semiconductor to parent dye cation where delocalization of electrons takes place in the
Ru(II) centre and NCS ligands.52,64,154,155 Similar strategy has been adopted in the
ancillary ligand in Ru(II) complex and metal free organic dyes where the hole is
localized away from semiconductor surface. 148,152,155,156 Because of their good
photoelectric conversion properties coumarin dyes are found to be strong candidates
among the organic dye sensitizers in DSSCs. 150,151,153
Photo-induced intramolecular charge transfer (ICT) within the donar-acceptor
group of molecular structure of such molecules that arises from initially photo-excited
locally excited (LE) state has been widely investigated in last few decades to understand
basic

energy conversion

for

chemical

and

biological

process.149,152-154,157-159

Maximization of photo-induced charge separation for such molecules occurs by
conformational change of the donar group in such a way that both donar and acceptor
group are arranged in mutually perpendicular situation which results the formation of
so-called twisted intramolecular charge transfer (TICT) state.148 Polarity of solvent has
pronounced effect on formation of ICT and TICT state due to charge distribution within
the donor-acceptor group of the molecule. TICT formation is facilitated in high polar
solvent due to lowering of the formation energy barrier of TICT state. Due to charge
localization in donor–acceptor groupa red-shifted separate emission band from TICT
state can appear sometimes along with ICT state in high polar solvent as detected by
Rettig

and co-workers

for

p-(N,N-dimethylamino)

benzonitrile

(DMABN).155

Intermolecular hydrogen bonding occasionally facilitates charge stabilization in TICT
state by maintaining a large twist angel between donar and acceptor group. 156 Kim et. al.
have observed enhancement of TICT emission band for p-N,N-dimethylaminobenzoic
acid (DMABA) in the zeolite moiety160 and on the SiO2 nanoparticle surface161 which
they have ascribed due to hydrogen bonding between dye molecule and zeolite surface
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or OH- group of SiO2 nanoparticle respectively. Earlier Nag and Bhattacharyya reported
enhanced emission from TICT state of DMABN in

-cyclodextrine cavity due to

complex formation.162 Excited state properties of TICT molecule (7-diethyl amino
coumarin 3-carboxylic acid, D-1421) has been reported on TiO2 and ZrO2 surface,
where it was found that charge separation in D-1421 molecule facilitated on TiO2
surface.163,164 It is clear from earlier literature that excited properties of TICT states of
different probe molecules are well studied in different kind of micro-heterogeneous
media like zeolite moiety, cyclodextrine cavity and semiconductor nanoparticle surface.
At this juncture it will be interesting to elucidate the photophysical properties of TICT
molecule on metal nanoparticle (NP) surface. The interaction between molecular
adsorbate and metal nanoparticles has attracted tremendous attention due to wide
application in optical material, biosensing, scanning probe microscope etc 165-170 and
plasmonic solar cell.171-173 Energy124,174-176 and electron transfer177,178 from different
organic dye molecule to Au-NP has widely been investigated. However till date no
reports are available on the excited state properties of TICT molecule on metal
nanoparticle surface.
It is obvious that if the solvent polarity induces a change in the excited electronic
state leading to high polar form through charge separation within the molecule an ideal
situation for electron injection into the conduction band of the TiO 2 nanoparticle can be
created. Sun and co-workers148 have demonstrated the implication of TICT state in dyesensitized solar cell and shown improved efficiency in case of TICT molecules. Efficient
electron injection from 7-diethyl amino coumarin 3-carboxylic Acid (D-1421) as
compared to coumarin 343 (C-343) has been demonstrated where both the dyes are
structurally similar except D-1421 exist as both ICT and TICT whereas C-343 exist
exclusively as ICT state after photoexcitation in polar solvent.163 In both the case
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conformation change in the excited state during electron injection seems to be an ideal
alternative for efficient electron injection and slow charge-recombination kinetics
between the injected electron and the oxidized dye. To understand the effect of TICT
state on conversion efficiency in DSSC it is very important to monitor both electron
injection and charge recombination dynamics in ultrafast time scale and till date no
report is available in the literature except the report on D-1421/TiO2 system.
To comprehend the effect of molecular structure on electron injection and back
electron transfer in dye-sensitized TiO2 nanoparticles, in the present investigation
structurally similar two newly synthesized† coumarin dyes (C1 and C2) were
characterized and studied optical properties. Both ground and excited state optical
properties suggest that both photoexcited C1 and C2 exist as locally excited (LE) state
in low polar solvent, however in high polar solvent C1 exist as intermolecular charge
transfer (ICT) state where as C2 exist as both ICT and twisted intermolecular charge
transfer (TICT) state depending on the polarity and pH of the medium.To understand the
effect of ICT and TICT state on ET dynamics we have carried out femtosecond transient
absorption spectroscopy on both C1 and C2 sensitized TiO2 nanoparticles and thin film
and monitored the transients in the visible and near-IR region. Electron injection and
back ET dynamics was monitored by directly detecting of electron in the conduction
band of nanoparticle and cation radical of the dyes. Both electron injection and back ET
dynamics has been compared in both C1/TiO2 and C2/TiO2 systems. To reconfirm the
participation of TICT state pH dependent experiments have been carried out in C1 and
†

C1, C2 and C3 molecules are synthesized on colloraboration basis in the laboratory of Prof. Ganapati S.

Shankarling, Department of Dyestuff Technology, Institute of Chemical Technology, Mumbai, India and
are not part of this thesis. The details of the synthesis can be found in the published article179,180.
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C2 sensitized TiO2 thin film. In addition to unravel the excited state properties of TICT
state on metal nanoparticle surface, another newly synthesized † coumarin molecule (C3)
was chosen that can exhibit both ICT and TICT states in its excited state in polar
solvent. Photo-physical and excited properties of C3 molecule on Au-NP surface have
been investigated through steady state optical absorption and steady state and time
resolved emission spectroscopy.

Scheme 3.1. Molecular structure of
newly synthesized Coumarin 1 (C1),
Coumarin2 (C2) and Coumarin 3
(C3).

In the present chapter first we will discuss the solvatochromic behavior of C1,
C2 and C3 molecule followed by charge transfer processes from ICT and TICT states of
C1 and C2 to TiO2 nanoparticle. Finally we will discuss the fate of TICT state of C3
molecule on AuNP surface.
3.2. Results and Discussion
3.2.1. Solvatochromic Behaviour of C1, C2 and C3.
The main aim of this investigation is to understand the effect of molecular
structure of newly synthesized coumarin dyes (C1 and C2) on interfacial electron
transfer dynamics and also the effect of TICT state of another coumarin dye (C3) on
metal NP surface. So it is very important study solvatochromic behavior i.e solvent
dependent optical properties for the coumarins to understand the charge transfer nature
of the sensitizers. We have measured steady state absorption and emission properties of
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C1, C2 and C3 in different solvents by varying the solvent polarity and the related
photophysical data are summarized in Table 3.1. We have observed that both absorption
and emission band moves towards the red region of the spectra with increasing polarity
of the solvent for C1, C2 and C3. Here in Figure 3.1A
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shows the steady state optical absorption and emission spectra of C1 in cyclohexane
(low polarity) and in water (high polarity). C1 shows optical absorption and emission
peak at 426 nm (Figure 3.1a) and 450nm (Figure 3.1b) in cyclohexane and at 481 nm
(Figure 3.1c) and 512 nm (Figure 3.1d) in water. The general features of the absorption
spectra consist of one broad band in the visible region and a less intense absorption band
in the near-UV region, which correspond to the locally excited (LE)

* transition in

nonpolar solvent (cyclohexane) and ICT transition in high polar solvent (water).
Narrower emission band in cyclohexane can be attributed to LE emission on the other
hand in water broader emission band can be attributed to ICT emission.
Similarly we have also recorded optical absorption and emission spectra of C2 in
cyclohexane and water (Figure 3.1B). In optical absorption measurements C2 behave
similarly like coumarin where absorption peak in cyclohexane appears at 411 nm
(Figure 3.1e) and moved red region in the spectra in water appearing at 470 nm (Figure
3.1g). Now we have monitored emission behavior of C2 in different solvents with
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increasing polarity. Figure 3.1f and Figure 3.1h describes the emission spectra of C2 in
cyclohexane and in water respectively. It is clearly seen that emission spectra C2 and C1
in cyclohexane is quite similar which are attributed to LE state emission. However C2 in
water shows emission peak at 498 nm with a broad red-shifted hump at 620 nm.
Although the molecular structure of C1 and C2 are similar except C2 has the diethyl
amino group, and the nitrogen atom is in the ring for C1 (Scheme 3.1). It is reported by
our group in earlier investigation that the photophysical properties of coumarin dyes are
very sensitive towards rotational hindrance of 7-amino derivatives. The rotation of
amine functionality results in excited state conformers viz. near planar and near
perpendicular twisted conformers.153 Photoexcitation to locally excited (LE) states leads
to intramolecular charge transfer (ICT) and twisted intramolecular charge transfer
(TICT) states which depend upon rotating ability of 7-amino moiety in local
environment. Separate emission band from TICT states which appears in the red region
of the spectrum as compared to ICT states was first detected by Rettig and coworkers for
DMABN molecule due to localization of charges in donor-acceptor molecules.155 In
earlier investigation of 7-diethyl amino coumarin 3-carboxylic acid (D-1421) on ZrO2
nanoparticle surface163 it was observed dual emission band where the emission band in
the blue region was attributed due to ICT state and in the red region due to TICT state.
So in the present investigation the second red-shifted emission band at 620 nm in water
can be attributed to TICT emission band.
Figure 3.1C shows optical absorption and emission spectra of C3 in cyclohexane
and water. Figure 1Cshows the absorption band at 404 nm in cyclohexane (Figure 3.1i)
and at 427 nm in water (Figure 3.1k). Figure 3.1j shows the emission spectra of C3 in
cyclohexane which is having emission band at 420 nm. Figure 3.1l shows the emission
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spectra of C3 in water which contains two distinct emission bands, one at ~486 nm and
another at ~595nm. The emission band at 420 nm in cyclohexane can be attributed to the
Polarity increases
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emission due to locally excited (LE) state. The molecular structure of C2 and C3 are
quite similar where a free diethyl-amino group is present which can easily rotate in the
excited state in polar solvent to give a twisted structure (Scheme 3.1). Thus in the
present investigation the separate emission band at ~595 nm was observed in water can
ascribed to TICT emission. We have also recorded emission spectra for C1, C2 and C3
with changing polarity and it has been observed second emission band appears for C2
and C3 in high polar solvents where as no such emission was observed for C1 (Figure
3.2).
Now to confirm that the second emission band for C2 and C3 are due to TICT
emission we have carried out pH dependence emission spectroscopy for C1, C2 and C3
in water. Figure 3.3A shows the emission spectrum of C1 with decreasing pH of the
solution. It is clearly seen that ICT emission band of C1 decreases gradually with pH of
the solution. Interestingly emission spectra of C2 which consist of both ICT and TICT
emission band indicates that intensity of ICT band decreases with pH however TICT
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band completely vanishes at lower pH. Similar observation was also made for C3 where
at low pH TICT band completely vanishes. It is clearly seen from Scheme 3.1 that these
coumarin molecules are donor-acceptor in nature where on photo-excitation electrons
are localized in coumarin moiety and holes are localized at nitrogen atom. In case of C2
and C3 holes are localized at nitrogen atom of di-ethyl amino group. At lower pH due to
protonation of nitrogen atom hole delocalization will not take place, as a result no TICT
emission can be observed. Stokes shift for C2 and C3 in cyclohexane are very less as
Table 3.1.

Absorption (

abs)

and fluorescence (

em)

maxima, Stokes shifts (

st),

lifetimes ( f), of C1, C2 and C3 in different solvents with changing polarity.
Dye Solvent

Di-electric

abs

em ICT/LE

st

ICT/LE

Constant [nm]

[nm]

[cm-1]

[ns]

80

482

510

1139

4.19

Acetonitrile

37.5

443

498

2493

3.46

Ethanol

24.55

442

494

2381

3.37

C1 Water
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Ethyl acetate

6.02

436

483

2232

2.94

Cyclohexane

2.02

430

450

1034

2.5

emICT/LE,

emTICT

C2 Water
Acetonitrile

st1,

st2

avICT/LE

avTICT

[nm]

[cm-1]

2544,6624 0.16,0.09

[ns]

80

442

498, 625

37.5

421

485, 523, 633 3134,4632, 1.08,0.38
7955

Ethanol

24.55

420

485, 555

3191,5791 2.02

Ethyl acetate

6.02

414

474, 500

3058,4155 1.311

Cyclohexane

2.02

406

443

2057

80

425,328 488, 594

3040,6700 0.28,2.9

Acetonitrile

37.5

412,328 500, 572

4270,6790 0.25,<0.1

Ethyl acetate

6.02

405,328 480, 568

3860,7090 0.29 , 0.1

Toluene

2.38

408,328 459

2710

2.7

Cyclohexane

2.02

402,312 420

1070

2.8

C3 Water

2.4
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compared to that in water , which confirms C2 and C3 exclusively exists in LE state in
cyclohexane whereas in polar solvent it exists as both ICT and TICT state (Table3.1).
Interestingly no change of emission intensity due to LE state (in cyclohexane) has been
observed for C1, C2 and C3 molecules in acidic solution (Inset Figure 3.3).
3.2.2. Time-resolved fluorescence measurement
To understand the involvement of different charge transfer states for the
coumarins (C1, C2 and C3) we have measured fluorescence lifetime ( f) in different
solvents with changing solvent polarity and are depicted in Table 3.1. Emission quantum
yield determined to be ~40% in cyclohexane and ~ 20% in water for C1 however
emission quantum yield for C2 drastically reduced from ~50% in cyclohexane to ~ 4.5%
in water. Figure 3.4A shows the emission decay traces of C1 in cyclohexane at 460 nm
(Figure 3.4a) and in water at 500 nm (Figure 3.4b). Emission decay traces of C1 can be
fitted single exponentially with time-constant of 2.5 ns in cyclohexane and ~ 4.19 ns in
water (Table 3.1). Emission decay traces of C2 have been depicted in Figure 3.4B in
cyclohexane at 450 nm (Figure 3.4c) and in water at 500 nm (Figure 3.4d) and at 620
nm (Figure 3.4e) after exciting at 405 nm. The emission decay trace in cyclohexane can
be fitted single exponentially with time constants with

= 2.4 ns however in water at

500 nm emission decay trace can be fitted multi-exponentially with time constants
0.05 ns (80.8%),

2

= 0.22 ns (16.5%) and

3

= 3.15 ns (2.7%) with

620 nm it can be fitted multiexponentially with time constants
0.18 ns (11.4%) and

3

= 2.24 ns (1%) with

av=

1

av=

1

=

0.16 ns and at

= 0.05 ns (87.6%),

2

=

0.09 ns (Table 3.1). It is clear majority

of the luminescence in water decays with pulse-width limited time. Earlier Rettig and
co-workers reported that DMABEE (dimethyl amino benzoic acid ethyl ester) decays
non-exponentially with very short lifetime in high polar solvent. 153 They have explained
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that on excitation the molecule goes to the LE (locally excited) or ICT state and then
very fast relaxes to the TICT state. Nonradiative decay rates for the above molecule
have been found to be very high. The transition from LE/ICT state to TICT has been
attributed to barrierless. Similarly it is also observed fast non-exponential emission
decay from coumarin D-1421 in water which exists as TICT states in high polar
solvent.163,164 Although emission life time and quantum yield of C1 changes marginally
with the polarity of the solvent, the average emission life time and emission quantum
yield of C2 decreases drastically with increasing polarity of the solvent (Table 3.1).
Therefore the faster emission decay trace for C2 in high polar solvent is due to presence
of fast non-radiative decay channel from LE/ICT state to TICT. On a similar basis single
exponential emission decay in low polar (cyclohexane) and fast non-exponential
emission decay in polar (water) solvent was observed for C3 molecule. Figure 3.4f
shows the emission kinetic trace at 420 nm in cyclohexane which can be fitted single
exponentially with time constant of 2.8 ns. Figure 3.4g depicts the emission decay trace
Figure 3.4. Time resolved emission decay
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at 485 nm in water, and can be fitted bi-exponentially with time constants of
(96%) and

2

= 2.9 ns (4%) with

av

1

= 190 ps

= 290ps. However, emission kinetics at 595 nm in

water can be fitted single exponentially with time constants of 2.9 ns. Thus it is clear
that in high polar solvent like water most of the emission decays with pulse width
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limited time constants while the emission is monitored at ICT position as observed for
C3. However at TICT position (595 nm) emission lifetime incresaes drastically. In the
bi-exponential time constants at ICT position the shorter component (190 ps) can be
attributed to fast non-radiative relaxation time from ICT to TICT state and the longer
component (2.9 ns) can be attributed to ICT emission lifetime. Interestingly at TICT
position longer emission life time was detected. This one of the very few examples
where probe molecule (C3) has very clear and separated emission band for both ICT and
TICT emission states. Now from the above experimental observations like steady state
absorption, emission and time-resolved studies we can conclude that C1, C2 and C2
exist as LE state in low polar solvent, however in high polar solvent C1 exist as ICT
states on the other hand C2 and C3 exist as both ICT and TICT states depending on the
extent of polarity. Now it will be interesting to see the effect of molecular structure and
involvement of ICT and TICT states in interfacial electron transfer dynamics on TiO 2
nanoprticles/thin film surface and also the fate of TICT state on AuNP surface.
3.2.3. Optical absorption and emission studies of C1 and C2 on TiO2 nanoparticle
surface
Main aim of the present investigation is to design and synthesize tailor made
new coumarin dyes which can be more efficient as solar sensitizer. To corroborate the
effect of molecular structure which intern affect solar conversion efficiency it is
imperative to study interfacial electron transfer dynamics on TiO2 nanoparticle surface.
Now before studying IET dynamics it is essential to study optical absorption and
emission behaviour of C1 and C2 molecules on TiO2 nanoparticle surface. Figure 3.5
depicts the optical absorption and emission behaviour of C1 and C2 in absence
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Figure 3.5. Steady state absorption spectra of C1 (A) and C2 (B) in absence and presence of
different TiO2 nanoparticle concentration of (a) 0.0 (b) 0.039 (c) 0.078 (d) 0.312 (e) 0.625 (f) 2.5
and (g) 5g/L in 35μM dye in water. Inset: (A) BH plot of C1 and (B) BH plot of C2. (C)
Emission spectra of C1 in absence (m) and in presence of 5g/L TiO 2 nanoparticles (n). (D)
Emission spectra of C2 in absence (p) and in presence of 5g/L TiO2 nanoparticles (q).

and presence of TiO2 nanoparticle surface. It has been observed that, in the presence of
TiO2 nanoparticles, both C1 and C2 dye molecules adsorb on the nanoparticle surface.
The effect of increasing TiO2 concentration on the absorption spectrum of both C1 and
C2 are also shown. On addition of TiO2 nanoparticle, the optical density at the
absorption peak for both the dyes increases and becomes broad and little red shifted.
This observation clearly suggests that both the dyes interact quite strongly with TiO 2
nanoparticle surface. The equilibrium constant (Keq) between C1 and C2 with two
nanoparticles have been determined to be 0.6x106 M-1 and 1.5x106 M-1 for C1/TiO2 and
C2/TiO2 systems respectively by using Benesi-Hildebrand (B-H) equation and shown in
Figure 3.5. Benesi-Hildenbrand (B-H) equation for the above coumarin TiO2 interaction
can be expressed as follows:
[Coumarin] + [TiO2] = [Coumarin- TiO2 complex]
[Coumarin]/ΔOD = 1/([TiO2]xKeqxє) +1/є
Keq= [Coumarin- TiO2 complex]/[Coumarin][TiO 2]
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Luminescence spectroscopy has been carried out to monitor the charge transfer
interaction between dye and TiO2 nanoparticles in the excited state. We have shown the
emission spectra of both C1 and C2 in absence and presence of TiO2 nanoparticles
(Figure 3.5). It is clearly seen that in presence of TiO2 nanoparticles emission intensity
for both C1 and C2 reduce drastically. This reduction of emission can be attributed to
electron injection from photoexcited coumarin dyes to conduction band of TiO 2
nanoparticles. It is to observed that in C2/TiO2 system, in absence of TiO2 nanoparticles
C2 shows two emission band peaking at 496 nm and 620 nm respectively and have
already been attributed to ICT and TICT emission band respectively (pH of the solution
kept same as that of TiO2 NP). However in presence of TiO2 nanoparticles we can
clearly see that ICT emission drastically reduces but emission due to TICT state
completely vanishes. This observation clearly suggests that TICT state is a better
injecting state as compared to ICT/LE states of coumarin dyes. Recently Zietz and
coworkers181 have reported that photo-isomerization due to molecular rotation for D-149
was suppressed on ZrO2 surface. Similarly one can apprehend similar beahaviour
(supression of molecular rotation) might be observed for C2 dye on both ZrO 2 and TiO2
surface (chemical nature of TiO2 and ZrO2 is very similar182). As a result TICT state
might not be observed on TiO2 surface. In such case we would also expect TICT state
should not appear on ZrO2 surface due to supression of molecular rotation. However we
have observed clear appearance of TICT state on ZrO2 surface (Figure 3.6). Here in
Figure 3.6 emission behaviour of both C1 and C2 on non-injecting (wide band gap)
ZrO2 nanoparticles surface has been compared to that of TiO2 nanoparticles in water. It
is clearly seen that emission properties of C1 dye in water and on ZrO 2 nanoparticle
surface are very similar, however on TiO2 surface due to electron injection intensity of
C1 emission drastically reduced. In case of C2 dye we have observed two emission
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bands which we have attributed to ICT and TICT band respectively. Interestingly it has
been observed clear appearance of TICT band on ZrO2 surface. This observation clearly
suggests TICT state can also appear on non-injecting ZrO2 surface. However on TiO2
surface TICT states goes for electron injection as a result we don’t see any TICT band
on TiO2 surface. However it is very difficult to elucidate the effect of TICT on
interfacial electron transfer dynamics from steady state absorption and emission
spectroscopy. To comprehend the effect of TICT on IET dynamics we have carried out
ultrafast transient absorption in C1/TiO2 and C2/TiO2 systems exciting the samples at
400 nm laser light and compared the dynamics and is reported in the next section.
Figure 3.6. Steady
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3.2.4. Ultrafast Transient Absorption Measurements in C1/TiO 2 and C2/TiO2
systems
To study the effect of molecular structure and also effect of TICT states of
coumarin dyes on interfacial electron-transfer dynamics we have carried out transient
absorption measurements for both C1 and C2 sensitized TiO2 nanoparticles excited with
a 400 nm femtosecond laser pulse. Figure 3.7 shows the time-resolved transient
absorption spectra of the C1/TiO2 (upper panel) and C2/TiO2 (lower panel) systems in
water. For both the systems the spectrum at each time delay consists of bleach below
570 nm, a positive absorption band in 580-700 nm region with a peak ~650 nm and a
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be attributed to the disappearance of coumarin molecule adsorbed on TiO2 surface due
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Figure 3.8.(A) Uncorrected transient absorption radical due to cation radical of both C1 and C2
as detected in pulse-radiolytic studies. (B) Cationic absorption spectra of C1 and C2 as obtained
from spectro electrochemistry measurements.

basis of the results obtained in a complementary pulse radiolysis experiment, where
cation radical of the coumarin dyes were generated selectively by the one electron
oxidation reaction of N3 radical (5x10-2 mol dm-3) with C1 and C2 molecules (10-4 mol
dm-3) in N2O-saturated aqueous solution (5% acetonitrile+ 95% water) and shown in
Figure 3.8A. Coumarin dyes are oxidized to cation radical by reacting with azide ion a
one electron oxidation reaction as described in chapter 2.
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Again to probe the oxidation process for both the coumarins, bulk electrolysis
experiments were conducted. For both the coumarins a constant potential 1.1 V higher
than that of the oxidation potential (vs Fc/Fcþ) was applied at a platinum gauze
electrode to a ~30 μM acetonitrile solution, and the oxidation to coumarin cation radical
in situ was monitored by UV-visible spectroscopy. In spectroelectrochemistry
measurements we have shown (Figure 3.8B) the cationic absorption spectra of C1 and
C2 after oxidiaing them electrochemically and subtracracting the original ground state
spectra. Low but clear absorption in the 550-800 nm region due to cation radical has
been observed in the spectrum for both the dyes. There is a time gap between oxidizing
the molecules and recording the spectrum. We have observed in pulse-radiolysis
measurements that cation has lifetime in milliseconds. So due to time gap of recording
spectra in spectroelectrochemistry measurements we have observed less intense
absorption due to cation radical. However signature due to cation radical is clear and
fairly matched with our pulse radiolysis data.
Now the broad absorption band in Figure 3.7 in the 700- 900 nm region has been
attributed to the conduction band electron in the nanoparticles.144,145,163,183,184 Earlier it
was reported that conduction band electrons can be detected by characteristic
visible144,147,163,183 and mid-IR146. Injection time in the present investigation were
determined by monitoring the appearance time of the signal of the cation radical of 1
and 2 (1•+ and 2•+) at 650 nm and the injected electron at 905nm and it shown in Figure
3.9. The kinetic decay traces have been fitted multi-exponentially at 650 nm for both
C1/TiO2 and C2/TiO2 system (Table 3.2). We have also fitted the kinetic decay traces
multiexponentially for the injected electron at 905 nm for both C1/TiO2 and C2/TiO2
system and shown in Table 3.2. The kinetic traces for both cation radical and injected
electron decay faster in C1/TiO2 system as compared to that in C2/TiO2 system.
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Table 3.2. Parameters for the Multiexponential Fits to the Back Electron-Transfer
(BET) Kinetics For C1/TiO2 and C2/TiO2 nanoparticles and thin film after monitoring
both coumarin cation radical at 650 nm the Electron in the Conduction Band at 830 nm
in different condition after exciting the samples at 400 nm laser light.
System/

1

(ps)

2

(ps)

3

(ps)

4

(ps)

-Probe wavelength (nm)
C1/TiO2 -650

0.8 (71.2%)

5 (11%)

30 (7.6%)

>400(10.2%)

C1/TiO2 -830

0.8(70.7%)

5 (5.7%)

30 (10%)

>400(13.6%)

C2/TiO2 -650

1 (43.8%)

5 (12.7%)

30 (10%)

>400(33.5%)

C2/TiO2 -830

1 (53.5%)

5 (5.5%)

30 (4.1%)

>400(36.9%)

C1/TiO2 -600 nm

1(66.7%)

5(5.8%)

30(6.3%)

>400(21.2%)

C1/TiO2 pH~2 -600 nm

1(73.8%)

30(16.6%)

C2/TiO2 -600 nm

1(46.7%)

5(11.2%)

C2/TiO2 pH~2, -600 nm

1(77.3%)

30(13%)

C1/TiO2 Film -650

1 (48.8%)

5 (18.4%)

30 (15.0%)

>400(17.8%)

C1/TiO2 Film (pH 2)-650 1 (55.2%)

5 (18%)

30 (15.2%)

>400(11.6%)

1 (49.4%)

5 (6.1%)

30 (6.2%)

>400 (38.3%)

3 (9.7%)

20 (6.95%)

>400 (6.1%)

C2/TiO2 Film -650

C2/TiO2 Film (pH 2)-650 0.5(77.2%)

>400(9.6%)
30(11.1%)

>400(31%)
>400(10%)
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This observation clearly suggests that effect of molecular structure is playing a key role
on back ET dynamics, where photo excited C2 exist as TICT state in high polar solvent
and C1 exist as ICT state in similar condition.
Effect of pH on BET dynamics of C1 and C2 on TiO 2 nanoparticle Surface and
thin film.
To understand the effect of pH on BET dynamics of C1 and C2 on TiO 2
nanoparticle surface, we have recorded the kinetic decay trace at 600nm (for electron) of
both C1 and C2 on TiO2 at normal and low pH (Figure 3.10). It is clearly seen from the
Figure 3.10 that pH has very negligible effect for C1/TiO 2 system, while for C2/TiO2
system the pH effect is considerable. The fitted time constants for all the decay traces at
ths wavelength are summarized in Table 3.2. Involvement of TICT states in interfacial
ET dynamics of coumarin dye sensitized TiO2 nanoparticle also have been confirmed on
TiO2 thin film experiment after sensitizing with the coumarin dyes. So far we have
discussed the interfacial electron transfer dynamics of C1 and C2 on the TiO2
nanoparticle surface. A dye sensitized solar cell is made out of a TiO 2 thin film, so it is
very important to study IET dynamics on a TiO2 thin film. IET dynamics on a thin film
will give us the idea of usefulness of the sensitizer molecules in real devices. In earlier
section we have observed that existence of TICT states highly affected by lowering the
pH of the medium. To see the effect of pH on interfacial ET dynamics in the above
systems we have carried out ultrafast transient studies on TiO 2 film sensitized with C1
and C2 in normal condition and also at low pH (pH 2). Figure 3.10 shows the
normalized transient absorption kinetics at 650 nm at normal pH and also at lower pH
for both C1/TiO2 film (Panel C) and C2/TiO2 film (Panel D). All the decay traces have
been fitted multi exponentially and shown in Table 3.2. It has been observed that decay
dynamics which indicated back electron transfer (BET) dynamics is slower in thin film
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as compared nanoparticles surface (Table 3.2). BET reaction in dye-nanoparticle system
depends on electronic coupling between the injected electron and the parent cation. In
the case of a nanoparticle surface for the same dye-nanoparticle, pair coupling will be
much stronger due to the proximity of the electron and the cation radical as compared to
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Figure 3.10. Panel A: Transient absorption decay kinetics at 600 nm for (a) C1/TiO2 solution
and (b) C1/TiO2 solution at pH ~2, Panel B: Transient absorption decay kinetics at 600 nm for
(c) C2/TiO2 solution and (d) C2/TiO2 solution at pH 2, Panel C: Transient absorption decay
kinetics at 650 nm for (a) C1/TiO2 thin film and (b) C1/TiO2 thin film at pH 2, Panel D:
Transient absorption decay kinetics at 650 nm for (c) C2/TiO2 thin film and (d) C2/TiO2 thin
film at pH 2 after exciting the samples at 400 nm laser light.

the film. In case of the film, the nanoparticles are interconnected to each other, so just
after injection the electrons can diffuse to another particle within the film. As a result the
effective electronic coupling between the injected electron and the parent cation (dye•+)
becomes weak for the BET reaction on the film surface. So finally we can observe a
slower back electron transfer reaction on the film surface as compared to that on the
nanoparticles for both C1/TiO2 and C2/TiO2 systems. Here also the effect of pH on BET
dynamics in C1/TiO2 film is negligible; however in C2/TiO2 film we have observed the
singal intensity of the transient absorption decreases and the transient signal decay faster
at lower pH condition. This observation clearly suggests the involvement of TICT states
in interfacial ET dynamics in dye-semiconductor nanoparticle systems. We have already
mentioned in earlier section that at lower pH C2 molecule exist only in ICT states,
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where as at normal pH it exist as TICT states which is primarily a charge separated state.
So the recombination (BET) dynamics expected to be slower with TICT states as
compared to that of ICT states.
3.2.5. Charge Transfer Dynamics between ICT and TICT state and TiO 2
nanoparticles
From steady state optical absorption, emission and time-resolved emission
studies by changing the polarity and pH of the solvents we have concluded that photo
excited C1 molecule exists as ICT state where as C2 molecule can exist both ICT and
TICT state in high polar solvents. Ultrafast transient absorption studies on C1/TiO2 and
C2/TiO2 indicated that electron injection in both the systems is pulse-width limited and
slower back electron transfer rate has been observed in the C2/TiO2 system as compared
to C1/TiO2 system. It clearly indicates that TICT state of C2 facilitate higher electron
injection yield and slower back electron transfer reaction. In dye-sensitized electron
transfer reaction excited molecular state of the dye molecule overlaps with high density
states of conduction band of TiO2 nanoparticles, which means that all the vibrational
and rotational states of the excited electronic state of the dye molecule overlap with the
conduction band. However it is reported in literature185 that for moderate coupling (with
carboxylic binding) electron injection and vibrational relaxation is competitive process
in photo-excited dye/TiO2 nanoparticle system. This model suggests that a portion of the
excited dye molecules will relax to ground vibrational state of the

first excited

electronic state; from there, nonradiative and radiative (emission) processes are possible.
In the present investigation also we have observed that a certain percentage of
photoexcited states do not inject electron (Figure 3.5 C,D) where de-excitation of noninjecting states take place via nonradiative and radiative transitions. To elucidate the
mechanism of electron transfer from different states (ICT and TICT) of both the
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Scheme 3.2. Schematic diagram of
electron transfer from electronically
excited dye to conduction band of TiO 2
nanoparticles for both the coumarin
dyes (C1 and C2). S0 is the ground
electronic level of coumarin dyes, S1
(ICT) is the intramolecular charge
transfer state and S1(TICT) is the
twisted intramolecular charge transfer
state. kBA indicates relaxation rate from
ICT state to TICT state and kBET is the back electron transfer rate from TiO 2 to S0 level of
coumarin dyes.

coumarin dyes we have drawn Scheme 3.2 where the energetics of the ground and
excited states i.e. energetic position of both ICT and TICT states of both C1 and C2 and
conduction band edge of TiO2 nanoparticles are shown. The GS oxidation potential for
both C1 and C2 were measured by cyclic voltametry against Ag/AgCl electrode. It has
been observed that redox reactions are reversible. The excited oxidation potential of the
dyes was measured by adding the E00 and GS oxidation potential. E00 has been measured
from the crossing point of the excitation and emission spectra of the dye molecules.
Approximate energy level of TICT state of C2 has been determined from the shift in
energy from the ICT state to the TICT state in Figure 3.2. It is clearly seen in Scheme
3.2 that ICT state of C1 lies above the conduction band edge, so majority of the
photoexcited state of C1 can inject electron (kinj) with a certain fraction emit as
luminescence. However in case of C2/TiO2 system, on laser excitation by laser pulse the
dye molecule goes to the ICT state. Now from ICT state it can inject electron into the
conduction band of TiO2 and also it relaxes very fast to the TICT state (kBA). As TICT
state is charge separated state where electrons are localized at coumarin moiety and hole
is localized at the nitrogen atom of di-ethyl amino group, so the electron injection (kinj’)
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is highly facile. As a result we have observed higher electron injection yield in C2/TiO2
system.
Scheme 3.3. Orbital Scheme
Showing Back ET Reaction
in the ICT State of C1/TiO2
System and TICT State of
C2/TiO2 System.

Now let us discuss charge recombination reaction (BET) for both the systems.
As the coupling between dye and TiO2 nanoparticle is same for both C1 and C2 and
ground state redox levels are comparable which indicates that free energy of BET
reaction are comparable so according to Marcus theory BET reaction for C1/TiO2 and
C2/TiO2 system are expected to be similar. However we have observed BET reaction is
faster in C1/TiO2 system as compared to that in C2/TiO2 system. This difference in BET
reaction can be envisaged in Scheme 3.3 where orbital scheme for BET reaction for both
ICT state of C1 and TICT state of C2 with TiO2 nanoparticles have been shown. Prior to
electron injection in C1/TiO2 system holes are localized in the orbital of ICT state and
electrons are localized in TiO2 and eventually back ET reaction can take place (Scheme
3.3). On the other hand in C2/TiO2 system holes are localized in the nitrogen atom of diethyl amino group of TICT where the spatial charge separation is much larger as
compared to that of ICT state of C1 molecule. As a result we have observed much
slower charge recombination in C2/TiO2 system as compared to that in C1/TiO2 system.
The participation of TICT state was further confirmed by pH dependent experiments in
both the systems on TiO2 thin film. It has been clearly observed in Figure 3.10 (Panel A
and C) that BET dynamics is unchanged in C1/TiO2 system at normal condition and at
lower pH (pH = 2). On the other hand in C2/TiO2 system BET dynamics (Figure 3.10,
Panel B and D) is much faster at pH 2 where TICT states are expectedly absent as
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confirmed in earlier section. From the above experimental observation we can conclude
that TICT states facilitate higher electron injection yield at the same time slower back
electron reaction in dye-semiconductor nanoparticle surface.
3.2.6. Effect of TICT state of C3 molecule on Au nanoparticle surface
Synthetic procedure of AuNP is described in chapter 2 where plasmonic peak of AuNP was found to be appear at ~518nm (Figure 3.11A). Size of Au-NP was measured
about ~8nm from the HRTEM image (Figure 3.11B).
0.8
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Figure 3.11. (A) Steady state optical absorption spectra of citrate stabilized AuNP in water. (B)
HRTEM image of citrate stabilized AuNP.

Figure 3.12A shows optical absorption spectra of C3 molecule with changing Au NP
concentration. Concentrations of Au NP are used as 0 nM (a), 2.5 nM (b), 5 nM (c) and
10 nM (d). The composite mixture of C3 and Au NP become broad and in particular the
plasmon band of Au NP becomes broad and red shifted. Earlier Wang and co-workers186
reported plasmonic absorption of Au-nanorod becomes broad and red shifted in presence
of dye molecule due to strong coupling nature of dye molecule. Such strong coupling
nature of dye is found to depend on spectral overlap of dye and plasmonic resonance. 187189

Although there is no significant spectral overlap between optical absorption of C3

and plasmon absorption of Au-NP still plasmon band found to become broad and redshifted. This observation clearly suggests that there might be strong molecular
interaction of C3 on Au NP where nitrogen atom of di-ethyl amino group plays an
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important role. TEM images (Figure 3.11B) of Au NP suggest that no aggregation is
fomed. So red-shifted and broad optical absorption band can not be attributed to the
aggregate formation of Au NP. To monitor the excited state properties of C3 on Au NP
surface we have carried out emission spectroscopy of C3 with changing Au NP
concentration and shown in Figure 3.12B. It is clearly seen that with increasing Au NP
concentration emission due to TICT state decreases and simultanously emission due to
ICT state increases. Emission due to TICT state completely vanishes with the increment
of ICT emission at higher Au NP concentration. This is a remarkable observation of
change of conformation of C3 molecule in the excited state on Au NP surface. Recently
similar kind of observation for D1421 molecule has been recorded where emission
intensity of ICT state increases drastically on Au-NP surface due to restricted molecular
rotation.190 Now to understand the excited state dynamics of C3 molecule on Au NP
surface we have carried out time-resolved emission studies of C3 molecule after
changing the Au NP concentration and monitoring the emission at 485 nm and 595 nm
(Figure 3.12C, D). Interestingly with increasing Au NP concentration contribution of
shorter component decreases and simultanously contribution of longer component
increases at 485 nm (Table 3.3). However at 595 nm(TICT state) there is not much
change emission lifetime upto 5 nM Au NP concentrations (Figure 3.12D). So from both
steady state and time-resolved emission studies we can conclude that emission of photoexcited C3 molecule on Au NP surface is purely due to ICT states. Absence of TICT
state on Au NP surface clearly suggests that relaxation from ICT state to TICT state
does not take place. In steady state absorption studies it has been observed that C3 and
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of C3 at 595nm after
374nm excitation in the
absence and presence

20

of

different

Au-

nanoparticle concentrations (a, a’, a’’) 0.0 nM Au NP; (b, b’, b’’) 2.5 nM Au NP; (c, c’, c’’) 5.0
nM Au NP; and (d, d’, d’’) 10.0 nM Au-NP in 70 M C3 dye in water. (Trace e in Panel A)
Optical absorption spectrum of Au-NP. (In panel C) L stands for lamp profile of 374 nm laser
excitation source.

Au NP interact of quite strongly. The interaction with Au NP takes place through
nitrogen atom due to its affinity to Au surface (Scheme 3.4). From the above
experimental results it is clear on Au NP surface rotation of diethyl-amino group in the
Table 3.3. Multi-exponential Lifetime of C3 molecule on different concentration of AuNP surface after 374nm laser excitation. Monitoring wavelength has been incorporated
as

probe.

System/

probe

Lifetime

C3/485nm

1=

190 ps (96%),

2=

2.8 ns (4%)

C3/Au-NP/2.5nM/470nm

1=

190 ps (93%),

2=

3 ns (7%)

C3/Au-NP/5.0nM/470nm

1=

180 ps (88%),

2=

3.1 ns (12%)

C3/Au-NP/10.0nM/470nm

1=

200 ps (55%),

2=

3.1 ns (45%)
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excited state is restricted as a result relaxation from ICT state to TICT state is
completely blocked as it is shown in Scheme 3.4. It is well established that in dye-Au
NP composite materials on photo-excitation energy transfer can take place from photoexcited dye to Au NP where emission band of dye molecule overlap with the plasmon
band of Au NP. However in the present investigation

Scheme 3.4. Schematic diagram showing that C3 molecule is unable to form TICT state on AuNP surface.

no energy transfer process is found to take place in C3/Au NP composite material due to
very negligible overlap between ICT emission band or TICT emission band of C3 and
Au Plasmon band.
3.3. Conclusion
To see the effect of molecular structure on interfacial electron two structurally
similar coumarin dyes (C1 and C2) were sensitized on TiO2 nanoparticles and thin film.
Steady state optical absorption, emission and time-resolved emission studies on both the
dyes by changing the polarity of the solvent suggest that both photoexcited C1 and C2
exist as locally excited (LE) state in low polar solvent, however in high polar solvent C1
exist as intermolecular charge transfer (ICT) state where as C2 exist as both ICT and
twisted intermolecular charge transfer (TICT) state depending on the extent of solvent
polarity. Existence of TICT state was reconfirmed by changing the pH of the medium.
Electron transfer dynamics (both electron injection and back ET) was determined by
directly monitoring the cation radical and injected electron in the conduction band of
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TiO2 nanoparticle/film in the visible and near-IR region as studied in Femtosecond
transient absorption spectroscopy. Pulse-width limited (< 120 fs) electron injection was
observed in both C1/TiO2 and C2/TiO2 system however back ET dynamics was found
to be slower in C2/TiO2 system as compared to the former one. Our results clearly
indicated that involvement of TICT states in C2 is solely responsible for higher electron
injection yield and also slower back electron transfer reaction. Ultrafast transient
absorption measurements by changing the pH of the TiO 2 thin film clearly demonstrated
the participation of TICT states in C2 for slower BET reaction. Our investigation will
immensely help to design and synthesis of higher efficient organic solar dye which can
improve the efficiency in DSSC significantly.
In addition to unravel the excited state properties of TICT state on metal
nanoparticle surface, another coumarin molecule (C3) was chosen that can exhibit both
ICT and TICT states in its excited state in polar solvent while in low polar solvent it
exclusively exist as LE state, where synthesis of dual emitting (ICT and TICT emission)
molecule is always a challenging task. To understand the optical and excited properties
of such coumarin dye on Au-NP surface we have carried out steady state and timeresolved luminescence spectroscopic measurement of C3/Au-NP composite materials.
To our surprise it observed that TICT emission band of C3 completely vanishes on AuNP surface. This observation suggests that molecular twisting of diethyl-amino group of
C3 on Au-NP surface is completely restricted as a result relaxation from ICT to TICT
state is absolutely forbidden. To the best of our knowledge for the first time in literature
we are reporting restriction of amino rotation in the excited state of a molecular probe on
Au NP surface. Our fundamental observation on photo-physical properties of such dual
emitting molecule on Au NP surface will be helpful for selected biological applications.
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Chapter 4
Grand Charge (Hole/Electron) Separation in
ATC dye Sensitized CdSe Quantum Dot
and CdSe based Type-I and Type-II Coreshell Nanocrystals
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4.1. Introduction.
Increment of current conversion efficiency in dye sensitized solar cell (DSSC) is
one of the most challenging tasks. In chapter 1 it is demonstrated a maximum of ~13%
efficiency has been reached using specially designed porphyrin molecule having D- -A
push pull groups in DSSC, which is believe to be lower for commercial application. 17
Hence people are thinking to design and development of quantum dot sensitized solar
cell (QDSSC) for the next generation solar module. 14,19,191,192 In this regard research on
multiple exciton generation (MEG) in quantum dot has been increased manifold as it is
believed that single photon can generate more than one electron-hole pair which in turn
can drastically increase the efficiency of the devices. 22-25,27,71 It has been realized and
partially verified that efficiency of quantum dot solar module can be enhanced
significantly by dissociating or separating the multi-exciton before ultrafast excitonexciton annihilation. Zhong et. al. reported conversion efficiency about 11.6% by
adopting alloyed QD-based solar cells55 which are still lower than conventional dyesensitized solar cells (DSSCs). It clearly suggests that in most of the cases majority of
exciton recombines before it dissociates in QDSC. Using suitable molecular adsorbate
(electron or hole acceptors) exciton dissociation in QD materials observed to be
reality.46,51,193-195 In addition to that it has been realized that limited absorption of solar
radiation of QDs and slow hole transfer rate are the main reasons for overall low
efficiency of QDSC. These problems can be tackled by introducing super sensitizer in
QDSC47,196,197, where quantum dot and molecular adsorbate can exchange charge
carriers on photo-excitation. In super sensitization in addition to photosensitizing the
quantum dot material, molecular adsorbate also can act as hole transporting materials for
photosensitized quantum dot, as a result grand charge separation takes place in QDmolecular composite material.
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Exciton dissociation in fast and ultrafast time scale through electron transfer in
QD/molecular adsorbate and QD/semiconductor nanoparticle (TiO 2) systems have been
widely investigated.46,52,195,198,199 However exciton dissociation in ultrafast time scale
through hole transfer in QD/molecular adsorbates are not reported in literature. Hole
transfer time constants from photoexcited QD to molecular adsorbate are reported to be
nanosecond to 100s of picoseconds time scale

49,200,201

, where no reports are available in

sub-picosecond time scale except some recent reports.

196,202,203

Hole transfer time from

photo-excited QD to molecular adsorbate is reported to be 800 fs and 500 fs in
CdS/DBF system202 and CdSe/PGR203 system respectively as measured by femtosecond
transient absorption spectroscopy. Efforts have been made by many authors to improve
efficiency of QDSC by using both type I 204-206 and type II42,207-209 core-shell instead of
single QD materials where either core QD are protected from corrosion in type I system
or charge (electron or hole) transfer are facilitated in type II system. Charge transfer
dynamics in quantum dot core-shell involving molecular adsorbate are reported in the
literature, where in most of the cases electron transfer dynamics are discussed. 210-212
However no reports are available where hole transfer dynamics in ultrafast time scale
are discussed in either type I or type II QD core-shell involving molecular adsorbate. To
improve any kind of device efficiency it is very important to understand charge transfer
dynamics in ultrafast time scale which involve both electron and hole.
In the present investigation we have chosen CdSe QD and aurin tri-carboxylic
acid (ATC) where the composite system (CdSe/ATC) can be used as super-sensitizer in
QDSC and demonstrated charge (electron/hole) transfer dynamics in fast and ultrafast
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Scheme 4.1. Schematic diagram illustrating the
electron and hole transfer process of ATC-CdSe
complex system. S0 is the ground eletronic level of
ATC dye, S1 and S2 are the 1st and 2nd excited
electronic levels of ATC dye. Process 1 and
Process 2 show excitation of S1 and S2 band of
ATC dye. Process 3 depicts the excitation of CdSe
QD and Process 4 shows recombination reaction
between electron in the CB of CdSe and ATC
cation radical. Energy levels are showing with
respect to NHE.

time scale. Here both the CdSe QD193,199 and ATC183 individually can sensitize TiO2
nanoparticles. Redox energy levels of the CdSe QD and ATC molecule imply that the
conduction band (CB) of CdSe lies below the LUMO level, which allows photoexcited
ATC to inject an electron into the CB of the CdSe QD and the HOMO level of ATC to
lie above the valence band (VB) of the CdSe QD (Scheme 4.1), allowing photoexcited
hole transfer to the ATC molecule. In addition to that we have also demonstrated charge
(both electron and hole) transfer dynamics in CdSe/ZnS type I and CdSe/CdTe type II
core-shell sensitizing ATC by selective excitation of molecular adsorbate (ATC) and
core-shell materials in fast and ultrafast time scale. To the best of our knowledge this is
the first report in literature where electron injection, hole transfer and charge
recombination dynamics has been demonstrated in QD, type I and type II core-shell
sensitizing by molecular adsorbate and viability of using these QD-molecular composite
material as super sensitizer in quantum dot solar cell has been discussed.
In the present chapter we will discuss electron and hole transfer dynamics in
CdSe/ATC super-sensitized system and finally the viability of electron and hole transfer
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through introduction of shell material in CdSe either in type-I (CdSe/ZnS) or in type-II
structure (CdSe/CdTe) in ATC sensitized composite have been revealed.
4.2. Results and Discussion.
4.2.1. Characterisation of CdSe QD, and CdSe/ZnS Type-I, CdSe/CdTe Type-II
core-shell QD using Optical absorption and emission studies and HRTEM
measurement
To characterize the QD materials steady state absorption and emission
measurements were carried out for all the quantum dot and core-shell materials. A clear
excitonic absorption and emission peaks were observed for CdSe QD in chloroform at
~550 nm and at ~577 nm respectively (trace a and a’ in Figure 4.1). The excitonic peak
corresponds to band gap of ~2.25eV which is considerably higher than bulk band gap
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Figure 4.1. Steady state absorption (solid
lines) and emission (dotted lines) spectrum of
(a/a’) CdSe, (b/b’) CdSe/ZnS and (c/c’)
CdSe/CdTe system.
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Figure 4.2. TEM images of (A) CdSe (B) CdSe/ZnS Type-I and (C) CdSe/CdTe Type-II .
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calculated from the sizing curve of Peng et al.

213

is about ~3nm which is again

confirmed by HRTEM measurement (Figure 4.2 A). Trace b and c and trace b’ and c’ in
Figure 4.1 also shows the absorption and emission spectra of CdSe/ZnS and CdSe/CdTe
core-shell QDs respectively. From the steady state measurements it is clear that there is
formation of shell above the CdSe core for both the cases in which there is a clear red
shift for both the optical absorption (exciton at ~557nm in CdSe/CdTe and ~564nm in
CdSe/ZnS as compared to ~550nm in CdSe) and emission spectrum (~579nm in
CdSe/CdTe and ~585nm in CdSe/ZnS as compared to ~577nm in CdSe). In CdSe/CdTe
optical absorption due to indirect band gap is clearly seen beyond 630 nm (Figure 4.1
c’). Interestingly emission intensity of CdSe/CdTe core-shell is much less (
0.15) as compared to both pure CdSe QD (
(

CdSe/ZnS

CdSe

CdSe/CdTe

=

= 0.30) and CdSe/ZnS type I core shell

= 0.40). The particle sizes for the CdSe/ZnS and CdSe/CdTe NCs are found to

be ~4 nm as measured from the HRTEM measurement (Figure 4.2 B and 4.2 C).
4.2.2. Charge transfer interaction in CdSe-ATC, CdSe/ZnS-ATC and CdSe/CdTeATC composite materials
To understand charge transfer behavior in the excited state and applicability as a
super sensitizer in QDSC it is very important to monitor the ground state interaction
between CdSe quantum dot and aurin tri-carboxylic molecule (ATC). However charge
transfer (CT) complex formation and hole transfer dynamics between quantum dot
materials and molecular adsorbate are not reported in literature except the very recent
report202 on charge transfer complex formation between di-bromo fluorescein (DBF) and
CdS QD materials. ATC is one of the molecule in tri-phenyl methane series of dyes
which have shown as potential sensitizer molecule in dye-sensitized solar cell
(DSSC).183 Figure 4.3a shows the optical absorbance spectra of ATC which consists of
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UV band at ~315 nm attributed to S2 band and another band at ~495 nm (with low
absorbance) can be attributed to S1 band of ATC molecule.214 Figure 4.3b shows the
optical absorption spectra of CdSe QDs (spherical in size). Now to see the interaction
between ATC and CdSe QD in the ground state, gradually we have increased the CdSe
QD concentration (0.002−0.1 μM) in ATC solution. Figure 4.3h shows the optical
absorption spectra of CdSe/ATC composite material which shows a broad absorption
spectrum as compared to both CdSe QD and ATC spectrum. It is clear from optical
absorption studies molecular absorption increase in the entire visible region (400 – 650
nm) with the appearance of a peak at ~510 nm. We have already mention that S1
absorption peak of ATC appears at 495 nm, however in presence of CdSe QD it shifted
to 510 nm with absorption tail upto 650 nm. The color of the solution becomes deep red
(while the colors of free ATC and CdSe are light orange and reddish yellow,
respectively), which indicates formation of a CT complex between the CdSe QD
Figure 4.3. Optical absorption spectra of
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CT complex.

and ATC. A Benesi−Hilderband (BH) plot for the above CdSe−ATC system is shown in
the inset of Figure 4.3, where the equilibrium constant (Keq) of the complex is calculated
to be 5.8x 106 M-1. It can be seen from Figure 4.3 that the optical absorption spectra
there is an increase of ~ 30% in optical absorption in the composite (Figure 4.3h) as
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compared to that of pure ATC (Figure 4.3a) and CdSe QD (Figure 4.3b) together. This
observation clearly indicates the ~ 30% increment of oscillator strength of absorption.
The above observations suggest that partial charge separation takes place in the ground
state itself for CdSe−ATC composite system and can be used as super sensitizer as it can
absorb more solar radiation as compared to that of the individual materials (both ATC
and CdSe QD).
As we have already mentioned that our intension also is to study charge transfer
interaction between both type I (CdSe/ZnS) and type II (CdSe/CdTe) core-shell and
ATC adsorbate molecule. To do so we have carried out optical absorption studies for
both the core-shell materials after addition of ATC molecule. Figure 4.4 show the
optical absorption spectra of ATC molecule (Figure 4.4a), CdSe/ZnS type I core-shell
(Figure 4.4b), and ATC
Figure 4.4. Panel A:
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sensitized CdSe/ZnS type I core-shell (Figure 4.4c). However on addition of CdSe/ZnS
type I core-shell a clear broad absorption band at 535 nm with much higher molecular
absorbity was observed. Now to see the interaction between ATC and CdSe/CdTe type
II core-shell we have carried out optical absorption studies. Trace f in Figure 4.4B
shows the optical absorption spectra which show exciton absorption band at 558 nm,
however on addition of ATC, the composite system shows a broad absorption band at
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505 nm with higher molecular absorbity. The change in optical absorption in both the
above systems can be attributed to formation of charge transfer complex between ATC
and CdSe/ZnS type I core-shell and ATC and CdSe/CdTe type II core-shell respectively.
A higher extinction coefficient of the CdSe−ATC complex in all the above systems
(pure QD , type I and type II system) suggests that the composite materials form a
charge trasfer complex where partial charge transfer takes place in the ground state.
Here ATC form better complex with CdSe/ZnS type I core-shell as compared pure CdSe
QD and CdSe/CdTe type II core-shell. First let us compare the CT complex formation of
ATC-CdSe and ATC-CdSe/CdTe. In CdSe/CdTe type II core-shell conduction band of
CdTe shell lies above CdSe core, as a result while complex formation we have observed
little blue shift in ATC-CdSe/CdTe composite materials as compared to that of ATCCdSe complex. We have observed largest red-shift in CdSe/ZnS/ATC composite
material due to stronger CT interaction between ZnS shell and ATC molecule. The
strong complexation in ZnS surface we have also verified by interaction of ZnS QD with
ATC molecule which has also optical absorption maxima ~530 nm (see Chapter 5).
4.2.3. Hole transfer process in the composite systems
Now to understand charge transfer dynamics in the excited state with in
CdSe/ATC composite material steady state emission spectroscopy have been carried out
by exciting ATC, CdSe QD and CdSe/ATC composite material at 490 nm and shown in
Figure 4.5. Trace a in Figure 4.5 shows steady-state luminescence spectra of the CdSe
QD in chloroform after exciting the sample at 490 nm, which consists an emission peak
at 577 nm with a high quantum yield (

CdSe

= 0.30). Trace b in Figure 4.5 shows the

emission spectra of the CdSe QD in the presence of 20 M ATC. It is clearly seen that
CdSe emission is completely quenched in the presence of ATC. One may assume that
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there might be energy transfer from photoexcited CdSe to ATC molecule. However it is
clearly seen from Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.5 that optical absorption of ATC and emission
of CdSe QD has very negligible overlap. As a result we can rule out any energy transfer
in CdSe/ATC composite materials. This emission quenching can be attributed to hole
transfer from photoexcited CdSe to ATC. We have already shown in Scheme 4.1 that
the VB (1.2 V versus NHE) of CdSe lies below the HOMO (0.475 V vs NHE) of ATC,
so the photoexcited hole can be captured by ATC, which is thermodynamically viable
process. The hole-transfer reaction can be expressed by the equations below:
CdSe + h

CdSe (e- + h+)

CdSe (e- + h+) + ATC

CdSe (e-) + ATC+

(1)
(2)

To reconfirm the above processes and to find the hole-transfer dynamics, we
have carried out time-resolved emission studies of free CdSe QDs and also in the
presence of ATC, shown in the Figure 4.5 inset. The emission decay traces of the CdSe
QD and CdSe−ATC composite have been monitored at 580 nm after exciting the
samples at 490 nm. However emission lifetime of CdSe/ATC composite system is
pulse-width limited (<100 ps) (Trace d in Figure 4.5) (Table 4.1). The drastic reduction
in emission life time of the composite materials confirms efficient and very fast hole
transfer process as it is thermodynamically viable (Scheme 4.1).
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Table 4.1. Parameters for multi-exponential fit of emission decay traces for different
QD-composite systems after exciting the samples at 490 nm and monitoring at 580 nm.
System

1 (ns)

2 (ns)

3 (ns)

av (ns)

CdSe

0.66 (49.8%)

6.45 (30.9%)

23.5 (19.2%)

6.83

ATC-CdSe

< 0.1

-

-

<0.1

CdSe/ZnS

1.79 (30.9%)

14.2 (49.8%)

46.2 (19.3%)

16.5

ATC-CdSe/ZnS

0.2 (92.8%)

2.95 (5.5%)

20.0 (1.7%)

0.68

CdSe/CdTe

1.58 (46.5%)

6.3 (32.6%)

25.6 (20.9%)

8.14

ATC-CdSe/CdTe

< 0.1 (98%)

2 (2%)

-

0.14

We have also carried out both steady state and time-resolved emission studies for both
type I (CdSe/ZnS) and type II (CdSe/CdTe) core-shell in presence and absence of ATC
adsorbate molecule to monitor hole transfer process. Figure 4.6A show the emission
spectra of CdSe/ZnS type I core-shell in absence and in presence of ATC molecule. It is
clearly seen that emission intensity of type I core shell decrease in presence of ATC.
However decrement of CdSe/ZnS core-shell emission much less as compared to CdSe
QD/ATC system. Figure 4.6A inset show the time resolved emission of CdSe/ZnS type I
emission both in absence and in presence of ATC after exciting the sample at 490 nm
and monitoring the emission at 580 nm. Quenching of CdSe/ZnS type I emission clearly
observed in presence of ATC clearly suggest that CdSe QD is not directly in contact
with ATC still hole transfer can take place after leaking through ZnS shell (Scheme 4.2)
although hole transfer efficiency is much less as compare to CdSe/ATC system.
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Scheme 4.2. Schematic diagram illustrating electron and hole transfer process in CdSe/ZnS
Type-I and CdSe/CdTe-Type-II core/shell QD sensitized by ATC. Process 1 shows excitation of
S1 band of ATC dye whereas Process 2 shows excitation of S2 band of ATC. Process 3 indicates
relaxation from S2 to S1 state of ATC dye. On excitation of both S 1 and S2 state the dye can
inject electron to CB of both ZnS and CdTe shell for both the core-shell systems which
eventually transfered to CB of core CdSe. Excitation of QD materials holes can be generated in
both CdSe core (Process 4 in type I and Process 5 in type II)) and CdTe shell (Process 6),
however through cascading in type II system hole can finally migrated to ATC. On the other
hand leaking through ZnS shell in type I system hole can be captured by ATC. Process 7 and 8
are attributed to recombination dynamics between electron in the conduction band of CdSe and
ATC cation radical in type I and type II core-shell respectively. Energy levels are showing with
respect to NHE.
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Finally we have also carried out both steady state and time-resolved emission
studies to monitor hole transfer process between CdSe/CdTe type II core-shell and ATC
molecule. Trace c in Figure 4.6B shows the emission spectra of CdSe/CdTe type II coreshell. Now It is clearly seen that emission intensity of type II core shell decrease
drastically in presence of ATC (Trace d in Figure 4.6B). Time-resolved emission decay
trace of CdSe/CdTe type II are shown in absence and in presence of ATC after exciting
the sample at 490 nm and monitoring the emission at 580 nm. Interestingly in presence
of ATC emission of CdSe/CdTe core-shell decay extremely fast with τ1= <0.1 ns (98%),
and τ2 = 2 ns (2%) with τavg = 0.14 ns (Table 4.1). Again drastic reduction in emission
life time of the composite materials confirms efficient and very fast hole transfer from
CdSe to ATC through CdTe shell material as the process is thermodynamically viable
(Scheme 4.2).
4.2.4. Electron Injection process in the composite systems
One of the main aims of this investigation is to find the suitability of CdSe/ATC
and other composite materials as a super sensitizer in quantum dot solar cell. In supersensitizer composite materials on photo-excitation of QD materials the hole should be
captured by molecular adsorbate and photo-excited adsorbate can inject electron into the
conduction of QD. We have already discussed the hole transfer process in all the above
three systems, now it is very important to find the feasibility of electron injection from
photoexcited ATC to CdSe QD, CdSe/ZnS type I and CdSe/CdTe type II core-shell. To
accomplish electron injection process from photoexcited ATC to QD materials it’s very
important to monitor the change of ATC luminescence in absence and presence of them.
Photoexcitation of S1 band of ATC at 450-600 nm region no emission was observed
however excitation of S2 band (below 400 nm) emission from ATC was observed
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Table 4.2. Parameters for multi-exponential fit of emission decay traces for different
QD-composite systems after exciting the samples at 374 nm and monitoring at 470 nm.
374ex-470em

1 (ns)

2 (ns)

3 (ns)

av (ns)

ATC

0.27 (44.3%)

2.15 (43.8%)

8.34 (11.9%)

2.05

ATC-CdSe

0.26 (48.5%)

2.09 (40.6%)

8.15 (10.9%)

1.86

ATC-CdSe/ZnS

< 0.1 (99.3%)

0.55 (0.45 %)

2.6 (0.25%)

~ 0.1

ATC-CdSe/CdTe

< 0.1 (75%)

1.14 (18.8%)

3.92 (6.2%)

0.53

in 380-600 nm region with emission peak at 470 nm which can be attributed to S2
emission (Trace a in Figure 4.7A). Now to monitor electron injection from S2 state we
have carried out luminescence spectroscopy after exciting the samples at 350 nm and
monitored ATC luminescence. Figure 4.7A shows the ATC emission spectrum in
absence and in presence of CdSe QD, CdSe/ZnS, and CdSe/CdTe core-shell. It is
observed that S2 emission intensity of ATC on CdSe QD surface decrease marginally,
which indicates electron injection is not efficient although the process is
thermodynamically viable (Scheme 4.1). This inefficient electron injection might be due
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to much higher free energy of electron injection (- G = ~2 eV) which falls in the
Marcus inverted region of electron transfer reaction. Interestingly S2 emission intensity
of ATC decreases drastically on CdSe/ZnS core-shell surface indicating effcient electron
injection in the composite materials. However on CdSe/CdTe core-shell surface
emission intensity quenched by 50%, which indicate electron injection takes place from
photoexcited S2 state of ATC to core-shell but not efficiently. To reconfirm the above
processes and to find the electron injection dynamics, we have carried out time-resolved
emission studies of ATC in absence and in presence of all the QD composite materials
and shown in Figure 4.7B. Interestingly, emission lifetime of CdSe/ZnS/ATC composite
system is ~ 0.1 ns (Trace c’ in Figure 4.7B) (Table 4.2). The drastic reduction in
emission life time of ATC S2 state confirms very fast and efficient electron injection
process. Here initially electron will be injected in the conduction band of ZnS and then
electron transfer will take place from ZnS shell QD to conduction band of CdSe QD
which is thermodynamically favorable. However relatively faster emission decay
kinetics of ATC in CdSe/CdTe type II core-shell system as compare to pure ATC was
observed and it was fitted multi-exponentially with time constants of τ1= < 100 ps (75
%), τ2 = 1.14 ns (18.8%), and τ3 = 3.92 ns (6.2 %) with τavg = 0.53 ns (Trace d’ in
Figure 4.7B) (Table 4.2). Scheme 4.2 clearly suggests that in CdSe/CdTe type II coreshell electron injection take place from S2 state of ATC to conduction band of CdTe
shell and finally to the CB of CdSe QD core through cascading.
4.2.5. Electron and Hole transfer dynamics through ultrafast transient absorption
spectroscopy in the composite materials
To corroborate charge (both electron and hole) transfer dynamics in early time
scale with more accuracy in CdSe/ATC composite system we have carried out
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femtosecond transient absorption spectroscopic measurements by exciting CdSe/ATC
composite system at 400 nm laser light. Figure 4.8 shows the transient absorption
spectra of photoexcited CdSe/ATC composite materials in different time delay, which
comprises a huge bleach below 580 nm and two broad absorption bands at 580-750 nm
and 750-900 nm respectively. The broad spectral absorption in the 750-900 nm regions
can be attributed to the electrons in the conduction band in CdSe QD. The transient
absorption band at 580-750 nm can be attributed to ATC cation radical. The bleach
(below 580 nm) appeared due to photoexcitation of ground state CdSe/ATC complex
which has absorption below 600 nm wavelength region. Due to huge overlap between
ground state bleach and ATC cation radical, transient absorption due to cation radical in
the transient spectra is not clear. At this point we would like to mention that we have
also carried out transient absorption spectra of pure ATC and CdSe QD and found that
spectral signature and kinetics traces are completely different as compared to CdSe/ATC
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composite materials. Now to monitor the charge transfer dynamics we have followed the
kinetics at 540 nm (bleach wavelength), 670 nm (ATC cation radical) and at 900 nm
(electron in QD) and shown in Figure 4.9. The bleach can be attributed to electron
injection from phto--excited ATC to CdSe QD and 900 fs and 3 ps components can be
attributed to hole transfer time from photoexcited CdSe QD to ATC (Table 4.3). In
earlier investigation in CdS/DBF system202 bi-exponential growth was observed at
transient absorption position of DBF cation radical where faster component was
attributed to electron injection from photo-excited DBF to CdS QD and slower
component was attributed to hole transfer time from photo-excited CdS to DBF. Slower
hole transfer time in CdSe/ATC as compared to CdS/DBF might be due to weaker
interaction between CdSe QD and ATC in the ground state. On the other hand CdS QD
and DBF form stronger charge transfer complex between them, as a result charge (both
electron and hole) transfer reaction is facilitated in CdS/DBF system. The early time
dynamics at 670 nm for cation radical and at 540 nm for bleach recovery exactly
matches (Table 4.3) where first three components are attributed to electron injection and
hole transfer respectively. So from this observation we can conclude that early time
dynamics in bleach recovery kinetics can also be attributed to electron injection and hole
transfer dynamics. Interestingly the transient signal decay due to electron monitored at
900 nm in CdSe QD can be fitted multi-exponentially with time constants of
(63.7%),

= 8 ps (12.7 %),

= 30 ps (4.6%) and

1

= 650 fs

> 400 ps (19%). Although the

transient peak at 670 nm indicates the transient absorption due to ATC cation radical,
however contribution due to electron at 670 nm cannot be ignored. We have also carried
out transient absorption spectroscopy of type I CdSe/ZnS core-shell sensitized with
ATC and type II CdSe/CdTe core-shell sensitized with ATC and discussed in the
consequtive section.
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Table 4.3. Parameters for multiexponential fit of transient kinetics of ATC-CdSe
complex after monitoring bleach recovery at 540nm, ATC cation at 670nm and
conduction band electron of CdSe decay dynamics at 900 nm after excitation at 400nm
laser light.
Probe

1

2

3

4

5

Wavelength
540 nm

670 nm

900 nm

140 fs

900 fs

3 ps

35 ps

>400 ps

(-26.2%)

(-27.1%)

(-10.5%)

(-12.1%)

(-24.1%)

140 fs

900 fs

3 ps

40 ps

>400 ps

(+59.7%)

(+32.9%)

(+7.2 %)

(-42.7%)

(-57.3%)

650 fs

8 ps

30 ps

>400 ps

(-63.7 %)

(-12.7%)

(-4.6%)

(-19 %)

In CdSe/ZnS/ATC system broad bleach in 500 -650 nm region and broad
positive absorption in 650-900 nm region was observed as shown in Figure 4.10. Unlike
CdSe/ATC system the signature of ATC cation radical in the transient spectra not
prominent, however indication of charge separation is clear on phtoexcitation of type I
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CdSe/CdTe type II sensitized ATC shows a bleach in 500-600 nm region and two
positive absorption band 600-750 nm and 750-900 nm range which can be attributed to
ATC cation radical and electron in the core-shell nanostructure respectively. It is very
clear from this observation that charge separation in CdSe/CdTe type II core-shell is
more efficient as compared to CdSe/ZnS type I core-shell when both the materials are
sensitized by ATC, which was also confirmed by both steady state and time-resolved
emission studies.
Charge transfer and recombination processes
Now to demonstrate charge transfer dynamics in ultrafast time scale in pure
CdSe QD, CdSe/ZnS type I and CdSe/CdTe type II core-shell systems we have
monitored the bleach recovery kinetics at 540 nm and shown in Figure 4.11. The
kinetics in Figure 4.11 can be fitted multi-exponentially and shown in Table 4.4. In
earlier investigation of dye/QD composite system it was demonstrated that bleach
recovery kinetics can also give information on both hole transfer dynamics as well as
charge recombination dynamics where the transient cation spectra is highly overlapped
with the bleach in the transient spectra.202 In the present studies it is clearly indicated in
Figure 4.8 that ATC cation radical and bleach are overlapped and we have found that
earlytime dynamics of the bleach can be attributed to hole transfer dynamics and later
time dynamics can be attributed to charge (both electron and hole) recombination
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Table 4.4. Parameters for multiexponential fit of transient kinetics of ATC-CdSe, ATCCdSe/ZnS and ATC-CdSe/CdTe composites after monitoring bleach recovery at 540nm
and exciting at 400nm laser light.
Fast Recovery
System

Electron

Slow recovery

Hole Transfer

Effective

Injection
ATCCdSe

ATC-

1

= 140 fs

Recombination (BET)
ps (-12.1%),

1

2=0.9ps(-27%)

4 = 35

3=3ps(-10.6%)

5

>400 ps (-24.1%)

BET

= 6 ps

3

= 30 ps (-12.8%),

BET

(-37.5%)

4

>400 ps (-20.2%)

BET

= 3 ps

3

= 35 ps (-3.3%),

BET

4

>400 ps (-17.7%)

BET

BET

(-26.2%)

1

= 120 fs

2

= 35 ps (33.4%),

2

=>400 ps (66.6%)

1

CdSe/Zn
(-29.5%)

Charge

= 30 ps (38.8%),

2

= >400 ps (61.2%)

S
ATC-

1

= 150 fs

2

1

CdSe/Cd
(-49.2%)

(-29.8%)

= 35 ps (15.7 %),

2

= >400 ps (84.3%)

Te

dynamics. As the early time dynamics and also late time dynamics for all the above
composite systems in Figure 4.11 is completely different as compared to that of pure
QD or QD core-shell materials so their (pure QD dynamics) influence can be ignored in
that particular wavelength. Here in all three systems (pure CdSe, and type I and type II
systems) electron injection is ultrafast (120-150 fs). However hole transfer time is ~3 ps
in CdSe/CdTe/ATC system and much slower (~ 6 ps) in CdSe/ZnS/ATC system. Slower
hole transfer time can be attributed due to forbidden process in CdSe/ZnS sensitized
ATC system. However due to leaking of hole through shell quantum dot we can still
observe non-efficient slow hole transfer process. Earlier Lian and co-workers210
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demonstrated leaking of electron through ZnS shell in CdSe/ZnS type I core-shell
quantum dot to anthraquinone complexes (AQ) with varying shell thickness. Now to
compare the charge recombination dynamics we have normalized the bleach recovery
kinetics at 20 ps where both electron injection and hole transfer process supposed to be
completed and shown in Figure 4.11. It is clearly seen in that charge recombination
dynamics is slowest in CdSe/CdTe type II system and relatively faster in CdSe system
and fastest in CdSe/ZnS type I system where in all systems electrons are localized in
CdSe QD and hole are localized ATC (Figure 4.11, Table 4.4). From our present
investigation we can suggest that in super sensitized quantum dot solar cell to achieve
maximum charge separation and slowest charge recombination one should use type II
core-shell as quantum dot sensitizer and then further super sensitized with suitable
molecular adsorbate.
4.3. Conclusions
In conclusion, ultrafast hole- and electron-transfer dynamics in the CdSe QD,
CdSe/ZnS type I and CdSe/CdTe type II core-shell sensitized with ATC molecule are
explored and inferred as potential materials as a supersensitizer in QDSCs. Optical
absorption studies indicate that ATC form charge transfer complex with CdSe QD and
also with CdSe/ZnS type I and CdSe/CdTe type II core-shell. Steady-state and timeresolved absorption and emission studies confirmed that upon photoexcitation, charge
separation in all the three composite materials either through hole transfer from the
photoexcited CdSe QD to ATC directly or through ZnS and CdTe shell QD materials or
electron injection from photoexcited ATC to directly CdSe QD or through ZnS and
CdTe shell QD materials can take place. As a result, grand charge separation takes place
in all the above composite materials, which confirms the usefulness as a supersensitizer
in QDSCs. Ultrafast transient absorption studies indicate that electron injection take
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place from photo-excited ATC to QD materials with pulse-width limited time (< 150 fs),
however hole transfer time from CdSe QD to ATC found to be bi-exponential with time
constants of 900 fs and 3 ps. Hole transfer from CdSe QD core to ATC adsorbate found
to take place non-efficiently in type I core shell through ZnS shell in 6 ps and efficiently
in type II core-shell through CdTe shell in 3 ps. Charge recombination dynamics found
to be very slow due to spatial charge separation in all the composite materials, where
charge separation found to be more efficient due to thermodynamically favorable and
cascading electron injection and hole transfer in the CdSe/CdTe type II core-shell
sensitized ATC composite materials. Our observation is the first investigation of its kind
where interfacial charge (both electron and hole) transfer dynamics have been
demonstrated meticulously in QD and QD core-shell nanostructure materials sensitized
molecular adsorbate in fast and ultrafast time scale. This observation confirms the reality
of multiple exciton dissociation and finally higher photoconversion efficiency in QDSCs
through core-shell super-sensitization.
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5.1. Introduction
In the last chapter we have demonstrated charge transfer behaviour of a supersensitization systems of QD/molecular adsorbates (CdSe/ATC) where photo-excited dye
molecules inject electron in to the conduction band of CdSe QD or CdSe based coreshell QD materials and photo-excited holes are captured by the molecular adsorbates as
a result grand charge separation was observed. 215 Such low band gap Cd based QDs are
materials absorbs in the visible solar region. However for wide band gap materials by
tuning band gap it is quite impossible to acheive absorbtion in the visible region of solar
spectrum. Now among the wide band gap semiconductor materials, ZnS is one of the
extensively studied nanocrystal.216-218 ZnS nanocrystal might one of the oldest and most
important material for opto-electronic industry with vast applications like light emiting
diode and flat panel display. These materials found to be very attractive candidate for
applications in novel photonic crystal devices operating in the region from visible to
near-IR.217 ZnS nanocrystals are also extensively used for photocatalytic materials. 218-221
It has been realized that ZnS NCs are good photocatalyst because of their highly
negative reduction potentials for photoexcited electrons and thus have unique catalytic
activity as compared to TiO2. Kudo and co-workers have shown shift of optical
absorption in the visible region by doping ZnS nanocrystals with Ni2+ and Cu2+ ions.218220

They have demonstrated photocatalytic evolution of H2 and photoreduction of toxic

ions under visible-light irradiation with the help of these doped ZnS nanocrystals.
Incorporating Graphene in such wide band gap ZnS assembly can act as visible light
photocatalyst which also can applied for solar energy conversion. 221 Doping of such
wide band gap materials with transition metal (e.g. Mn2+) leads to highly luminescent
NCs in visible region which are very attractive towards novel photonic and optoelectronics.100,222 It has been realised that ZnS nano-crystals possess wide range of
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application from opto-electronic to photo-catalysis, however its quite ovious to think
that ZnS being a member of nanocrystal, it can also be used as photovoltaic
dye/quantum dot sensitized solar cell material. Sensitization of wide band gap
semiconductors like TiO2 and ZnO with organic dye molecules, transition metal
complexes and moderate and low band-gap semiconductor/quantom dot materials are
quite common for the utilization of solar energy conversion. 13,64,140,223 A large number of
reserachers have been involved in carrying out fast and ultrafast charge transfer (both
electron injection and charge recombination) studies in dye-sensitized TiO2
nanoparticles since the reports by Gratzel’s group that solar cells based on
Ru(dcbyp)2(NCS)2 [dcbyp = 4,4'-dicarboxy-2,2'-bipyridine] or (Ru-N3)-sensitized
nanocrystalline TiO2 thin films can achieve a solar to electric power conversion
efficiency above 10%.145,184,224-227 However till date no report is available on interfacial
electron transfer dynamics in ZnS nanocrystal sensitized by organic dye or transition
metal complex in ultrafast time scale.
Tri phenyl methane (TPM) dyes are the class of organic dyes that exhibits
intense visible light absorption and sometimes they form CT complex on TiO 2
nanoparticles (Scheme 5.1).183 Earlier it has been demonstrated ultrafast interfacial
electron transfer dynamics with series of TPM dye with different molecular structure
and coupling.183 Charge transfer dynamics with TPM dyes sensitized QD were studied
and found that TPM dye-QD composite can act as super-sensitizer in QD solar
cell.203,215 However such organic dye molecules (tri-phenyl methane) suffer from
stability towards solar radiation which is always matter of concern in QDSC. It would
be interesting to make use the metal poly-pyridyl complexes in place of organic
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Scheme 5.1. Molecular structure of (A) Pyrogallol red (PGR), bromo-pyrogallol red (Br-PGR),
and aurin tricarboxylic acid (ATC) and (B) the Re based polypyridyl complexes discussed
herein.

molecules in super sensitization of QD materials. Earlier many authors 228-230 have
demonstrated charge transfer processes between CdSe QD and metal poly-pyridyl
complexes. Lian and co workers reported228 photoinduced ultrafast electron transfer
from CdSe quantum dots to Re-bipyridyl complexes. Fast regeneration of CdSe
quantum dots by Ru dye was also reported on ultrafast interfacial electron transfer
dynamics between TiO2 naoparticle and newly synthesized Re-polypyridyl complexes
with both catechol231 and resorcinol144 as binding moiety. So it would be interesting to
monitor charge transfer behaviour between Re-complex and QD material and find the
viability of the composite materials as super-sensitizer in QDSC.
Earlier Weiss et. al. has demonstrated the emission quenching mechanism of
different para-substituted anilines where the substituent varies from strong electron
donating to strong electron withdrawing moiety. 232 Their analysis suggests strong
electron donating para-substituted anilines quench the quantum dot emission through
photoinduced hole transfer, however the predominant interaction for strong electron
withdrawing para-substituted anilines is passivation of Cd2+ site through

-donation.

However the effect of ultrafast charge transfer processes to the surroundings of a QD in
presence of organic molecule with strong electron withdrawing and electron donating
substituent has not been reported in the literature. Thus the study on the PL and lifetime
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quenching of QD with organic molecule consisting electron withdrawing and electron
donating moiety and understanding the effect on ultrafast charge transfer dynamics will
have great importance for fundamental study.
In the present chapter ultrafast charge transfer dynamics of ZnS NC sensitizing
with TPM dyes were invetigated where ZnS nanocrystals were synthesized by colloidal
method. The bulk band gap analysis of ZnS NC 215 and redox energy levels of TPM
dyes183 suggests that on photo-excitation of TPM dyes can inject electron to conduction
band (CB) of ZnS NC (Scheme 2). Three structurally similar TPM dyes namely
pyrogallol red (PGR), bromo-pyrogallol red (Br-PGR) and aurin tricarboxylic acid
(ATC)
Scheme 5.2. Schematic illustration of electron
injection processes from photo-excited PGR,
Br-PGR and ATC to CB of ZnS NCs. Direct
electron injection from HOMO of TPM dyes to
CB of ZnS for CT complex formation have
been shown (red arrow). Back electron transfer
(BET) dynamics also have indicated using
dotted arrow. Catecholate coupling for PGR
and Br-PGR and salicylate coupling for ATC dye also have shown.

(Scheme1) are chosen to see the effect of coupling on interfacial electron transfer
dynamics with ZnS NC. Femto second transient absorption studies have been carried out
to monitor the effect of molecular coupling on both electron injection and charge
recombination (CR) dynamics in ZnS NC sensitized TPM dyes. Charge transfer
dynamics in CdSe QD sensitized by two Re-polypyridyl complexes with catechol and
resorcinol moity (Scheme 5.1) also have been investigated. Re1,2 and Re1,3 were
synthesized following a previously reported procedure. In the composite materials
photo-excited Re-complexes can inject electron into the conduction band of CdSe QD
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and Re-complex also can extract hole from photo-excited CdSe QDs. Effect of coupling
group (resorcinol and catechol) of both the Re-complexes on both electron injection and
hole transfer dynamics in CdSe quantum dot and also charge recombination dynamics
has been demonstrated in the present chapter.
In addition to unravel the effect of electronic structure interaction between CdSe
QD and phenol derivatives with strongly electron withdrawing (4-nitro) and electron
donating (4-methoxy) substituent have been carried out in the present analysis.
Energetic through cyclic voltammetric analysis indicates although photoinduced
electron transfer is the reason for emission quenching in CdSe/4-nitro phenol composite,
however an equilibrated photoinduced hole transfer is responsible for quenching in
CdSe/4-methoxy phenol composite. Complementary study using CdSe/CdS quasi typeII and CdSe/CdTe type-II NC in presence of both 4-methoxy and 4-nitro phenol
reconfirms photoinduced hole and electron transfer are the active processes respectively.
5.2. Results and Discussions
5.2.1. Effect of Molecular Coupling: ZnS/TPM Composite
(a) Characterization of ZnS NCs
Figure 5.1A shows the high resolution TEM (HRTEM) images of ZnS NCs. The
TEM images of ZnS NC particles shows flower like of aggregated structure where
average diameter of flower determined to be in the range of 20-25 nm. Earlier Xia et.
al.233 have demonstrated formation of CdSe supra-particles/aggregate structure due to
electrostatic as well as van der waals interaction where the size of the individual CdSe
particles are below the Bohr radius. In the present investigation it is clear from HRTEM
images that the size of the individual ZnS particle is in the range of ~ 4.5 to 5 nm which
eventually form flower like structure with typical size of 20-25 nm. The right inset of
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Figure 5.1A shows the ZnS lattice fringes of one ZnS particle which indicates good
crystalline morphology of the particles. XRD pattern of the as prepared ZnS NCs also
was carried out which shows formation of cubic structure (Figure 5.1B).
The synthesized ZnS NC was also characterized by steady state optical
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Figure 5.1. (A) TEM images (Right inset HRTEM) of ZnS nano aggregate. (Left inset) SEAD
pattern of ZnS NCs. (B) XRD pattern of ZnS NCs. (C) Steady state (a) optical absorption and
(b) emission spectrum of ZnS nano aggregate. De-convoluted emission spectrum also has shown
(in dot-dashed line) which shows (b′) exciton as well as (b′′) defect state emission.

absorption and emission spectra of ZnS NCs which shows excitonic absorption at 310
nm (trace a) and excitonic emission at 340 nm (trace b). In earlier investigation we have
reported steady state emission from ZnS nanoparticle which appears at 450 nm and has
been attributed to surface state emission, where no excitonic emission was observed the
nanoparticles.234 In earlier occasion many authors also reported only surface state
emission from ZnS nano-structured materials.235-237 Due to presence of sulpher vacancy
on the ZnS NC surface defect states are created, as a result emission from ZnS NC is
mainly dominated by surface state emission. 235 In the present investigation emission
band of ZnS nano-aggregates can be deconvoluted to two emission band, one intense
band at 340 nm which can be attributed to purely excitonic emission, and another low
intensity broad band at 385 nm attributed to emission due to surface states. Here the
emission for ZnS nano-aggregates is dominated by excitonic emission. As the synthesis
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are carried out high temperature with oleic acid as cappning agent as a result less no of
defect states are created in the ZnS nano-aggregates. To the best of our knowledge this
is one of the first example where only excitonic emission has been observed from ZnS
nano-structured materails.
(b) Charge Transfer (CT) Interaction between TPM dyes and ZnS NC
Main aim of the present investigation is to monitor charge transfer interaction
between ZnS NC and TPM dyes. However to investigate charge transfer dynamics in the
excited state it’s important to monitor the interaction in the ground state. Figure 5.2
shows the optical absorption spectra of pyrogallol red (PGR), bromo pyrogallol red (BrPGR) and aurin tri-carboxylic acid (ATC) in absence and in presence of ZnS NC. Figure
5.2A demonstrates the optical absorption spectra of ZnS NC, PGR and PGR sensitized
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ZnS NC. It is clearly seen that in presence of ZnS NC optical absorption spectra of PGR
become broad and red-shifted. The absorption peak of PGR changes from 472 nm to 536
nm in presence of ZnS NC. Similar observation was made in Br-PGR/ZnS NC system
and has been shown in Figure 5.2B. The red-shifted band in both PGR and Br-PGR
sensitized ZnS NC can be attributed to the formation of charge transfer complex
between PGR/Br-PGR and ZnS NC. In earlier occasion it has been observed the
formation of CT complex between CdSe quantum dots (QDs) and and ATC215 molecule.
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We have also carried out steady state absorption studies in ATC/ZnS NC system.
Figure 5.2C shows the optical absorption spectra of ZnS NC, ATC and ATC sensitized
ZnS. Here also optical absorption peak of ATC also changes from 506 nm to 544 nm.
This observation can also be attributed to formation CT complex between ATC and
ZnS. However it is clearly seen that ATC form weaker complex as compared to both
PGR and Br-PGR. Due to presence of catecholate moiety of both PGR and Br-PGR,
they can form stronger complex with ZnS NC as compared weaker salicylate coupling
moiety in ATC which form relatively weaker complex. It is clearly seen that all the
TPM dyes can form CT complex with ZnS NC where tail of CT complex continue
beyond 700 nm. Earlier investigation shows formation of CT complex between TiO 2
nanoparticles and TPM dyes (PGR, Br-PGR and ATC) and electronic coupling elements
(Hab) have been evaluated through Benesi-Hildebrand plot and Mulliken238 and Hush 239
equation. It was demonstrated how electronic coupling elements (Hab) in dye/TiO2
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Figure 5.3. Optical absorption spectra of (a) ZnS QD (1.2 μM), (b) TPM dye and (c−g)
ZnS/TPM complex at constant TPM dye concentration with increasing ZnS QD concentration in
chloroform (in the mixture, [ZnS] are (c) 0.12, (d) 0.3, (e) 0.6, (f) 0.9 and (g) 1.2 μM). (Inset)
Benesi− Hildebrand (B−H) plot of the ZnS/TPM CT complex. Panel A: PGR (30 M), Panel
B: Br-PGR dye (35 M) and Panel C: ATC dye (80 M).

Table 5.1. Electronic coupling elements (Hab) and corresponding experimental
parameters for different TPM/ZnS composites.
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system changes with molecular structure of TPM dyes. Now to understand charge
transfer interaction in the present investigation we have also carried out steady state
optical absorption studies of all the TPM dyes with changing ZnS NC concentration.
Benesi−Hildebrand (BH) plots for the dye/ZnS composite have been carried out to
determine extinction co-efficient (єmax) and equilibrium constant (Keq) for CT complex
formation of TPM dyes with ZnS nano aggregates and shown in Figure 5.3. Electronic
coupling elements (Hab) for all the dye-ZnS composites have been determined using
Mulliken and Hush equation (Table 5.1) as given bellow:

H ab

Here,

max

2.06 X10

2

1

max . max .

1

2

2

rab

(1)

-1

is absorption band maximum in cm ,

1

2

is band width in cm-1, єmax is

molar absorptivity in cm-1mol-1 and rab is the distance between donar (dye)-acceptor
(ZnS) in A . Values of rab’s are approximated using reference 161. It is seen in Table 5.1
that PGR/ZnS and Br-PGR/ZnS composite have higher Hab value as compared to that of
ATC/ZnS composite, which clearly suggest that PGR (and Br-PGR) forms stronger
complex with ZnS NC as compared to that of ATC.
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With the help of optical absorption studies ground state interaction was
monitored in ZnS NC sensitized TPM dyes, however to understand the interaction in the
excited state steady state and time-resolved emission studies have carried out in the
present investigation. In earlier investigation215 it was demonstrated electron transfer
process from photo-excited ATC to CdSe/ZnS and CdSe/CdTe core-shell after
monitoring S2 emission quenching of ATC emission in presence of the core-shell.
Figure 5.4 demonstrates the steady state emission of ATC in absence and in presence of
ZnS NC. ATC emission gets completely quenched in presence of ZnS NC, which is a
clear indication of electron injection from photo-excited ATC to ZnS surface as shown
in scheme 5.2. Possibility of emission quenching due to energy transfer can be neglected
as there is minimum spectral overlap between emission spectrum of ATC and
absorbance spectrum of ZnS. Time-resolved emission studies have also been carried out
in ATC/ZnS system after exciting the sample at 374 nm and monitoring the emission
470 nm and shown in Figure 5.4 inset. Figure 3a' shows the emission kinetics for ATC
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2.05 ns. Figure 5.4b'

shows the emission kinetics of ATC on ZnS surface in chloroform which can be fitted
multi-exponentially with time constants of
= 4.16 ns (0.3%), with

av

1=

< 0.1 ns (99%),

2=

0.7 ns (0.7%), and

3

= < 0.1 ns. Faster emission decay on ZnS NC surface can be
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attributed to electron injection from photo-excited state of ATC to ZnS NC. Scheme 5.2
suggest that electron injection from other two TPM dyes like PGR and Br-PGR is also
thermodynamically feasible, however realization of electron injection through emission
spectroscopic studies was not possible as no or negligible emission was detected for
both PGR and Br-PGR molecules due to presence of pyrogallol moiety. 214 To monitor
charge transfer interaction in ZnS NC sensitized TPM dyes in fast and ultrafast time
scale Femto-second transient spectroscopic studies have been carried out in the above
systems after exciting the samples at 400 nm laser light.
(c) Ultrafast Transient Absorption Studies of ZnS/TPM Composite
Through luminescence spectroscopic studies we could get indication of electron
injection only in ZnS/ATC system with nano-second time resolution. To monitor charge
transfer dynamics which include both electron injection and charge recombination in all
the TPM dyes sensitized system in ultrafast time scale we have carried out ultrafast
transient absorption studies after exciting the samples at 400 nm laser light. Earlier

214

excited dynamics of all the TPM dyes using femtosecond transient absorption and
fluorescence upconversion studies were carried out and it has been observed that excited
state dynamics of all the TPM dyes go through fast and ultrafast multiple radiative and
non-radiative decay processes. Excited state lifetime for the TPM dyes found to be much
faster due to presence of multiple hydroxyl groups which facilitate fast non-radiative
decay processes. Herein Figure 5.5 shows the transient absorption spectra of TPM dyes
on ZnS surface at different time delay. Figure 5.5A, 4B and 4C indicate the transient
spectra of PGR/ZnS, Br-PGR/ZnS and ATC/ZnS NC respectively. Interestingly in all
three systems a broad negative absorption has been observed in the entire visible region
(500 nm – 700 nm). This negative absorption band can be attributed to the bleach due to
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ground state CT complex absorption band of ZnS sensitized TPM dyes. On excitation of
the ZnS NC sensitized TPM dye complexes instansous appearance of bleach suggest
ultrafast electron injection from photoexcited TPM dyes to ZnS NC. Earlier it was
demonstrated that on photo-excitation of PGR203 and ATC215 can inject electron from
both S2 and S1 states to the conduction band of CdSe as the process is
thermodynamically viable. Similarly in the present investigation it is clearly seen in
Scheme 5.2 that electron injection is possible both from S2 and S1 states of TPM to the
conduction band of ZnS NC. In addition to that Scheme 5.2 also suggest that excitation
of CT complex at 400 nm electron transfer is also possible from HOMO of TPM dyes to
the conduction band of ZnS NC. Electron transfer reaction of the above composite
systems can be express by the following equations:
TPM + h  TPM*

(2)

TPM* + ZnS  TPM+ + ZnS (e-)

(3)

Electron transfer is also possible through direct excitation of CT complex which can be
described by following equation:
TPM + ZnS

[TPM+ –ZnS- ]complex
h

+

TPM + ZnS (e-)

(4)
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Interestingly kinetics of all the systems shows a pulse width limited (<100fs) growth
followed by multi-exponential bleach recovery (Table 5.2). Earlier many research
groups46,51,240 including us202,203,215 have demonstrated that electron injection of such
dye-QD systems found to take place in pulse width limited ultrafast time scale. Thus
<100fs growth time constant can be attributed to the electron injection to ZnS from the
photo-excited TPM dye molecules. Prior to electron injection in the TPM dye radical
cation is supposed to be formed which can be detected in the visible region of the
transient spectra. Signature due to cation radical of TPM dye was observed in TA
spectrum of dye/TiO2183 and dye/QDs42,203 composite systems. However in the present
investigation spectral signature due to cation radical was not observed. The spectral
overlap between transient band of cation radical of the TPM dyes and strong ground
state bleach of the CT complex might be the reason for not observing cation radical in
the transient spectra. Now to comprehend the charge transfer dynamics in the above
systems bleach recovery kinetics have been monitored at the bleach maxima of the
corresponding systems and
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Figure 5.6. Bleach recovery kinetic traces of (a) PGR/ZnS at
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570 nm, (b) Br-PGR/ZnS at 550 nm and (c) ATC/ZnS at 550
nm after 400 nm laser excitation.
400

are shown in Figure 5.6. It is clearly seen that bleach recovery kinetics is fastest in
PGR/ZnS system and slowest in ATC/ZnS system. The bleach recovery kinetics can be
fitted multi-exponentially with different time constants (Table 5.2). Multi-exponential
recovery kinetics at bleach maxima carries information about the recombination of
charge carriers (electron in ZnS and hole in TPM dye) as shown in Scheme 5.2. Once
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Table 5.2. Multi-exponential fitted time constants for bleach recovery kinetic traces of
PGR/ZnS, Br-PGR/ZnS and ATC/ZnS composite. The values in the parenthesis indicate
the % of amplitude of that time constants.
1

2

3

PGR/ZnS-570nm

2 ps (66.7%)

40 ps (28.7%)

400 ps (4.6%)

Br-PGR/ZnS-550nm

4 ps (62.6%)

40 ps (27.1%)

400 ps (10.3%)

ATC/ZnS-550nm

8 ps (43%)

70 ps (31%)

400 ps (26%)

electron is injected into the conduction band (CB) of ZnS, it relaxes very fast to CB edge
and then it undergoes different trapping process (deep and shallow trapping).241 Thus
multi-exponential time constants are associated with the recombinationbetween TPM
cation radicals and the electrons in different trap depth. It is interesting to see in case
PGR/ZnS the fastest component can be fitted with 2 ps (66.7% ) which changes to 4ps
(62.6%) for Br-PGR/ZnS to 8ps (43%) for ATC/ZnS. At the same time, contribution of
the longer component (>400ps) increases as we move from PGR (4.6%) to Br-PGR
(10.3%) to ATC (26%), which indicates there is progressive slowing down of
recombination reaction. Thus the above kinetic analysis clears about the fact that
recombination reaction becomes facilated in PGR/ZnS system while it slows down in
ATC/ZnS system. To realize the co-relation of stronger CT complexation and faster
charge recombination in PGR/ZnS as compared to weaker CT complexation and slower
charge recombination in ATC/ZnS, we performed a detailed analysis of charge
recombination on the light of Marcus theory.
(d) Analysis of Charge Recombination dynamics: Marcus theory
Investigation of charge transfer and charge recombination dynamics of CT
complex formed by ZnS/TPM dye molecules through ultrafast transient absorption
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spectroscopic technique is the focus of the present study. These TPM dyes are chosen in
such a way that PGR and Br-PGR dye possesses catecholate coupling moiety while
ATC possess salicylate coupling moiety so that their binding to ZnS surface will be
different. To understand the effect of molecular coupling on charge transfer dynamics
we have analyzed the bleach recovery kinetics of TPM/ZnS composite through Marcus
theory. The semiclassical Marcus equation for back electron transfer (BET) rate constant
can be expressed as follows: 111

k BET

2


H AB

1

2

4

kT

2

G0

exp

4 kT

(5)

G° is the free energy of charge recombination reaction ( G° = ECBZnS- ES/S+), where
ECBZnS is the conduction band potential of ZnS (-1.8V) and ES/S+ is the redox potential of
the adsorbed TPM dye (Scheme 5.2). Earlier it is reported redox potential value for
PGR, Br-PGR and ATC to be 0.478 V, 0.458 V and 0.475 V, respectively. 183 Being very
similar redox potential of TPM dye molecules the free energy change ( G°) for all the
three dye/QD systems are expected to be similar. Reorganization energy ( ) which is
composed of internal ( ) and solvent ( s) reorganization energy, depends on frequency
of vibration ( ) associated with electron transfer and diameter of dye molecule, mean
electron transfer distance, static dielectric constant and refractive index of solvent,
respectively.111 In our earlier investigation

was determined for PGR/TiO2, Br-

PGR/TiO2 and ATC/TiO2 systems after calculating
values (~0.72).183 Although

,

s

and found to be very similar

for PGR/ZnS, Br-PGR/ZnS and ATC/ZnS will be

different from their TiO2 analogue still it is expected that the value will be similar for all
three TPM/ZnS composite system as it was for TPM/TiO 2 systems. Therefore the
difference in rate constant for back electron transfer as shown in equation 5(Marcus
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equation) of different TPM dye/ZnS composite will be governed by only electronic
coupling parameter, HAB since

G° and

remains similar for different TPM/ZnS

composite systems. It can be seen in Figure 6 that PGR/ZnS and Br-PGR/ZnS have
faster charge recombination (CR) reaction rate as compared to ATC/ZnS composite,
which clearly suggest that different CR rates are due to different electronic coupling
(HAB) for TPM dyes. Therefore Marcus analysis also predicts stronger catecholate
coupling (PGR and Br-PGR) leads to faster charge recombination (fast BET) reaction
between electrons in ZnS and TPM dye cation, while slow charge recombination has
been observed for weaker salicylate coupling in ATC/ZnS system. Earlier we have
observed BET dynamics in Re-catechol/TiO2 was considerably faster than Reresorcinol/TiO2 system, which has been explained on the basis of molecular coupling. 144
Re-catechol/TiO2 found to form five membered strong CT complexes with less
delocalized electrons while Re-resorcinol formed weaker CT complex in which both OH
groups of Re-complex bind with two different Ti, causes more delocalization of
electrons. Similarly in the present investigation due to higher delocalization of electrons
in the CB of ZnS for weaker salicylate coupling ATC leads to slow charge
recombination reaction. On the other hand being strong coupling catecholate moiety in
PGR and Br-PGR, have localized electrons in CB of ZnS, leading to faster BET.
5.2.2. Effect of Molecular Coupling: CdSe/Re Polypyridyl Complex Composite
(a) Sensitization of CdSe QD by Re1,2 and Re1,3 Polypyridyl Complexes
Major endeavor of the present studies is to understand the charge transfer
behaviour in the excited state of CdSe QD sensitized Re-polypyridyl complexes and find
its suitability as a super sensitizer in quantum dot solar cell. However before monitor
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charge transfer behaviour in the excited state it is very important to monitor the ground
state interaction between CdSe QD and both the Re-polypyridyl complexes. As both the
Re-complexes have different binding group 1,2 diol verses 1,3 diol so it will be
interesting to see how these two complexes bind with the CdSe QD materials. Figure 5.7
shows the optical absorption spectra of both Re1,2 and Re1,3 complexes in absence and
in presence of CdSe QD in chloroform. The optical absorption spectra of pure CdSe
show first exciton at ~550 nm (Figure 5.7A inset). It is seen from steady state absorption
studies that optical absorption spectra of both the dyes do not change in presence of
CdSe QDs, indicating no charge transfer (CT) complex formation between Recomplexes and QD materials in the ground state. However in earlier investigation it was
observed that both Re1,2 and Re1,3 form strong CT complex with TiO2
nanoparticles.144,231 Due to higher density of states in the conduction band of TiO2
nanoparticles as compared to that of CdSe QD both the Re complexes (Re1,2 and
Re1,3) with catechol and resorcinol moiety form strong CT complex with TiO 2 NP.
Again it has been demonstrated charge transfer dynamics in pyrogallol red (PGR) with
catecholate moiety sensitized CdSe QD materials, where no charge transfer complex
formation was observed in CdSe/PGR system. 203 However to monitor interfacial charge
transfer processes steady state and time-resolved emission spectroscopy have been
carried out. To see the viability of both electron and hole transfer processes in the
present investigation we have shown the energy level diagram in Scheme 5.3 for both
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ground and excited energy levels of both the Re-complexes and conduction and valence
band levels of CdSe QD. Earlier reports reveal that the HOMO levels for Re1,2 and
Re1,3 complexes are 1.2 and 1.1 eV, respectively and LUMO levels for these two
complexes are -1.2 and -1.5 eV, respectively144,231 (with respect to NHE). Excitonic
absorption peak for CdSe QD was observed at 550 nm (Figure 5.7). From HRTEM
analysis (Figure 4.2) and sizing curve particle size can be determined to be 3 nm.213 For
3 nm particle size conduction band and valence band energy levels were evaluated as 1.1 eV and 1.3 eV, respectively. Now the redox energy levels of the CdSe QD and
Re1,2 and Re1,3 complexes imply that the conduction band (CB) of CdSe lies below the
LUMO levels of both the Re-complexes and valence band of CdSe lies below the
HOMO levels of both the Re-complexes (Scheme 5.3). Energy levels of Recomplex/CdSe systesms suggest that photo-excited both Re1,2 and Re1,3 can inject
electron into the conduction band of CdSe QD (Scheme 5.3). On the other hand photoexcited hole from CdSe QD can be captured by both the Re-complexes (Scheme 5.3).

Scheme 5.3. Schematic diagram showing the
electron injection and hole transfer processes from
electronically excited Re1,2 and Re1,3 dyes to CB of
CdSe and photo-excited CdSe QD to HOMO levels
of Re1,2 and Re1,3.

Figure 5.8 shows the emission spectra CdSe QD in absence (Figure 5.8a) and in
presence Re1,2 (Figure 5.8b) and Re1,3 (Figure 5.8c) after exciting the samples at 480
nm light. It is clearly seen that in presence of both the Re complexes CdSe QD emission
is completely quenched. This emission quenching processes in both CdSe/ Re1,2 and
CdSe/ Re1,3 systems can be attributed to hole transfer from photo-excited CdSe QD to
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both Re1,2 and Re1,3 complexes as the process is thermodynamically viable (Scheme
5.3). As there is no overlap between luminescence spectra of CdSe QD and absorption
spectra of both the Re complexes so energy transfer process from photo-excited QD to
Re1,2 and Re1,3 can be ruled out. The hole-transfer reaction in the present investigation
can be expressed by the equations below:
CdSe (e- + h+)

CdSe + h

CdSe (e- + h+) + [Re 1,2 (Re 1,3)]

(6)
CdSe (e-) + [Re 1,2 (Re 1,3)]+

(7)

Now to reconfirm the hole transfer process and to monitor hole transfer
dynamics we have carried out time-resolved emission studies. Figure 5.8 inset shows the
time resolved emission decay traces of pure CdSe QD, CdSe/ Re1,2 and CdSe/ Re1,3
systems after exciting the samples at 490 nm and monitoring the emission at 580 nm.
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However interestingly in presence of both Re1,2 and Re1,3 emission kinetics for CdSe
QD can be fitted only with pulse-width limited time constants (<< 1ns). This
observations clearly suggest that hole transfer in both the systems take place very
efficiently. It is clear from Scheme 5.3 that photo-excited Re-complexes can inject
electron into the conduction band of CdSe QD as it is thermodynamically feasible.
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Figure 5.9 shows the emission spectra of both Re1,2 and Re1,3 in absence and in
presence of CdSe QDs after exciting the samples at 280 nm. Re1,2 and Re1,3 show
emission band 320-450 nm region peaking at 345 nm with low emission quantum yield
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(~0.1-0.2%). However interestingly in presence of CdSe QD emission intensity of both
Re1,2 and Re1,3 drastically reduced. It is worth mentioning here that no emission was
observed in 320-450 nm regions when a solution of pure CdSe QD was excited at 290
nm. The emission quenching can be attributed to electron injection from photoexcited
Re-complexes to conduction band of CdSe QD and can be expressed by the equations
below:
[Re 1,2 (Re 1,3)] + h

[Re 1,2 (Re 1,3)]*

[Re 1,2 (Re 1,3)]* + CdSe

CdSe (e-) + [Re 1,2 (Re 1,3)]+

(8)
(9)

Here in both CdSe/ Re1,2 and CdSe/ Re1,3 systems charge separation can take place
either electron injection from photo-excited CdSe to Re dyes or hole transfer from
photo-excited CdSe QD to Re dyes. In both cases electrons are localized in CdSe QD
and holes are localized in the Re-complex with the formation of cation radicals of Recomplex. So to confirm charge (both electron and hole) transfer dynamics in early time
scale in both the above systems femtosecond transient absorption spectroscopic
measurements have been carried out and are described in the next section.
(b) Ultrafast Transient Absorption Studies of CdSe/Re-Polypyridyl Complex
Composite
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Steady state and time-resolved emission studies confirmed the involvement of
interfacial electron and hole transfer processes in CdSe QD sensitized Re-complexes.
However with nano-second time-resolution it is difficult to find the time of charge
separation (both electron injection and hole transfer) and charge recombination times in
both the systems. To authenticate charge (both electron and hole) transfer dynamics in
early time scale with more accuracy in the above systems we have carried out
femtosecond transient absorption spectroscopic measurements by exciting CdSe/ Re1,2
and CdSe/ Re1,3 systems with 400 nm laser light. Transient absorption spectrum of both
the dyes shows broad positive absorption due to excited state absorption in the whole
spectral region of 500 to 900nm.144,231 Transient absorption spectra of CdSe QD shows
bleach in the spectral range of 500-580nm due to excitonic ground state bleach and
broad positive absorption in the spectral region of 600-900 nm region which can be
attributed to trapped charge carriers. Figure 5.10 shows the transient absorption spectra
of photoexcited CdSe/ Re1,2 (panel A) and CdSe/ Re1,3 (panel B) systems at different
time delay. The transient absorption spectra of CdSe/Re-complexes are quite different as
compared to transient spectra of pure CdSe QD and Re-complexes. Transient spectrum
in both CdSe/ Re1,2 and CdSe/ Re1,3 systems are quite similar, consists of a transient
absorption band in 500-670 nm with a peak at 580 nm, and a broad positive absorption
band from 680-1000 nm. The transient absorption band for both systems reveals a
distinct band in the 500-670 nm regions and this could be attributed to the cation radical
of Re-based dye molecule. Assignment of Re cation radial at this region is done on the
basis of pulse radiolysis experiment by generating exclusively Re cation radical by
reaction of azide radical with Re1,2/Re1,3 dye in a N 2O saturated aqueous
solution.144,231 The broad absorption band in the spectral range 680 to 1000nm is
ascribed to the conduction band electrons in CdSe QD203,215, which has been generated
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through phtoexcitation of CdSe QD and also electron injection from
photoexcited Re-dye to the conduction band of CdSe. To monitor the charge transfer
dynamics we have followed the kinetics at 600 nm (Re1,2 / Re1,3 cation radical) and
shown in Figure 5.11. Both the kinetics at 600 nm for both the systems (CdSe/ Re1,2
and CdSe/ Re1,3) can be fitted with bi-exponential growth and multi- exponential decay
times (Table 5.3). The charge separation in both the above systems found to take place
in two different path ways: through hole transfer from photo-excited CdSe QD to Recomplexes and electron injection from photo-excited Re-complexes to CB of CdSe QD.
The optical absorption spectra (Figure 5.7) indicates that at 400 nm excitation majority
of the light will be absorbed the Re-complexes so charge separation will mainly take
place through electron injection from photo-excited Re-complexes to QD with minor
channel of hole transfer from photo-excited CdSe to Re-complexes. The faster growth
component (~100 fs) observed at 600 nm in both the systems can be attributed to
electron injection from photo-excited Re- complexes to CdSe QD and slower growth
(900 fs) component can be attributed to hole transfer process from CdSe QD to
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Table 5.3. Parameters for multi-exponential fit for transient absorption decay kinetics of
Re1,2 and Re1,3 dye on CdSe QD at different wavelength after 400nm laser excitation.
Material

Cation Dynamics (600nm)
Growth

Re1,2/CdSe

g

g

Decay

1

= 100 fs (82%),

1

= 4 ps (21.5%),

2

= 900 fs(18%)

2

3

g

g

Growth
1

= 1 ps (27.7%),

= 25 ps (16.7%),

2

= 20 ps (20%),

= 80 ps (10.2%),

3

= 100 ps (3.9%),

g

= 200 fs (100%)

Decay
1

4>400

Re1.3/CdSe

Electron Dynamics (900nm)

ps (51.6%)

1

= 100 fs (81%),

1

= 4 ps (12.3%),

2

= 900 fs(19%)

2

3

4>400
1

1

= 1 ps (11.1%),

= 25 ps (14.1%),

2

= 20 ps (9.2%),

= 80 ps (4.9%),

3

= 90 ps (1.6%),

4>400

ps (68.7%)

g

= 200 fs (100%)

ps (48.4%)

4>400

ps (77.9%)

Re-complexes. Now the transient decay kinetics in both the above systems can be
attributed to recombination reaction between electrons in CdSe QD and cation radicals
of Re-complexes. We have also monitored transient kinetics at 900 nm for both the
above systems to monitor the injected electron in CdSe QD and are shown in Figure
5.11B. Kinetics at 900 nm in both the systems can be fitted with faster growth
component (200 fs) and multi-exponential decay (Table 5.3). It clearly suggests that
electron injection from photo-excited Re-complexes to CdSe QD is pulse-width limited.
In transient decay kinetics at 900 nm in both the systems a faster decay component (~1
ps) appears which is absent in 600 nm kinetics. Here in both the systems the faster decay
components (1 ps) at 900 nm can be attributed to electron trapping dynamics in
QD.202,203,215 However other multi-exponential time constants can be attributed to charge
recombination dynamics between Re cation radicals and injected electrons of different
trap depth241 (like shallow and deep).
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(c) Charge Separation Dynamics
The charge recombination dynamics was monitored following the decay kinetics
of cation radical and fitted with multi-exponential time constants. Earlier investigation144
shows charge recombination dynamics in Re1,2/TiO2 system is much faster as compared
to that Re1,3/TiO2 system. Coupling between Re-complexes and TiO2 nanoparticles
found to play major role. It has been observed that of Re1,2 form stronger charge
transfer complex with TiO2 nanoparticles as compared to that of Re1,3. Catechol moiety
of Re1,2 can form 5-membered CT complex with TiO2 nanoparticles, while resorcinol
moiety of Re1,3 form weaker CT complex with TiO2 nanoparticles where both the OH
group of resorcinol moiety bind with two Ti atom. It has been observed that rate of
charge recombination reaction decreases from Re1,2 to Re1,3 due to increment of delocalization of electron in TiO2 nanoparticles as the distances between the bridge linkers
increases from 1,2 diol to 1,3 diol. In the present investigation it has been observed that
none of the Re-complexes form any CT complex with CdSe QD (Figure 5.7) still we
have observed difference in charge recombination dynamics. It is clearly seen that
recombination dynamics between electron in CdSe QD and Re-cation radical is faster in
CdSe/ Re1,2 system as compared to that in CdSe/ Re1,3 system. The charge
recombination rate for the CdSe/Re-complex systems in the present investigation can be
analyzed in terms of the Marcus theory (equation 5). Again free energy of charge
recombination reaction ( GCR) can be determined after following the equation below
GCR° = ECBCdSe – ERe/Re+

(10)

Ground state redox potentials for both the Re complexes found to be 1.2 and 1.1 eV for
Re1,2 and Re1,3 respectively (with respect to NHE).40 Conduction band edge of CdSe
QD was determined to be -1.1 eV (with respect to NHE). So free energy of CR reaction
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can be calculated as -2.3 eV and -2.2 eV for ΔG1,2 and ΔG1,3 respectively and shown in
Scheme 5.3. As the free energy of charge recombination reaction is more than -1.2 eV,
so reaction in QD/molecular adsorbate system falls in the Marcus inverted regime. Now
with increasing the free energy of reaction charge recombination (back ET reaction)
should be slow down if the coupling and other parameters are same. So in the present
circumstances CR rate for CdSe/ Re1,2 system should be slower as compared to that
CdSe/ Re1,3 system, however practically the opposite trend has been observed. The
above observation clearly suggests for CdSe/Re-complex systems, prediction of charge
recombination rate does not follow on the basis of free energy alone, which seem to
indicate that the electronic coupling seem to play a major role in the recombination
dynamics. So from our observation we can conclude that Re1,3 complex might be
offering weaker coupling with CdSe QD as compared to that of Re1,2. Weaker binding
resorcinolate Re dye leads to more delocalization of electrons in the CB of CdSe QD, as
a result slower charge recombination was observed.
5.2.3. Effect of Electronic Structure: CdSe/Phenol Derivative Composite
(a) Steady State Interaction between CdSe QD with Phenol Derivatives
To monitor electron transfer reaction in CdSe/Phenol derivatives quenching of
CdSe QD emission was carried out in presence of the phenols, where we have gradually
increased all the phenol concentrations (from 0 mM to ~10mM). It is observed that as
the concentration of the phenols increases the intensity of the CdSe QD emission
decreases gradually (Figure 5.12A and B). In order to interpret the emission quenching
mechanism, Stern-Volmer (SV) plot has been carried out for CdSe/4-OMe and CdSe/4NO2 phenol system and shown in Figure 5.12C. In Figure 5.12C, PL0/PL for CdSe to
CdSe/phenol (4-OMe and 4-NO2 phenol) ratio is plotted against [Q], the quencher
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Figure 5.12. Steady state emission spectrum (A and B) and time resolved emission decay trace
(Inset A and B) of CdSe QD (0.4 M) in presence of increasing concentration of 4-methoxy and
4-nitro phenol respectively. (C) Non-linear Stern-Volmer (SV) plot of (a) CdSe/4-OMe and (b)
CdSe/4-NO2 composite. (D) Linear dependence of SV plot for (c) CdSe/4-OMe and (d) CdSe/4NO2 composite in terms of emission lifetime.

concentration. Non-linearity in SV plot clearly interprets that the emission quenching
mechanism follows both static and dynamic path for either of the phenols. It can be
observed that at relatively low concentration region both the composite follows similar
quenching rate where the quenching mechanism is mainly diffusion controlled, since the
availability of number of interacting surrounding phenol molecules to the CdSe QD
surface is less. Also the surrounding phenol molecules resides a distance from CdSe
surface which control the dynamics nature of quenching. However at higher phenol
concentration the interaction between CdSe QD and phenol molecule increases since
availability of number surrounding phenol molecule increases which also comes in close
proximity to CdSe surface. As a result electron donating and withdrawing effect of
phenol plays major role to control the quenching mechanism which suggests the
quenching to be static. However it is very difficult to differentiate the dynamic and static
nature of emission quenching for both the phenols from steady state PL measurement. In
this regard time resolved emission studies can give understanding which has been
discussed in the subsequent section.
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In order to confirm the charge transfer process and to understand the dynamic
nature of emission quenching mechanism, time resolved emission measurements
(TCSPC) have been carried out for a series of CdSe/4-OMe as well as CdSe/4-NO2
phenol composite with increasing concentration of the corresponding phenols to CdSe
after 445nm laser excitation. Inset in Figure 5.12A and B shows the time resolved
emission decay traces of the CdSe/phenol composite for both the phenols respectively.
Figure 5.12D shows the corresponding plot of
dye molecule respectively where
(~11ns) and

0

0/

to the concentration of the concerned

is the average emission lifetime of CdSe QD

is average lifetime of the corresponding CdSe/dye composite. With

increasing concentration of quencher (4-OMe and 4-NO2 phenols respectively) the
emission lifetime of CdSe QD found to decrease. The SV plot in terms of lifetime
(Figure 5.12D) also suggests that quenching of CdSe emission occurs more prominently
in 4-NO2 phenol as compared to 4-OMe phenol. However due to dynamic nature of
emission quenching linear dependence of

0/

to the quencher concentration has been

observed which typically follows the equation,
0/

= 1+K0 [Q]

(11)

Now quenching of exciton emission can arise due to either energy transfer or charge
(electron and hole) transfer. Mechanism of quenching through energy transfer can be
ruled out as there is not any spectral overlap between emission spectra of CdSe QD and
absorption spectra of phenols. Therefore the major emission quenching mechanism can
be co-related with charge (either electron or hole) transfer. To unravel the charge
transfer pathway the energetic (HOMO-LUMO level) of both the phenols have been
evaluated through cyclic voltammetric measurement. The HOMO-LUMO levels of 4methoxy and 4-nitro phenol are found to be -5.5eV, -2.45eV and -7eV,-3.9eV
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respectively (with respect to vaccum). In the present investigation, CdSe QD particle
size has been determined to be 3 nm. 213 For 3nm CdSe particle the conduction band and
valence band energy levels were evaluated as −3.1 eV and -5.4 eV, respectively (with
respect to vaccum).242 Thus energy levels of CdSe/phenol systems suggest that
photoexcited CdSe can inject electron into the LUMO level of 4-nitro phenol, however
an equilibrium between photoinduced hole transfer can established in CdSe/4-methoxy
phenol composite (Scheme 5.4). Although the energetic shows that hole level of CdSe

Scheme 5.4. Schematic Diagram Showing the ChargeTransfer Processes from Photo-Excited CdSe QD to 4Methoxy Phenol and 4-Nitro Phenol.

and 4-methoxy phenol is energetically similar, still hole transfer process will be active
as the resonance structure of 4-methoxy phenol stabilizes the radical cation as well as
increase in electronic coupling between CdSe and 4-methoxy phenol, which allows hole
to be transferred. Thus 4-methoxy phenol becomes very easy to oxidize than 4-nitro
phenol which reductively quench the exciton emission of CdSe by photoinduced hole
transfer. Again the emission quenching process in CdSe/4-NO2 composite can be
attributed to electron transfer from photo excited CdSe QD to 4-NO2 phenols. The
electron and hole transfer reaction from photo-excited QD to the phenols can be
expressed as follow:
CdSe + h

CdSe (e- + h+)

CdSe (e- + h+) + [4-nitro phenol]
CdSe (e- + h+) + [4-methoxy phenol]

CdSe (h+) + [4-nitro phenol (e-)]

(12)
(13)

CdSe (e-) + [4-methoxy phenol]+ (14)
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(b) Complementary Experiment of CdSe/CdS and CdSe/CdTe NC with Phenol
Derivatives
In order to cross check the photo-induced electron and hole transfer from CdSe
QD to 4-nitro and 4-methoxy phenol respectively, we have designed and synthesized
two core-shell nanostructure using the same CdSe core. One of the core-shell is
CdSe/CdS quasi type-II which localizes the hole in the core so that transfer of hole to 4methoxy phenol becomes restricted. The other core-shell is CdSe/CdTe type-II which
localizes the electron in the core and thus electron transfer to 4-nitro phenol becomes
constrained. We have performed steady state and time resolved emission quenching
experiments with both the core-shell in presence of 4-nitro and 4-methoxy phenol
(Figure 5.13). Although both steady state and time resolved emission of CdSe/CdS quasi
type-II gets more quenched in presence of 4-nitro phenol as compared to 4-methoxy
phenol, the reverse phenomenon has observed in CdSe/CdTe type-II core-shell. Being
very low conduction band offset CdSe/CdS core-shell forms quasi type-II structure as a
result electron get delocalize in both CdSe core and CdS shell.243,244 Yet due to large
valence band offset between CdSe and CdS, hole localizes in the CdSe core. As we
already demonstrated that 4-nitro phenol acts as electron quencher, the photo-excited
electron which has delocalized in the CB of both CdSe and CdS in CdSe/CdS can
transfer electron to LUMO level of 4-nitro phenol (Scheme 5.5). On the other hand even
if 4-methoxy phenol acts as hole quencher, due to localization of hole in the CdSe core,
restriction of emission quenching has imposed through photo-induced hole transfer. Yet
we have observed little emission quenching in presence of 4-methoxy phenol which is
due to hole leaking through CdS shell as the shell thickness is very less (one
monolayer). In chapter 4 we have shown similar kind of observation where hole leaking
found to take place through less thickness shell. 215 Interestingly the complete reverse
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Figure 5.13. Steady state emission spectrum of (A) CdSe/CdS and (B) CdSe/CdTe core-shell
NC in (a and d) absence, and in presence of (b and e) 4-methoxy phenol and (c and f) 4-nitro
phenol. (Inset) Time resolved emission decay trace of (A) CdSe/CdS and (B) CdSe/CdTe coreshell NC in (a’ and d’) absence, and in presence of (b’ and e’) 4-methoxy phenol and (c’ and f’)
4-nitro phenol after 445nm laser excitation and monitoring at 570nm.

Scheme 5.5. (A) Schematic illustration of emission quenching through electron transfer from
CdSe/CdS to 4-nitro phenol and hole leaking to 4-methoxy phenol through CdS shell. (B)
Schematic illustration of competitive hole transfer from CdSe core to CdTe shell and 4-methoxy
phenol and electron leaking through CdTe shell to 4-nitro phenol respectively.

phenomenon has observed in CdSe/CdTe type-II core-shell where steady state and time
resolved emission gets more quenched for 4-methoxy phenol. The band structure of
CdSe/CdTe suggests that electron is localized in CdSe core whereas the hole can
cascade to CdTe shell. As a result restriction has imposed on electron transfer process
from photo-excited CdSe core to 4-nitro phenol which lowers the emission quenching
efficiency. Scheme 5.5 suggests LUMO level of 4-methoxy phenol lies energetically
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similar position as that of CdSe and CdTe valence band. Thus there occurs a hole
transfer from CdSe core to CdTe shell and finally to 4-methoxy phenol which is
thermodynamical viable. Here we observed more emission quenching of CdSe/CdTe
core-shell in presence of 4-methoxy phenol.
It should be noted that the net emission quenching is more in CdSe/CdTe type-II
structure as compared to CdSe/CdS quasi type-II for both the phenols. The emission
from CdSe/CdTe type-II core-shell is broader which shows emission maxima at 575 nm
with a hump at 555 nm as compared to CdSe/CdS quasi type-II core-shell. This
observation indicates the emission in CdSe/CdS core-shell at 480 nm excitation is
dominated by CdSe core. However in case of CdSe/CdTe core-shell at 480 nm
excitation emission is contributed by both CdSe core as well as CdTe shell. As a result
we have observed emission quenching due to electron transfer from photo-excited
CdSe/CdTe core-shell to 4-nitro phenol although photo-excited CdSe core can not
transfer electron to 4-nitro phenol as it is not thermodynamically viable process (Scheme
2). However photo-excited CdTe shell can transfer electron to 4-nitro phenol. On the
other hand hole transfer reaction can take place from photo-excited CdSe core to 4methoxy phenol cascading through CdTe shell and also from photoexcited CdTe shell to
4-nitro phenol. Thus the above designed emission quenching experiments clearly depicts
4-methoxy phenol acts as hole quencher whereas 4-nitro phenol as electron quencher.
(c) Ultrafast Transient Absorption Studies of CdSe/Phenol Derivatives
To understand the charge transfer dynamics in early time scale with more
accuracy in CdSe/phenol systems in presence of an electron withdrawing and electron
donating group and to demonstrate exciton quenching mechanism more clearly we have
carried out femtosecond transient absorption studies by exciting pure CdSe QD, CdSe/4163
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OMe and CdSe/4-NO2 phenol composites respectively with 400nm laser light (Figure
5.14). Broad negative absorption has observed in the 470−580 nm region with maxima
at 550nm for CdSe QD which can be attributed to the first excitonic (1S exciton) bleach
of CdSe QD (Figure 5.14A). A small hump in the bleach has appeared at 490nm which
may be attributed due to 2S excitonic bleach of CdSe QD. The nature of transient
absorption spectra for CdSe/4-OMe phenol composite (Figure 5.14B) remain similar as
that of CdSe QD. On the contrary bleach intensity of the transient absorption spectrum
for CdSe/4-NO2 composite decreases drastically as compared to CdSe QD (Figure
5.14C). Here we would like to mention that we kept same CdSe concentration in all the
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Figure 5.14. Ultrafast transient absorption spectra of (A) CdSe QD, (B) CdSe/4-OMe phenol
and (C) CdSe/4-NO2 phenol after 400nm laser pulse excitation at different time scale.

experimental solutions. Now to monitor the charge transfer dynamics we have followed
the kinetic traces at bleach maxima. Figure 5.15 compares the normalized bleach
recovery kinetics of CdSe QD, CdSe/phenol, CdSe/4-OMe and CdSe/4-NO2 composites.
The bleach recovery kinetics of all the systems can be fitted with bi-exponential growth
and multi-exponential recovery with different time constants except CdSe/4-nitro
composite, and shown in Table1. CdSe/4-nitro composite was fitted with single
exponential growth. The growth of the bleach kinetics for all the systems can be fitted
with <100 fs (~80%) and ~500fs (~20%) time constants while for CdSe/4-nitro the
growth time constant is ~150fs. The second growth time constant of 500fs at the bleach
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Figure

5.15.

Normalized

bleach

recovery kinetics traces (at 545nm) of
(a) CdSe QD, (b) CdSe/phenol (c)
CdSe/4-OMe phenol and (d) CdSe/4NO2 phenol after 400nm laser excitation
through

femtosecond

transient

absorption spectroscopy

wavelength in transient absorption measurements can attribute to cooling dynamics of
photoexcited electron to CB edge.206,245 The multi-exponential recovery time constants
for CdSe QD can be attributed to charge carrier trapping as well as charge
recombination between electron in the conduction band and hole in the valence
band.72,241 However the long component of >1ns can be ascribed due to unreacted QD
lifetime as well as diffusion controlled interaction and charge recombination process.
Table 5.4. Parameters for multi-exponential fit of transient kinetics of CdSe QD,
CdSe/phenol, CdSe/4-Methoxy phenol and CdSe/4-Nitro phenol after monitoring bleach
at 545 nm.
System

Femtosecond TA
Growth (ps)

CdSe

g

1

= 0.1(75%),

2

= 0.5(25%)

g

CdSe/Phenol

g

1

= 0.1(80%),

2

= 0.5(20%)

1

= 0.1(81%),

2

= 0.6(19%)

g

CdSe/4-OMe

g

g

CdSe/4-NO2

g

1

= 0.15(100%)

Recovery (ps)
1 =12(33%), 2 =

= 15(24%),

1 =10(23%),

= 3(46%),

200(11%),

2=

2=

200 (8%),

200 (9%),

2 =15(18%),

3=

3=

>1ns (56%)

3=

>1ns (68%)

3

= >1ns (68%)

200(14%),

4=

>1ns

(22%)
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Table 5.4 depicts the fitted time constants for bleach recovery dynamics of CdSe,
CdSe/phenol and CdSe/4-methoxy phenol follows similar trends, however bleach
recovery dynamics at longer time delay slows down for CdSe/phenol and CdSe/4methoxy phenol as compared to CdSe QD. Interestingly, the fitted time constants of
bleach recovery dynamics of CdSe/4-nitro phenol show an additional fast component of
3ps with large contribution (46%).
As we already have demonstrated in earlier section that our cyclic voltammetric
analysis suggests the energy levels of both 4-methoxy and 4-nitro phenol are such that
electron transfer becomes thermodynamically feasible in CdSe/4-nitro phenol composite
whereas hole transfer is the active process in CdSe/4-methoxy phenol composite
(Scheme 5.4). Furthermore, careful analysis of emission quenching of two different
core-shell NC in presence of both 4-methoxy and 4-nitro phenol reveals electron transfer
in 4-nito phenol and hole transfer in 4-methoxy phenol are the active processes. The
bleach recovery kinetics in femtosecond transient absorption for CdSe/4-nitro phenol
composite becomes much faster as compared to CdSe QD (at the same time bleach
intensity decreases drastically) while the same for CdSe/4-methoxy phenol composite
becomes slower which sustain similar bleach intensity. Previously El-Sayed et. al. have
verified the effect of electron (benzoquinone, BQ) and hole (thiophenol, TP) quencher
on bleach recovery dynamics of CdSe QD. 79 They have observed that BQ rapidly
removes the conduction band electron of CdSe with formation of a short lives charge
transfer (CT) complex having 2.7ps lifetime which makes faster the bleach recovery
dynamics. On the other hand TP acts as hole trap through which bleach lifetime of CdSe
exceed >1ns. Earlier our group also accounted with similar kind of observation where
bleach lifetime found to decrease on addition of electron quencher and increase on
addition of hole quencher for CdTe QD246 and CdTe/CdS core-shell.41 Thus in the
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present investigation the slow bleach recovery kinetics of CdSe QD in presence of 4methoxy phenol can be attributed to hole transfer from photoexcited CdSe to 4-methoxy
phenol molecule. The para-methoxy moiety introduces strong electron donating skill
which makes the molecule easy to oxidize as a result an equilibrated hole transfer takes
place from CdSe to 4-methoxy phenol which results long lived electron in the CB of
CdSe. A similar situation also slows down the bleach recovery process in CdSe/phenol
composite. Again the fast bleach recovery kinetics of CdSe QD in presence of 4-nitro
phenol can be co-related with photinduced electron transfer to 4-nitro phenol. Absence
of second growth component (~500fs) in CdSe/4-nitro phenol indicates efficient hot
electron injection (~150fs) from CdSe to 4-nitro phenol.206 The additional fast
component (3ps) in the multi-exponential recovery dynamics of CdSe/4-nitro phenol can
be considered as lifetime of a short lived CT complex similar to earlier report. 79 Actually
here 4-nitro phenol acts as an electron shuttler which facilitates electron-hole
recombination process.
5.3. Conclusion
In conclusion, wide band gap ZnS NC has been synthesized using colloidal
synthetic method. HRTEM indicates formation of flower like aggregated structure.
Quantum confinement of ZnS NCs was confirmed through detection of excitonic
absorption and luminescence of the particles. Although the basic molecular structure of
all three TPM dyes are same, however PGR and Br-PGR found to form stronger CT
complex due to presence of consecutive hydroxyl group with ZnS NC as compared to
ATC which has weaker salicylate group. Charge recombination dynamics found to be
faster in case of both PGR/ZnS and Br-PGR/ZnS systems due to strong coupling
between ZnS and PGR/Br-PGR through catecholate binding, while due to weak
salicylate coupling between ATC and ZnS, BET dynamics found to be slower in
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ATC/ZnS system. Also ultrafast hole- and electron-transfer dynamics for two CdSe/Recomplexes systems have been demonstrated by time-resolved emission and ultrafast
transient absorption spectroscopy. Photoexcited hole transfer from CdSe QD to both Recomplexes (Re1,2 and Re1,3) with time constant of 900fs and phtoexcited electron
injection from Re-complexes to the conduction band of CdSe QD in <100fs where both
the processes are thermodynamically viable. Similar to ZnS/TPM composite, slower
recombination was observed in weaker coupling CdSe/resorcinol (Re 1,3) composite.
On the other hand, opposite effect of hole and electron transfer from photoexcited CdSe QD to phenols having electron donating (4-methoxy) and withdrawing (4nitro) group have been studied. Cyclic voltammetric measurements suggest electron
transfer from photoexcited QD to 4-nitro phenol is the reason for emission quenching
whereas an reductive quenching through hole transfer is responsible in CdSe/4-methoxy
phenol composite. Furthermore, systematic analysis using CdSe/CdS quasi type-II and
CdSe/CdTe type-II NC in presence of both 4-methoxy and 4-nitro phenol indicates hole
transfer to 4-methoxy phenol and electron transfer to 4-nitro phenol are the active
processes. Thus with introduction of electron donating to withdrawing moiety in phenol
can alter the HOMO-LUMO levels which eventually govern either hole or electron to be
captured from photoexcited CdSe QD.
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Specially Aligned Mn doped Nanocrystal:
Exploring Mn as Electron Storage Centre
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6.1. Introduction
Previous two chapter’s deals with the interfacial charge (electron and hole)
transfer and charge recombination dynamics in different quantum dot-molecular
adsorbate composite system.215,247,248 However three dimensional exciton confinements
in semiconductor nanocrystals (NCs) offer possibility of band gap tunability by
controlling the size, shape and composition of the particle. 21,68,80,249 The exciton
confinement of such NCs can be modulated by forming heterostructures either having
sharp or smooth interface, the later has been realized in alloyed NCs 38,39,97,105,250 whereas
core/shell NCs42,44,251,252 exhibit the former possibility. Smooth interface in alloyed
structure removes the interfacial traps which results high photoluminescence quantum
yield (QY) as compared to their constituent NCs. 36,85,243,253 Charge separation yield is
also increases due to smooth nature of the interface in alloy NC as compared to sharp
interface in core/shell structure (mainly in type-II structure). Such long lived charge
separated state has tremendous interest in current research. 209,244,251,254,255 Also in alloy
NC it is easy to manipulate the band gap without changing the size of the NCs, just by
changing the composition of the constituent NCs which can be applicable for
nanoelectronics, biological imaging and quantum dot solar cell (QDSC). 84,194,256-258 Due
to lower crystal mismatch in CdSe and CdS quantum dot (QD), the alloy NC of
CdSxSe1-x has been widely investigated by several research groups where composition
dependent optical, electrical and photovoltaic properties were carried out. 38,86,259 Of late,
Rosenthal et. al.260 and our group have243 demonstrated charge carrier dynamics where
hole trapping and slow electron cooling in CdS xSe1-x alloy NC were discussed using
ultrafast up-conversion and transient absorption techniques respectively. Optical and
photovoltaic properties of several other alloy NCs like CdS xTe1-x,261 CdZnSSe,262
PbSxSe1-x,77,263 CdSe/CdxZn1-xS

97

also have been studied. Recently Zhong et. al. has
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demonstrated CdSexTe1-x alloy NC 264, solar cell made out of which found to have record
conversion efficiency (~9.3%) in QDSC.
Another important prospect of the NCs to control the charge carrier processes is
impurity doping. Incorporation of impurities into semiconductor NCs can significantly
alter the intrinsic properties such as optical, electrical and magnetic properties of the
host NCs.98,102,104,105 Doping of II-VI semiconductor QDs with 3d transition metal like
Mn has widely been investigated in recent years. 103,265 Mn doped QDs can act as
photoluminescence activator because of very high emission quantum yield (QY) as well
as long emission lifetime which also can be used for energy storage. 266-268
Photoluminescence efficiency of Mn doped QD depend on atomic like Mn d-d
transition, the origin of which arises from the 4T1-6A1 transition.102,104 The excited state
lifetime of Mn doped QD usually found to be in the range of milliseconds because of
both spin and orbitally forbidden 4T1-6A1 transition in Mn atom. On the other hand,
many authors269-271 have demonstrated that Mn atom can act as electron storage centre
thereby efficiency of quantum dot solar cell can be boosted drastically after
incorporation of Mn atom in the host NCs. All the groups speculated Mn atom has
crucial role to enhance the efficiency by trapping the electron in the 3d state of Mn
which screens the charge recombination process. Although Mn doped QD found to be
better materials for conversion of solar energy however real mechanism of such
improvement is never discussed in literature. To understand the effect of dopant atom on
both optical and sensitization properties of QD materials it is very important to monitor
the excited state properties in ultrafast time scale. Very recently Zhong et. al. 272,273 have
reported unprecedented solar conversion efficiency of 8.3% and 9.4% in CdSe xTe1-x
/Mn-CdSe and Mn doped CdSe xTe1-x alloy NC respectively. Although exotic properties
of doped alloy materials have been reported by different authors, however the charge
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carrier dynamics involved in such multinary doped material in ultrafast timescale is not
reported in literature.
To unravel the above unexplained facts of doped QDs we have synthesized Mn
doped CdSe QD and named as MnCdSe d-dot. To compare the properties of MnCdSe,
undoped CdSe QD also has been synthesized and characterised by steady state
absorption and luminescence studies. Femtosecond transient absorption measurements
have been carried out by exciting both CdSe and MnCdSe and monitoring the transients
in vis-near IR region in ultrafast times scale.

In addition to that another organic

molecule bromo-pyrogallol red (Br-PGR) has been used as super-sensitized adsorbate
on both the QD particles and charge transfer dynamics have been demonstrated in
ultrafast time scale where Br-PGR form strong charge transfer (CT) complex with both
CdSe and MnCdSe.
In addition we have also demonstrated the effect of Mn atom on the excited state
and charge carrier dynamics of colloidal gradient CdTeSe alloy NCs through ultrafast
transient absorption (TA) spectroscopy. Steady state optical studies suggest that in
CdTeSe alloy NCs major luminescence come from charge transfer (CT) state in addition
to weak band edge luminescence. The effect of Mn atom on CT luminescence in the
alloy NCs has been demonstrated. Electron transfer reaction in the CT state has been
analyzed in the frame work in Marcus electron transfer theory. Effect of Mn atom on
charge carrier dynamics has been monitored after following the kinetics at both
excitonic and CT wavelengths in both undoped and doped CdTeSe alloy NCs. Overall
we have revealed the hidden mechanism for tremendous improvement of solar cell
efficiency involving Mn atom in CdTeSe alloy NC.
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Finally we have explored the excited state carrier cooling dynamics of
quaternary CdZnSSe alloy (both gradient and homogeneous) NCs involving Mn atom
and examined the solar cell performance using current-voltage (I-V) and incident photon
to current conversion efficiency (IPCE) measurement. Our study reveals the
involvement of Mn atom in such alloyed interface is the reason for improved solar
conversion efficiency.
Here in the present chapter we will have three parts: in the first part we will
discuss about Mn doped CdSe d-dot and its viability as electron storage centre through
super-sensitization. In the second part we will discuss the charge carrier spectroscopy of
the newly synthesized Mn doped CdSexTe1-x alloy NC and feasibility of the dopant (Mn)
as electron storage centre to improve the solar conversion efficiency. Finally we
explored the improved solar cell performance of Mn doped CdZnSSe alloy (both
gradient and homogeneous) NCs which has direct correlation with slow carrier cooling
dynamics.
6.2. Results and Discussion
6.2.1. Characterization of Mn doped CdSe d-dot through Optical and EPR
spectroscopy
Steady state optical absorption studies show excitonic absorption peak at
~520nm and emission peak at 560 nm for MnCdSe QD in Figure 6.1. Emission quantum
yield was determined to be 5.5 %. We have also synthesized undoped CdSe quantum dot
of similar size and found to emit at 550 nm with 10% emission quantum yield. Mn demission due to atomic like 4T1-6A1 transition appears at 590 nm (~2.1eV). 104 However,
we have observed marginal change in emission wavelength in MnCdSe as compared to
CdSe QD and shape of both the spectrum is similar in nature. To confirm that
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luminescence at 560 nm for MnCdSe QD is purely due to excitonic emission, we have
carried out delayed photoluminescence measurements and results are shown in Figure
6.2. To avoid excitonic emission from both the QD materials photoluminescence was
recorded after giving a delay of 100 s and monitored upto 20 millisecond. No
luminescence has been observed after 100 s delay which ensures there is no admixture
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of Mn emission to the 560nm emission (Figure 6.2). PL decay trace starting from 100 s
upto 20 ms has been carried out and shown in the inset of the Figure 6.2. So we can
conclude that emission appeared in MnCdSe is solely due to excitonic emission of CdSe
and not from 4T1-6A1 transition. Again excitonic emission lifetime for MnCdSe QD was
measured to be 2.2 ns (Figure 6.1 inset) which is much shorter as compared to Mn demission.274 The emission lifetime for undoped CdSe was determined to be 2.1 ns.
Earlier Gamelin and co-workers104,274 suggested that if the particle size of Mn doped
CdSe is bigger than 3.3 nm, then no Mn luminescence can be observed from the doped
particle. They have suggested Mn d-emission can be completely diminished by tuning
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the size of doped particle. It has been shown that when the size of CdSe QD is more than
3.3nm the conduction band (CB) of CdSe lies below 4T1 state of Mn (Scheme 6.1) as a
result only excitonic emission due to CdSe QD is observed.104 However in the present
investigation particle sizes were determined to be 2.8 nm by sizing curve analysis from
excitonic absorption and also by HRTEM measurement (Figure 6.1B). In that case Mn
luminescence is expected from the 2.8 nm MnCdSe QD. At this juncture we would like
to clarify that in case of undoped wide band gap QD (CdS, ZnS) 105,266 due to size
variation one can observe tunable excitonic emission however in case of Mn doped QDs
due to presence of strong Mn luminescence, generally emission is unaffected by size
variation of doped QD. Earlier Pradhan & Peng 265 and Pradhan & Sarma 105 have shown
that Mn doped ZnSe has very less tunability (<150 meV) in photoluminescence.
However very recently Sarma and co-workers have demonstrated that Mn d-emission
can be tunable to wider range in Mn doped Zn0.25Cd0.75S alloyed NC 275 as well as Mn

Scheme 6.1. Schematic diagram showing disappearance
of Mn luminescence with increasing CdSe diameter
(>3.3nm) (adopted from Gamelin and co-workers102).

doped ZnSe/CdSe /ZnSe QDs.276 Such a wider tunable luminescence has been explained
on the basis of variation of ligand field splitting which is associated with large number
of inequivalent sites for doped Mn atom in QD materials

275

and due to strain in the

interface of QD core-shell.276 Now to confirm Mn doping in the present investigation
electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) measurements for the newly synthesized
MnCdSe QD have been carried out. Figure 6.3 shows the EPR pattern of Mn doped
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CdSe QD particle, which clearly indicates that Mn resonance is splitted into six lines
due to hyperfine coupling of five unpaired electrons in Mn. The hyperfine constant (A)
is found to be ~89 x 10-4 cm-1 for MnCdSe QD. Such high value of A indicates most of
the dopants atoms (Mn) reside near the surface layer of the crystal structure of CdSe
QD. If Mn would reside in the core of the nanocrystal then typical A should be in the
range of ~65 x 10-4 cm-1. 102,277,278 It is reported in the literature that at such high A-value
Mn atom exist as isolated Mn2+ ions on the surface.279,280 Thus such high A-value can
exclude the option for formation of MnSe2 (or similar) compound. Sarma et al275 have
demonstrated that ligand field splitting progressively increases from core accumulated
Mn to the surface accumulated Mn doped QD. They have shown that one can tune the

EPR Intensity

Mn d-emission to a large extent i.e. 1.97eV (630nm) to 2.34eV (530nm).

2800

Figure 6.3. Electron paramagnetic resonance spectrum of Mn
doped CdSe QD. Hyperfine constant (A) is found to be ~89 x
10-4 cm-1.
3200
3600
H (Gauss)

4000

Scheme 6.2. Alignment of energy level of Mn
doped CdSe quantum dot where Mn atom reside in
core of the QD and surface of the QD. Schematic
diagram showing that ligand field splitting of Mn
increases from core to surface of QD materials.
EPR studies and presence of band edge emission of
CdSe suggest Mn atoms are localized in the surface
of QD in the present studies.

So schematically we can visualize the energy splitting in core and surface accumulated
Mn-CdSe d-dot as shown in Scheme 6.2. As the excitonic emission of MnCdSe
appeared at 560 nm (~2.2eV) so it can be concluded that 4T1 state of Mn will lie above
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than CB edge of CdSe QD as shown in Scheme 6.2. Due to such alignment in MnCdSe
QD of 2.8 nm particle, no Mn luminescence has been observed in the present
investigation. To the best of our knowledge we are reporting such behaviour of Mn
doped CdSe QD for the first time in literature.
6.2.2. Charge carrier dynamics of CdSe QD and Mn doped CdSe d-dot
To understand carrier cooling, surface trapping and charge recombination behavior in
ultrafast time scale for both CdSe and MnCdSe QD femtosecond transient absorption
spectroscopic measurements have been carried out after exciting the sample at 400 nm
laser light. Figure 6.4A and 6.4B shows transient absorption spectrum of CdSe QD and
MnCdSe QD at different time delay. In both the systems broad negative absorption
observed in the 480-560 nm region which can be attributed to excitonic (1S exciton)
bleach. Broadening in excitonic bleach of MnCdSe as compared to CdSe excitonic
bleach is consistence with their optical absorption spectrum. Inset in Figure 6.4A and
6.4B show the bleach recovery kinetics at 530 nm for CdSe and 530 nm for MnCdSe
respectively. The bleach recovery kinetics can be fitted with double exponential growth
and multi-exponential recovery with different time constants and is shown in Table 6.1.
The second growth time constants at the bleach wavelength in transient absorption
measurements are attributed to cooling dynamics of photo-excited electron.206 It can be
seen in Figure 6.4 that for MnCdSe QD the bleach recovery kinetics becomes faster as
compared to CdSe QD. Recently Son and co-workers268 reported faster bleach recovery
(charge recombination) for doped-Mn-CdS/ZnS nanocrystal as compared to that of
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Table 6.1. Kinetic fitting parameters at excitonic bleach position for CdSe QD and
MnCdSe QD after 400nm laser excitation. Number in the parentheses is the pre-factors
which indicates percentage of decay (or growth) with that time constant.
System/Probe

growth

1

growth

2

1

2

3

Wavelength
CdSe/530nm

<100 fs (90%)

600 fs (10%)

14 ps (33%)

140 ps (11%)

>1 ns(56%)

MnCdSe/530

<100 fs (84%)

500 fs (16%)

15 ps (55%)

180 ps (24%)

>1 ns(21%)

undoped particles and endorsed that due to creation of additional charge-carrier traps
(viz. electron trap). Similarly in the present investigation we can also conclude that in
MnCdSe QD charge recombination is faster due to presence of doped-Mn related
electron trap centre.
6.2.3. Super-sensitize behavior of Mn doped CdSe d-dot
Main intention of the present investigation is how Mn doped CdSe (MnCdSe) ddot can behave as super-sensitizer as compared to CdSe QD for the application in
QDSC. Previously many researchers already demonstrated

192,196,202,203,215,240,247,281

that

in super-sensitized QD (CdSe, CdS) composite materials, both QD and different
molecular adsorbates co-sensitized TiO2 electrode where photoexcited hole from QD
can be captured by molecular adsorbate and also photoexcited molecular adsorbate can
inject electron into the QD resulting grand charge separation in the composite system.
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Scheme 6.3. Schematic diagram illustrating electron injection
and hole transfer process in MnCdSe/Br-PGR composite.
Structure of Br-PGR molecule has also shown.
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Charge Transfer (CT) complex formation in ground state between quantum dot and
molecular adsorbate and their consequences in charge transfer (both hole/electron)
behavior in ultrafast time domain is not widely investigated, except some very recent
work.202,215 In the present investigation we have chosen bromo pyrogallol red (BrPGR)
molecule as sensitizer to QD (both CdSe and MnCdSe) which has both HOMO and
LUMO above the valence band (VB) and conduction band (CB) of the QD materials
(Scheme 6.3). Figure 6.5 shows optical absorption spectra of pure CdSe and MnCdSe
QD, Br-PGR and their composite mixture. It is clear that both CdSe and MnCdSe QD
form strong charge transfer (CT) complex with Br-PGR with the emergence of new CT
band in the entire visible region (upto 800 nm) where both Br- PGR and QDs (both
CdSe and MnCdSe) absorb below 600 nm region. BrPGR has an optical absorption
maxima at 482nm, where as CdSe has first excitonic peak at ~520nm. However,
CdSe/Br-PGR composite mixture shows optical absorption beyond 800 nm with optical
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absorption maxima at ~525nm and a broad hump at 590nm (Figure 6.5A). In MnCdSe
QD first excitonic peak appears at ~520nm. The composite mixture of MnCdSe/Br-PGR
shows optical absorption maxima at ~530nm, with a broad hump at ~600nm (Figure
6.5B). It is clearly visible from optical absorption studies that the shape of CT
absorption spectra for the above composite materials little different. In case
MnCdSe/Br-PGR system CT absorption band is little red shifted and also molecular
absorbity is higher as compared to that of CdSe/Br-PGR system. We contemplate this is
due to involvement of Mn states which is energetically lies above the conduction band
edge. Benesi−Hildebrand (BH) plot for both the composite systems have been carried
out by measuring steady state optical absorption spectra of Br-PGR molecule with
increasing concentration of CdSe and MnCdSe QDs. The equilibrium constant
calculated to be ~ 1.2 x 108 M-1 for CdSe/BrPGR super sensitizer and 1.5 x 108 M-1 for
MnCdSe/BrPGR super sensitizer which indicates indeed strong complex formation
between QDs and BrPGR molecule. Steady-state and time-resolved emission
spectroscopic measurements have been carried out for both of the previously described
composite systems and also free QDs, which confirms that the photoexcited holes from
both CdSe and MnCdSe QDs were very efficiently captured by Br-PGR. The hole
transfer in both CdSe/BrPGR and MnCdSe/BrPGR composite can be expressed as:
QD + h

QD (e- + h+)

QD (e- + h+) + BrPGR

QD (e-) + BrPGR+

(1)
(2)

Here QD represents both CdSe and MnCdSe.
Charge transfer dynamics in both CdSe/BrPGR and MnCdSe/BrPGR composite
systems through ultrafast transient absorption spectroscopy
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The transient absorption spectral and kinetic behavior of both CdSe QD and
MnCdSe d-dot sensitized with BrPGR molecule are quite similar. Both of the transient
spectra contain sharp bleach in 480-560nm region and broad bleach (less intense) in the
560-720nm region (Figure 6.6). The negative absorption in the blue region of the spectra
can be attributed to excitonic bleach for the QDs and the broad negative absorption in
the red region of the spectra can be attributed to bleach due to charge separated
complex. Here the bleach intensity due CT absorption band is much less as compared to
the excitonic bleach for both the composite systems. This might be due to at 400nm
laser excitation majority of the light absorbed by the quantum dot (CdSe or MnCdSe)
materials as compared to that of CT complex. As a result bleach intensity of CT band
becomes very less as compared to exciton bleach of quantum dots. It is reported in the
literature that photoexcitation of hetero-nanostructure materials like CdSe/CdTe
nanorod282 and ZnSe/CdS/Pt

283

composite materials also show bleach due to charge

transfer absorption in addition to the excitonic bleach of the QD materials. Although
from steady state and time-resolved studies we have confirmed that on photo-excitation
of QDs/Br-PGR composite mixtures both electron injection and hole transfer take place
however no signature of cation radical was observed unlike previous investigations
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on QD/dye composite materials.

202,203

This might be due huge overlap of transient band

due to cation radical of molecular adsorbate (BrPGR) and ground state bleach for the CT
complex. Although no absorption due to cation radical was observed however transient
absorption spectra of the composite materials (Figure 6.6) are quite different from the
pure QD materials (Figure 6.4) and Br-PGR suggesting interfacial charge exchange
between QDs (both CdSe and MnCdSe) and Br-PGR. To understand charge transfer

Figure 6.7. (A) Bleach recovery kinetics of (a)

A
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Table 6.2. Kinetic fitting parameters at different wavelengths for the transients of
CdSe/Br-PGR and MnCdSe/Br-PGR composites after 400nm laser excitation. Number
in the parentheses is the pre-factors which indicate percentage of decay (or growth) with
that time constant.
System/

probe

CdSe-BrPGR/530nm

MnCdSe-

growth

1

growth

2

<100 fs

<100 fs

BrPGR/535nm

1

2

4

1.1ps

15 ps

200 ps

>1 ns

(40%)

(41%)

(11%)

(8%)

1.3 ps

15 ps

200 ps

>1 ns

(36.5%)

(39%)

(16%)

(8.5%)

<100 fs

1.1 ps

60 ps

>1 ns

(80%)

(20%)

(33%)

(67%)

MnCdSe-

<100 fs

1.3 ps

70 ps

>1 ns

BrPGR/630nm

(75%)

(25%)

(14%)

(86%)

CdSe-BrPGR/625nm

3
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dynamics we have monitor the bleach recovery kinetics at both excitonic wavelengths
(530 nm for CdSe and 535 nm for MnCdSe) and at the bleach maxima of the complexes
and shown in Figure 6.7. The recovery kinetics at excitonic wavelengths can be fitted
with single exponential growth and multi-exponential recovery components (Table 6.2).
It is interesting to see that majority of the bleach at excitonic wavelength recovers 1.11.3 ps in both the composite systems where as first bleach recovery time constants are
14-15 ps for both the pure QDs (Figure 6.4, Table 6.1). This 1.1-1.3 ps component we
are attributing as hole transfer from photo-excited QD to Br-PGR in both the systems. In
earlier investigation in CdS/di-bromo fluorescein (DBF) and CdSe/aurin tri-carboxylic
acid (ATC) super sensitized systems (described in chapter 4) hole transfer time was
determined from the faster component of the bleach recovery kinetics and determined to
be 800 fs for CdS/DBF system 202 and 900fs and 3ps for CdSe/ATC system. 215 However
the hole transfer time in both CdSe/Br-PGR and MnCdSe/Br-PGR are very similar (1.11.3 ps). This observation clearly indicates that there is no effect of Mn doping on
quantum dot materials on hole transfer dynamics. As the bleach recovery kinetics at
excitonic wavelength dominated by hole transfer process so to monitor charge
recombination dynamics bleach recovery kinetics at the maxima of complex bleach was
monitored. Growth at the bleach maxima can be fitted bi-exponentially in both the
systems which can be attributed charge separation time. In the present investigation we
have carried out transient absorption measurements after exciting the samples at 400 nm
where pure QDs, Br-PGR and also charge transfer complex can be excited. Now on
photoexcitation with 400 nm laser light the charge separation can take place in three
different pathways as shown in Scheme 6.3. Earlier investigation
photo-excited PGR and ATC (another class of TPM dyes

214

203,215

suggests that

) inject electron in the

conduction band in pulse-width limited time (<100 fs). Similarly in the present
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investigation photo-excited Br-PGR can also inject electron in <100 fs which we can
attributed to path 1 (Scheme 6.3). We have already observed that hole transfer can take
place from photo-excited QDs to Br-PGR with time range of 1.1-1.3 ps for both the
systems which can be attributed to path 2 (Scheme 6.3) which exactly matches with
second growth time (Table 6.2). Charge separation can also take place by exciting the
CT complex where electron from Br-PGR HOMO level directly transfer to conduction
band of QDs which take place in <100 fs (pulse width time) which is attributed to path 3
(Scheme 6.3). Finally to see that charge recombination(CR) reaction bleach recovery
kinetics at 625/630 nm has been followed and found that in MnCdSe/Br-PGR system
CR reaction is much slower as compared to that in CdSe/Br-PGR system. Here 3d states
of Mn in MnCdSe act as electron storage centre for the electron in the conduction band.
Slower charge recombination in MnCdSe/Br-PGR composite will in turn improve the
efficiency of supersensitized QDSC.
6.2.4. Optical spectroscopic analysis of undoped and Mn doped CdSe xTe1-x alloy
NC
To explore the evolution of electronic states in undoped and Mn-doped CdTeSe
alloy NCs steady state UV-vis absorption and emission spectroscopic studies were
carried out (Figure 6.8). Undoped CdTeSe alloy shows band edge absorption at 580 nm
with a tail beyond 720 nm. On the other hand Mn doped CdTeSe alloy shows band edge
absorption at 610 nm with a tail absorption beyond 750 nm. Here we would like to
mention that we have also synthesized undoped and Mn doped pure CdSe and CdTe NC
and their optical properties have been compared with the corresponding alloy materials
and also shown in Figure 6.8. In both the cases excitonic absorption peak of the alloy
materials appear in between pure CdSe and CdTe NCs and Mn-doped CdSe and Mndoped CdTe NCs respectively.
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Figure 6.8. (A) Steady state optical absorption and emission spectrum of (a, a’) CdSe, (b, b’)
CdTeSe and (c, c’) CdTe quantum dots respectively. (B) Steady state optical absorption and
emission spectrum of (a, a’) Mn-doped CdSe, (b, b’) Mn-doped CdTeSe and (c, c’) Mn doped
CdTe quantum dots respectively.

Emission spectra of both the alloys have been recorded and the undoped alloy
found to have broad emission in the region of 590nm to beyond 800nm with peak
maxima at 740nm having a broad blue tail whereas Mn doped CdTeSe alloy NC shows
dual emission bands in the same spectral region peaking at 640nm and 750nm
respectively. The emission spectra of both undoped and Mn doped CdTeSe alloy is quite
broad and red-shifted unlike both undoped and Mn doped CdSe and CdTe NCs. Both
undoped and Mn doped CdSe and CdTe NCs give sharp emission spectra with 20-30 nm
Stokes shift. So in the present investigation the red-shifted emission band with large
Stokes shift must be arising from different states in both undoped and Mn-doped alloy
NCs. Now, to understand the nature of red shifted emission we have investigated the
optical properties of undoped and Mn doped CdTeSe alloy NCs after de- convolution of
both absorption and emission spectrum and shown in Figure 6.9A and 6.10A
respectively. De-convolution of UV-vis absorption spectra clearly depicts two
absorption peaks at 585nm and 685nm for undoped CdTeSe NC. Again de-convoluted
emission spectrum of undoped alloy also shows dual emission having peak maxima at
620nm and 740nm respectively. In addition, to comprehend the existence of dual
emission we have carried out time resolved emission measurement of undoped CdTeSe
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Figure 6.9. (A) Deconvolution of absorption spectra and (Inset) emission spectra of CdTeSe
alloy NC. The black line represents original data whereas orange line (dotted) shows fitted data.
The green and wine Gaussians represents 1S exciton and CT band respectively. The blue
Gaussians in absorption spectra are required for fitting purpose and doesn’t have any physical
significance. (B) Schematic of Te-rich core and Se-rich shell CdTeSe gradient alloy NC.

alloy NCs at both the emission peak positions. The average emission lifetime of the red
shifted band found to be much higher as compared to the blue shifted band of undoped
CdTeSe alloy NCs. Higher emission lifetime of the red-shifted band is clear indication
of existence of another state along with excitonic state. Earlier Scholes et.al. have
carried out detailed spectroscopic studies of CdTe/CdSe type-II core-shell NCs35,208
where de-convolution of emission spectrum gives two distinct emission bands. The red
shifted band has been attributed to charge transfer (CT) luminescence which generates
due to recombination of electron in CdSe shell and hole in CdTe core NC. Zamkov et.
al.284 also observed dual emission from ZnSe/CdS/ZnSe nanobarbell where red-shifted
emission band was attributed to CT luminescence. Recently our group have also
demonstrated that CT luminescence from CdTe/ZnS type-I NCs.206 In all the above
literature report, no clear CT luminescence band was observed. CT luminescence was
identified only after de-convolution of the emission spectra. Again Nie et. al.39 has
demonstrated that due to difference in reactivity of the chalcogenide precursors in
CdTeSe alloy NC Te rich core and Se rich shell can be formed which can give a gradient
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type alloy structure. Band energy levels of CdTe and CdSe suggest that in such CdTeSe
alloy NCs a type II kind of core shell structure can be formed where core will be CdTerich and shell will be CdSe-rich whereas the interface will be a gradient structure. 39
Similarly in the present investigation in CdTeSe alloy material a type II kind of structure
is formed where core is CdTe-rich and shell is CdSe-rich (Figure 6.9B). As a result on
photo-excitation of CdTeSe alloy material electrons in Te rich core will be transferred to
Se rich shell and on the other hand holes in Se rich shell will be transferred to Te rich
core as shown in Figure 6.9B. Now on charge recombination between electrons in CdSerich shell and holes in CdTe-rich core, CT luminescence is generated. In earlier
investigation of CdTe/CdSe type-II core-shell NCs35,208

although signature of CT

emission was observed still the luminescence was dominated by CdTe core. Due to
relatively higher crystal mismatch (~6%) between CdTe and CdSe both electrons and
holes are trapped in the interfacial boundary. As a result lower quantum yield of CT
emission was observed. However in the present investigation due to formation of
gradient interface both electrons and holes can be transferred without getting trapped in
the interface region. Now due to better charge separation the luminescence in CdTeSe
alloy dominated by CT luminescence. Clear CT state emission also has been observed
by Scholes et. al. in CdSe/CdTe nanorod due to spatial separation of electron and hole
which facilities formation of charge transfer state. 34
Now after demonstrating CT luminescence of CdTeSe alloy NC we have
monitored the effect of doping in the alloy NCs which is not discussed in literature. In
Figure 6.8B we can clearly observed dual emission band from Mn doped CdTeSe alloy.
Now to demonstrate the genesis of dual emission, we have also de-convoluted both
absorption and emission spectra of Mn doped CdTeSe alloy NC and shown in Figure
6.10A. Both absorption and emission spectra yielded two different absorption and
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emission bands after de-convolution like undoped CdTeSe alloy NCs. Here the deconvoluted bands can be attributed to absorption and emission band of CdTe and CT
state respectively (Figure 6.10A). Again excited state lifetime of the CT state in Mndoped alloy found to be much higher with respect to its undoped counterpart.
Interestingly the emission intensity from CT state is more prominent in undoped alloy as
compared to doped one. This observation might be due to involvement of Mn atom in
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Figure 6.10. (A) Deconvolution of absorption spectra and (Inset) emission spectra of Mn-doped
CdTeSe alloy NC. (B) Potential energy diagram of ground state, photo excited CdTe and CT
dominated state using Marcus analysis for Mn doped CdTeSe alloy NC respectively.

the charge relaxation and charge transfer processes in the alloy NCs which has been
revealed in the subsequent section. It is important to note that here also we have not
observed any Mn luminescence due to surface doped nature of the alloy NC as
confirmed by EPR study.
One of the main fascinating parts of the present investigation is the formation of
CT state in both undoped and Mn-doped CdTeSe alloy NCs. Now to analyze the
electron transfer processes in the CT state of both the alloy NCs we have analyzed both
steady state absorption and emission spectrum in the frame work of Marcus theory. 110
The red shifted broad feature in both absorption and emission spectra have been
assigned to CT band which arises due to direct excitation from CdTe state to CdSe state.
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The reorganization energy ( ) for each state was calculated to draw the potential energy
diagram (Figure 6.10B). The reorganization energy for CT state (
electron transfer from CdTe state to CT state (-ΔG

ET)

CT)

and free energy of

have been found to be 15 and 300

meV respectively. In similar fashion reorganization energy for CT state (

CT)

and free

energy of electron transfer for undoped alloy NCs have also been determined to be 80
and 300 meV respectively. Since in both the systems -ΔG

ET

>

CT,

charge transfer takes

place in Marcus inverted region which agrees well with previous literature
reports.35,207,284
6.2.5. Charge carrier dynamics of undoped and Mn-doped CdTeSe alloy NC
Figure 6.11 represents TA spectrum of undoped CdTeSe alloy NC which
consists of two negative absorption band (bleach) peaking at 580nm and 700 nm (broad)
and a hump like bleach at 500 nm. Here the bleach maxima at 580nm and hump at
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500nm can be attributed due to state filling transition 1Se-1S3/2 (1S exciton) as well as
1Pe-1P3/2 (1P exciton) respectively25-27,91, however the broad bleach in the red region of
the spectrum ascribed to state filling of electrons in the CT state. The assignment of the
CT bleach in the red region of the spectrum is in well accord with the de-convoluted
absorption spectrum (Figure 6.9) of CdTeSe alloy NC. Earlier Fiebig et. al. have
reported on photo excitation of CdSe/CdTe nanorod heterostructure materials bleach due
to CT absorption appeared on the red end of the TA spectrum. 282 Zamkov et. al. have
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also demonstrated appearance of CT bleach in ZnSe/CdS/Pt heterostructure material due
to spatially separated charge transfer from ZnSe dot (1S h) to CdS nanorod (1Se).283 In
previous section also we accounted with transient bleach due to CT absorption in the TA
spectrum for CdSe/Br-PGR and Mn-CdSe/Br-PGR composite where direct charge
transfer take place from Br-PGR molecule to CdSe (or Mn-CdSe) NC.285
Now to understand charge transfer dynamics in Mn-doped CdTeSe NCs in
ultrafast time scale transient absorption studies have been carried out after exciting the
samples at 400 nm and shown in Figure 6.12. Figure 6.12A depicts the TA spectrum at
shorter time scale (200fs to 25ps) and Figure 6.12B depicts the same at longer time
delay (50ps to 1ns) which looks very different from its undoped counterpart (Figure
6.11). It is clearly seen that at early time delay the TA spectrum consists of two negative
absorption bands peaking at 506 nm and 615 nm which can be attributed to bleach due
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Figure 6.12. Ultrafast transient absorption spectrum
of Mn-doped CdTeSe alloy NCs (A) at earlier time
delay (200fs to 25ps) and (B) at longer time delay
(50ps to 1ns) after 400nm laser excitation.
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to state filling transition of 1S and 1P exciton where the 1S exction bleach has a broad
red tail that continues up to 780nm.26 However at longer time delay in addition to 1S
and 1P bleach, another bleach has appeared in the red region of the spectrum peaking at
730nm (Figure 6.12B). Surprisingly with increasing time delay the intensity of the
bleach at 730nm increases although both the bleach intensity at 1S and 1P excitonic
position decreases. In Figure 6.10B we have already shown de-convoluted absorption
spectra of Mn-doped CdTeSe NCs which shows 1S exciton absorption band peaking at
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610nm and CT absorption band peaking at ~725nm. Therefore the negative absorption
band appearing at longer time delay at ~730 nm can be attributed due to state filling of
electrons in the CT state. Here at early time delay bleach due to CT absorption has not
been observed unlike un-doped CdTeSe alloy.
Now to monitor the carrier relaxation dynamics in both undoped and Mn-doped
CdTeSe NCs transient kinetics have been monitored at different key wavelengths in
both the systems and shown in Figure 6.13. Figure 6.13A depicts the growth and
recovery kinetics at 1S excitonic position for both undoped (at 580 nm) and Mn doped
(at 615 nm) CdTeSe alloy NCs. Both the bleach kinetics can be fitted with biexponential growth and multi-exponential recovery time constants (Table 6.3). Second
growth component (600 fs) in both the systems can be attributed to electron cooling
from upper excitonic state to 1S excitonic state.72 Now the bleaches found to recover triexponentially where the faster recovery component can be assigned to carrier trapping
while the slow components are due to electron-hole recombination.206,241 However, the
recombination dynamics of the charge carriers (electron and hole) in case of Mn-doped
CdTeSe NCs is much slower as compared to undoped CdTeSe alloy as well as Mn-CdSe
and Mn-CdTe NCs. Now to understand the origin of charge transfer state for both the
alloy NCs, bleach kinetics were monitored at 700nm and 730nm respectively for
undoped and Mn-doped alloy NC and shown in Figure 6.13B. Observed bleach growth
0
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Table 6.3. Comparison of different kinetic parameters from transient bleach recovery at
different wavelengths for both undoped and Mn-doped CdTeSe NCs after 400nm laser
excitation. The percentage values in the parenthesis indicate the fraction of
corresponding exponential functions.
Growth (Cooling)
1
g (%)

2
g (%)

580

0.1ps

0.6ps

nm

(71%)

(29%)

700

0.6ps

nm

(88%)

Mn-

615

CdTeSe

CdTeSe

Recovery (Trapping/Recombination)
3
g (%)

1 (%)

2 (%)

3 (%)

2 (29%)

20 (42%)

>1ns (30%)

1ps (12%)

3(59%)

40 (27%)

>1ns (14%)

0.1ps

0.6ps

5ps (34%)

40ps (24%)

>1ns (42%)

nm

(68%)

(32%)

730

0.6ps

2ps (5%)

nm

(61%)

>700ps
(34%)

20ps

>>1ns

(30%)

(70%)

and recovery kinetics are completely different for doped and undoped alloy NCs.
Although in undoped alloy bi-exponential growth with time constants
and

2

g

1

g

= 0.6 ps (88%)

= 1 ps (12%) is observed, Mn-doped one shows tri-exponential growth with time

constants

1

g

= 0.6 ps (61%),

2

g

= 2 ps (5%) and

3

g

= > 700 ps (34%) (Table 6.3).

Surprisingly this unusual slow growth of the bleach kinetics is absent in undoped
CdTeSe alloy NCs. Such kind of slow growth of bleach kinetics is also absent in Mn
doped CdSe and CdTe NCs where no such charge transfer state was detected.
We have already discussed in steady state absorption studies in both undoped
and Mn-doped CdTeSe alloy NCs a new charge transfer state is formed due direct
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transfer of an electron from the valence band of CdTe-rich core to conduction band of
CdSe-rich shell through gradient interface as shown in Figure 6.9B. Again through
steady state luminescence studies it can be seen that CT luminescence are generated
after recombination of electron in the conduction band of CdSe-rich shell and hole in
CdTe-rich core. The CT luminescence state can be generated through direct excitation of
CT complex or interfacial electron and hole transfer between CdTe-rich core and CdSerich hole. Now to explain the unusual slow growth of CT bleach in Mn doped CdTeSe
alloy NCs it’s very important to know role of Mn atom in the alloy materials. No Mn
luminescence has been observed from the alloy materials. Both EPR studies and
luminescence spectroscopy confirmed that 4T1 state of Mn resides above the CB edge of
CdSe and CdTe (Scheme 6.4). Following transient kinetics at both exciton wavelength
and at CT bleach wavelength charge carrier relaxation time at different states can be
monitored and the processes are depicted in Scheme 6.4. Let’s discuss the kinetics at
excitonic wavelength (580 nm) for CdTeSe alloy NCs. The second growth component
(600 fs) can be attributed to electron cooling time from upper excitonic state to the
conduction band edge of CdTeSe alloy NCs. However the bleach recovery kinetics at
CT wavelength (700 nm) can be fitted bi-exponentially with 600 fs (which matches with
the second growth component of 580 nm kinetics) and 1 ps. Growth at CT wavelength
suggest the formation of CT state which can take place both by electron relaxation in the
conduction band edge of CT state (i.e. conduction band edge of CdSe-rich shell) and/or
hole relaxation to the valence band of CT state (i.e. valence band edge of CdTe-rich
core, Scheme 6.4, Figure 6.9B). Now the 600 fs can be attributed to the electron
relaxation in the conduction band edge of CT state and 1 ps can be attributed to the hole
relaxation in the valence band edge of CT state ( i.e. hole transfer time from valence
band of CdSe-rich shell to valence band of CdTe-rich core, Scheme 6.4). Earlier Scholes
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and co-workers demonstrated on selective excitation of CdSe shell in CdTe/CdSe coreshell slow growth component was observed in the CT bleach position which has been
attributed to hole transfer.35 The multi-exponential bleach recovery time constants at 700
nm 3ps (59%), 40 ps (27%) and > 1 ns (14%) can be attributed carrier trapping and
charge recombination241 time between electron in the conduction band of CdSe-rich
shell and hole in the valence band of CdTe-rich core.
The charge transfer dynamics in Mn doped CdTeSe alloy NCs after monitoring
at exciton wavelength (615 nm) and CT wavelength (730 nm) indicates growth kinetics
at 615 nm (excitonic wavelength) exactly matches with the undoped one and can be
fitted with 0.1 ps (68%) and 0.6 ps (32%). The second component can be attributed to
the electron cooling at the 1S excitonic state of Mn doped CdTeSe alloy. However the
bleach kinetics at CT wavelength can be fitted with tri-exponential growth with time
constants of 0.6 ps (61%), 2 ps (5%) and >700 ps (34%). Here the 600 fs can be
attributed to electron cooling time in the conduction band edge of CT state and 2 ps can
be attributed to the hole relaxation in the valence band edge of CT state (Scheme 6.4).
Interestingly due to presence of Mn atom in alloy NC hole transfer times gets delayed.
However the most remarkable observation is extremely slow growth component of >700
ps at the CT bleach wavelength of Mn doped CdTeSe alloy NCs. Here the unusually
slow growth component(>700ps) appears must associated with the CT state of MnCdTeSe NC which otherwise absent in Mn-CdSe and Mn-CdTe NC due to absence of
any CT state. This >700 ps component can be attributed electron cooling time from Mn
3d state to the CB of CT state as shown in Scheme 6.4. Here Mn atom can act as an
electron storage centre where after 400nm laser excitation electron relaxes to 3d state of
Mn atom in competition with cooling to CT state (i.e. CB of CdSe-rich shell) as shown
in Scheme 6.4. Later on transfer of electron takes place from 3d state of Mn atom to the
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Scheme 6.4: Schematic illustration of different carrier relaxation processes for undoped and
Mn-doped CdTeSe alloy NCs. Electron cooling to CT state takes 0.6ps in undoped alloy
whereas in Mn-doped alloy it takes 0.6ps and >700ps (major electron cooling through Mn state).
Hole relaxation from Se-rich shell to Te-rich core takes 1ps in undoped alloy and 2ps in Mndoped alloy.

conduction band of CT state with a time constant > 700 ps. In the present circumstances
higher energetic 4T state does not allow energy transfer from excited NC to Mn state
which is very fast process.42 Therefore the only possibility is electron transfer from
excited NC to Mn 3d state. This would lead to an intermediate Mn 3d 6 state which is
apparently also long lived. Now it is understandable in transient spectra of Mn doped
CdTeSe alloy (Figure 6.16) at early time scale bleach due to CT state at 730 nm is quite
negligible however with time delay bleach due to CT state increases which we are
attributing to population of CT state from 3d state of Mn atom. Again the hole relaxation
time to CdTe-rich state slowed down in Mn-doped alloy as compared to undoped one.
Here Mn centre act as electron storage centre as a result electron-hole decoupling occurs
which slowed down hole relaxation in Mn-doped alloy further. The bleach recovery at
730 nm is extremely slow which suggest that due to electron storage in Mn state, charge
recombination time between electron in the conduction band of CdSe-rich shell and hole
in the valence band of CdTe-rich core in Mn doped CdTeSe alloy NCs is exceptionally
slow as compared to the undoped one.
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6.2.6. Excited state carrier cooling dynamics of undoped and Mn doped gradient
and homogeneous CdZnSSe alloy NCs
Quaternary CdZnSSe alloy NC and its Mn doped analogue were synthesized
using colloidal method of high temperature hot injection.213 By varying chalcogenide
injection temperature to hot Cd and Zn precursor, both gradient (injected at 250 C) and
homogeneous (injected at 300

C) alloy NCs was synthesized. The NCs were

characterized through HRTEM and XRD measurement. The evolution of different
excitonic states of undoped and Mn-doped CdZnSSe alloy NCs were explored through
steady state UV-vis absorption and photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy. Figure 6.14A
compares the UV-vis absorption and PL spectra of undoped and Mn-doped gradient

A

B

Figure 6.14. Steady state UV-Vis absorption and PL spectra
of (A) Gradient (a) Undoped and (b) Mn doped CdZnSSe
alloy NC and (B) Homogenous (c) Undoped and (d) Mn
doped CdZnSSe alloy NC.

CdZnSSe alloy NCs while Figure 6.14B compares the same for homogeneous NCs.
Figure 6.14A depicts that the first excitonic absorption maxima due to 1S appears at
~590nm both for undoped and Mn-doped gradient CdZnSSe alloy NCs. The band edge
PL maxima also found to emerge at ~606nm for both the NCs. Interestingly, both
absorption and PL peaks of both alloys are considerably blue shifted when the
chalcogenide injection temperature increases from 250 C to 300 C. The shift in the 1S
exciton absorption is precisely found to be ~590nm to ~550nm for undoped and to
~556nm for Mn-doped NCs. Similarly the PL maxima also shifted to ~565nm for
undoped and ~575nm for Mn-doped homogeneous alloy NCs. Similar to earlier here
also because of surface doped nature of the NC no PL due to Mn 4T1-6A1 transition
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appears. Very high emission quantum yield found to observe (~50% for gradient and
70% for homogeneous) for different NCs. Excited state lifetime analysis also suggests
high emission lifetime for both the systems (~20ns).
Previously we have seen due to difference in reactivity between Te and Se
precursor, during the formation of CdSeTe alloy NC Te rich core and Se rich shell is
formed with the formation of gradient structure in the core/shell interface. Lee et. al.
summarized the formation of Cd and Se based core and Zn and S based shell upon the
single step synthesis of quaternary CdZnSSe alloy NC, thereby exhibiting core-shell
structure with gradient composition. 262 Similarly in the present investigation, because of
the reactivity difference of different cation and anion precursors the gradient structure is
formed by the formation of Cd and Se (with small amount of S) based core followed by
Zn and S (with little amount Se) rich shell. Therefore the synthesized NCs have a coreshell structure with gradient composition of CdSe/CdS/ZnSe/ZnS structure (Scheme
6.5). Therefore both absorption and PL spectra of gradient alloy NCs are dominated by
CdSe/CdS NC. On the contrary at relatively high reaction temperature due to interionic

Scheme 6.5. Schematic illustration of gradient
CdZnSeS alloy NC which has a core-shell structure
with gradient composition of CdSe/CdS/ZnSe/ZnS.

diffusion homogeneous alloy starts forming at the heterointerface removing the coreshell structure. This leads to incorporation of Zn and S towards the core of the NCs.
Now it is well known that Zn based NCs have blue shifted absorption and PL as
compared to Cd based NCs because of large band gap. Thus the considerable blue
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shifted absorption and PL for homogeneous alloy NCs account for the fact of
incorporation of Zn in the core of the NCs by interionic diffusion.
We have performed femtosecond transient absorption (TA) experiments of the
alloy NCs after dispersing them in hexane and the relevant charge carrier dynamics have
been revealed. Figure 6.15 describes the TA spectrum of undoped (A) and Mn-doped
(B) gradient CdZnSSe alloy NCs (20min sample) in the delay time 200fs to 500ps
range. Both the spectrums look very similar which consists of several bleach (negative
absorption changes) maxima in the spectral window of 450-700nm. Two strong bleach
signals at ~595nm and ~500nm have been distinguished which are separated by another
hump like bleach at ~555nm for both the NCs. The strong bleach maxima at 595nm can
be attributed mostly to the state filling transition of 1Se-1S3/2 (1S) exciton. However
careful observations suggest that the broad bleach centered at 595nm has a red tail
which becomes very prominent at relatively longer time delay. For a clear understanding
of the origin of the red tail, we recall the absorption spectrum of gradient NCs in Figure
6.14 both of which shows asymmetrical shape in the red region of 1S exciton
absorption. Therefore we de-convoluted the UV-vis absorption spectrum of both the
above mentioned NCs and shown in Figure 6.15C and D. Both the absorption spectrum
fitted with four different Gaussians at ~625nm, ~595nm, ~558nm and ~500nm. The TA
spectrum at 1ps time delay for both the NCs also have been de-convoluted and depicted
in Figure 6.15C and D (lower panel). TA spectrum also fitted with four distinct
Gaussians which matches well with the de-convoluted absorption spectrum of both the
NCs. The strong bleach maxima at 595nm and the relatively low intense bleach at
~558nm can be assigned to 1S and 2S (i.e. 1Se-2S3/2) transitions respectively. One of the
most fascinating observations of the TA spectrum is that at early time delay (~1ps) the
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Figure 6.15. Ultrafast transient absorption spectrum of (A) undoped and (B) Mn-doped
CdZnSSe gradient alloy NCs at different time delay (200fs-500ps) after 400nm laser excitation.
De-convoluted spectrum of (C) undoped and (D) Mn-doped CdZnSSe gradient alloy NCs.
(Upper panel) De-convoluted UV-vis absorption and (Lower panel) de-convoluted TA spectrum
at 1ps time delay. The black lines represent original data while the orange lines are fitted data.
The wine red, red, olive and blue Gaussians are represents CT state, 1S, 2S and 1P (and 1S state
of ZnSe) states respectively.

appearance of lower excitonic bleach (e.g. 1S) lags behind as compared to bleach
appears at 500nm for both the NCs. Earlier Boldt et.al. have observed higher intense 2S
exciton state than 1S state for ZnSe/CdS NCs where the state mixing is considerably
higher.36-37 As a result the oscillator strength of higher excitonic states can become
higher than 1S excitonic state. Additionally in CdTe/ZnSe NC, researchers have also
accounted similar observations where intensity of 1P (1Pe−1P3/2) bleach was higher than
the ground state 1S bleach.253 The report describes in addition to appearance of 1S and
1P bleach, another bleach at ~500nm was observed which was attributed to state filling
of ZnSe ground excitonic state in CdTe/ZnSe NCs. Therefore in the present
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investigation, the appearance of highly intense bleach at ~500nm can be attributed to
either 1P bleach of CdSe core or ZnSe ground excitonic state (1S) or both.
Now to understand the origin of the red shifted TA bleach (low intensity) at
~625nm for both the NCs, we have inspected the de-convoluted UV-vis absorption
spectrum where the same feature also is present (although very weak absorption).
Similar to earlier sections, in the present study the low intense red shifted TA bleach at
~625nm for both undoped and Mn-doped gradient alloy NCs can be assigned to charge
transfer bleach which is in good agreement with the de-convoluted absorption spectrum.
As described because of the reactivity difference of different cation and anion precursors
(similar to earlier CdSeTe NC) here gradient structure of CdSe/CdS/ZnSe/ZnS is formed
(Scheme 6.5). As the energy level suggests, the band structure of CdSe/CdS forms a
quasi type-II structure in the core of the alloyed structure. Therefore the appearance of
CT state absorption can be attributed to direct transfer of charge from CdSe state to CdS
state. Such gradient band structure also allows electron and holes to be delocalized
throughout the NCs which ensures very high emission quantum yield (~50%).
After careful analysis of the TA spectral nature of both undoped and Mn-doped
gradient CdZnSeS alloy NCs we move forward towards the examination of the TA
spectral nature of homogeneous alloy of both undoped and Mn-doped NCs. Figure
6.16A and B shows TA spectrum of undoped and Mn-doped homogeneous alloy NCs
within 200fs to 500ps delay window. The strong bleach signal at ~550nm in undoped
alloy indicates the ground state excitonic absorption (i.e. 1S). Similar observations at
~560nm in Mn-doped alloy are also observed due to 1S electronic transition. Unlike the
gradient alloy NCs, CT state formation does not occur in the homogeneous alloy as no
signature of CT state absorption observed in the deconvoluted UV-vis absorption and
TA spectrum (at 0.5ps delay) (Figure 6.16C and D). Three major Gaussians need to fit
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Figure 6.16. Ultrafast transient absorption spectrum of (A) undoped and (B) Mn-doped
CdZnSSe homogeneous alloy NCs at different time delay (200fs-500ps) after 400nm laser
excitation. De-convoluted spectrum of (A) undoped and (B) Mn-doped CdZnSSe gradient alloy
NCs. (Upper panel) De-convoluted UV-vis absorption and (Lower panel) de-convoluted TA
spectrum at 0.5ps time delay. The black lines represent original data while the orange lines are
fitted data. The red, olive and blue Gaussians are represent 1S, 2S and 1P states respectively.

the spectrum for both the NCs for 1S, 2S and 1P respectively.
The charge carrier dynamics of the gradient alloy NCs (both undoped and Mn
doped) have been examined by monitoring the kinetics at 1S exciton (at 595nm) and the
CT (at 625nm) bleach maxima for both the NCs (Figure 6.17). The 1S bleach kinetics of
both undoped and Mn doped NCs have been fitted with tri exponential growth and tri
exponential recovery time constants (shown in Table 6.4). We already mentioned the
core of the gradient alloy involves CdSe/CdS quasi type-II NC where electron can
delocalize throughout the CB while hole can be localized to the VB of CdSe core.
Previously we have examined extremely slow electron cooling of 8ps in CdSe 0.3S0.7
alloy NC which was attributed to spatially decoupled electron-hole in CdSe/CdS quasi
type-II structure.243 Similarly in the present investigation the gradient structure of
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CdSe/CdS/ZnSe/ZnS in CdZnSeS alloy NC allows the electron-hole to decouple due to
quasi type-II nature of the inner CdSe/CdS NC. Thus the additional long cooling
component of 4ps (5ps) (although relatively low amplitude, 5-6%) for undoped (Mndoped) alloy NC is due to electron equilibration in the delocalized conduction band state
before relaxation to ground state. Although the electron cooling components are
marginally slower in Mn doped alloy than its undoped counterpart, the charge
recombination dynamics is much slower for Mn doped alloy as revealed from the 1S
kinetics.
The observation of charge carrier cooling for both the NCs and also the effect of
Mn on alloyed structure are much clear in the CT growth dynamics which has been
shown in Figure 6.17 inset. The CT bleach growth kinetics for undoped alloy has been
fitted bi-exponentially with a fast 700fs and a slow 8ps time constants. In the present
investigation the inner part of gradient alloy is CdSe/CdS quasi type-II NC where on
photoexcitation partial charge transfer leads to CT state formation. Now the formation of
CT state which can formed either by electron relaxation to conduction band of the CT
state (i.e. delocalized in the conduction band of both CdSe and CdS) or through hole
relaxation to CdSe rich valence band and can be monitored from the growth dynamics of
CT bleach. Because of delocalization of electron throughout the conduction band of the
quasi type-II NC, the electron cooling time get extremely slower and therefore we assign
the slow 8ps growth component in undoped alloy is electron relaxation to CT state.
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Figure 6.17. Bleach recovery dynamics (a) undoped and
(b) Mn-doped CdZnSSe gradient alloy NCs at 1S exciton
position. (Inset) Bleach dynamics at CT state for (a′)
undoped and (b′) Mn-doped NCs after 400nm laser
excitation.
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Table 6.4. Comparison of Different Kinetic Parameters for Transient Bleach Recovery
at 1S exciton and CT state positions for Both Undoped and Mn-doped Gradient
CdZnSSe Alloy NCs after 400 nm Laser Excitation. The Percentage Values in the
Parenthesis Indicate Fraction of that Particular Time Constant.

1S
Undoped
Gradient

τ1g

τ2g

τ3g

τ1

τ2

τ3

<100fs
(80%)

600fs
(15%)

4ps
(5%)

50ps
(51%)

300ps
(9%)

>1ns
(40%)

700fs
(89%)

8 ps
(11%)

70ps
(50%)

500ps
(20%)

>1ns
(30%)

600fs
(16%)

5ps
(6%)

50ps
(40%)

300ps
(10%)

>1ns
(50%)

1.1ps
(81%)

10ps
(19%)

70ps
(50%)

500ps
(20%)

>1ns
(30%)

CT

1S
Mn-doped
Gradient
CT

<100fs
(78%)

However the 700fs growth component can be assign to hole relaxation to valence band
of CdSe rich core similar to the previously described CdTeSe NC. Interestingly in
presence of Mn in the alloy interface, both the components of the CT growth become
delayed with time constants 1.1ps and 10ps respectively. Here the 1.1ps component has
been ascribed to hole relaxation to valence band of CdSe rich core and the slow 10ps
component is due to electron cooling to the delocalized CT state. The slow down of both
hole and electron relaxation time has been ascribed to the active participation of Mn
centre in the NC. In the previous parts of this chapter of Mn doped CdSe/ BrPGR
composite and in Mn doped CdTeSe alloy NC we have accounted with delayed hole
relaxation as compared to their undoped counter part.285 The delayed hole relaxation in
presence of Mn in the alloy NC (0.7ps to 1.1ps) can be attributed to the additional
decoupling of electron-hole wavefunction by scavenging electron to the Mn centre. Thus
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in the present case also Mn centre acts as electron storage centre. As a result electron
cooling takes place through Mn state and we have observed very slow electron cooling
of 10ps. Therefore Mn doped alloy forms a better charge separated state which
eventually improves the solar conversion efficiency which has been discussed in the
subsequent section in terms of current density-voltage (J-V) and incident photon to
current conversion efficiency (IPCE) measurement.
After analyzing the charge carrier dynamics of gradient alloy NCs we move
forward towards the homogeneous analogue of the NCs. Figure 6.18 compares the
bleach recovery kinetics of 1S exciton of undoped and Mn-doped CdZnSSe
homogeneous alloy NCs. Unlike the gradient alloy here the bleach growth can be fitted
biexponentially with a pulse width limited growth (<100fs) and a slow 800-900fs time
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Figure 6.18. Bleach recovery dynamics (a) undoped and (b)
Mn-doped CdZnSSe homogeneous alloy NCs at 1S exciton
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constant for both the NCs. Although the biexponential growth and triexponential
recovery of both the NCs are quite unusual than their gradient analogue, they seems
fairly similar to that of pure II-VI (e.g. CdSe) NC. This is a remarkable observation
between gradient and homogeneous alloy NCs. However the absence of the additional
slow growth component in homogeneous case was anticipated as nonexistence of
delocalized electron in the conduction band state which restricts slow electron cooling.
Previous literature suggests such extremely slow electron cooling can be observed only
if a quasi type-II structure is formed.243,244,253 Therefore the absence of this slow electron
cooling in homogeneous alloy signifies lack of any core-shell structure having an
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interface. As the synthetic procedure of homogeneous alloy involves high temperature
pyrolysis (~300 C), due to random alloying interionic diffusion facilited which allows
both Zn and S ions to move towards the centre of the NC as well as both Cd and Se ions
also can progress towards the surface of the NC. This random interionic diffusion
smashes the core-shell arrangement thereby forming a new nanostructure material
composed of all four elements which fairly behaves like a binary II-VI NC. As we
already mentioned this interionic diffusion of Zn and S towards the centre of the NCs
blue shifts the optical spectra than their gradient analogues. Yet high temperature
alloying remove the interfacial and surface traps as a result overall quantum yield
enhance tremendously than simple binary NCs. Whereas for standard CdSe NC of
similar size electron cooling to band edge state found to take place on 500-600fs
timescale (Table 6.4), because of removal of interfacial traps this cooling further slows
to 800-900fs timescale. Surprisingly the effect of Mn on such homogeneous alloy found
to be negligible as can be seen from the bleach recovery kinetics (Figure 6.18).
6.2.7. Solar cell performance of undoped and Mn doped gradient and homogeneous
CdZnSSe alloy NCs
The photovoltaic performance of four different alloy NCs (undoped and Mndoped) deposited on thin mesoporous TiO2 film (ITO plate) were measured in terms of
current density (J)-voltage (V) and incident photon to current conversion efficiency
(IPCE) measurement under 1 sun illumination. Here the NC deposited on TiO2 film
works as photoanode while Cu2S deposited ITO as photocathode and polysulphide as
redox electrolyte was used. Figure 6.19A depicts J-V characteristics of gradient and
homogeneous undoped and Mn-doped CdZnSSe alloy NCs. Figure 6.19B compares the
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Figure 6.19. Photovoltaic performance in terms of (A) Current density (J SC in mA/cm2) vs. Volt
(VOC in Volt) and (B) Incident photon to current conversion efficiency (quantum efficiency in
percentage) measurement of (a, a′) gradient undoped, (b,b′) gradient Mn-doped, (c,c′)
homogeneous undoped and (d,d′) homogeneous Mn-doped CdZnSSe alloy NCs. (C) Schematic
illustration of Mn assisted electron transfer to TiO2 film and neutralization of hole through
polysulphide electrolyte for both gradient and homogeneous alloy NCs.

Table 6.5. Photovoltaic performance in terms of J-V measurement of three different
measurements.
NC System

Jsc (mA/cm2)

Voc (Volt)

FF (%)

PCE (%)

Gradient CdZnSSe

12.57

0.59

44

3.3 ± 0.11

Gradient Mn-CdZnSSe

17.28

0.59

42

4.29 ± 0.09

Homogeneous CdZnSSe

17.1

0.61

43

4.4 ± 0.1

Homogeneous Mn-

17.43

0.59

44

4.52 ± 0.14

CdZnSSe
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corresponding IPCE performance of the NCs respectively. Table 6.5 summarizes all the
relevant parameters of JSC, VOC, fill factor (FF) and efficiency (PCE) of all the NCs. In
case of gradient unodoped CdZnSSe alloy the photo conversion efficiency (PCE) was
found to be 3.3% which increases to 4.29% when doped with Mn atom, an
unprecedented increment of 30%. The IPCE measurement also suggests less coverage of
the visible region in the gradient undoped alloy NC as compared to its Mn-doped
analogue. Such improvement of photovoltaic efficiency is well correlated with slow
electron cooling mechanism described in the previous sections where Mn centre found
to act as electron storage centre. On the contrary Mn-doped homogeneous alloy shows
slight increment (~3%) of solar conversion efficiency than its undoped counterpart (PCE
of 4.4% for undoped and 4.52% for Mn-doped). The 3% enhancement of PCE for Mndoped homogeneous alloy directly accounts for the fact of slight slow charge
recombination as observed from ultrafast transient absorption measurement (Figure
6.18). The above fact is also supported by the small increment of quantum efficiency (in
%) as can be seen from IPCE measurement (trace c′ and d′ Figure6.19B). Although Mn
has certain role as electron storage centre to improve solar conversion efficiency
remarkably (30% enhancement) in Mn-doped gradient alloy, the effect is not drastic
enough (only 3% increment) in case of Mn-doped homogeneous alloy. Interesting fact is
that although both the homogeneous alloy has less optical absorption and fast electron
cooling to band edge state than gradient analogue, yet they have more solar conversion
efficiency. This observation is well enough to explain that homogeneous alloy itself is a
better material for QDSC application than its gradient analogue. Also homogeneous
alloy has ~70% PL QY which is higher than the gradient case (~50%). In addition the
participation of Mn as electron storage centre in both the alloy has been corroborated
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with the help of ultrafast transient absorption technique supported by IPCE-JV
measurement.
6.3. Conclusion
In summary, we have synthesized surface accumulated Mn doped CdSe d-dot
with a special type of alignment, where 4T1 states of Mn atom lies above the conduction
band of doped CdSe. Presence of Mn atom in the surface of doped QD was confirmed
by EPR studies. Cooling dynamics of photo-excited charge carrier was found to be
faster in doped QD as compared to un-doped one. Both undoped and Mn doped CdSe
QD found to form strong charge transfer complex with Br-PGR. Hole transfer was
found to take place in 1.1-1.3 ps in the above systems and electron injection from photoexcited Br-PGR to QDs and direct electron transfer from HOMO level of Br-PGR to
conduction band of QDs take place in < 100 fs time scale. Charge recombination time
found to be much slower in MnCdSe/Br-PGR system due to presence of Mn dopant (act
as electron storage centre) as compared to that of CdSe/Br-PGR system and can act as
better super sensitizer materials for the development of higher efficient quantum dot
solar cell. Additionally, we have also synthesized undoped and Mn doped CdTeSe alloy
NCs by high temperature colloidal method where CdTe-rich core and CdSe-rich shell
are formed due to reactivity difference of Se and Te. Here also EPR analysis shows most
of the Mn atom resides on the surface of the NC. Interestingly dual luminescence bands
were observed both from undoped and Mn doped CdTeSe alloy NC, where the blue
emission band has been attributed to band edge emission of CdTe-rich core and the red
shifted broad emission band has been ascribed for CT emission. Marcus analysis of
steady state absorption and emission spectra suggests charge transfer to CT state takes
place in Marcus inverted region. Ultrafast TA experiment suggest on 400 nm excitation
bleach due to 1P and 1S excitonic state and CT state of CdTeSe alloy NCs appear
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immediate after laser pulse excitation. Electron cooling time to the CB band edge of
alloy NCs and hole transfer time from CdSe rich shell to CdTe rich core found to be 600
fs and 1ps respectively. However unlike undoped alloy bleach due to CT state in doped
alloy appears at much longer time delay. In case Mn-doped alloy NCs electron cooling
time and hole transfer time found to be 600 fs and 2 ps respectively. The unusually slow
growth component (>700ps) has been attributed to electron population from Mn 3d state
to CT state. Charge recombination time in the CT state of Mn-doped CdTeSe alloy was
found to be slower as compared to undoped one due to the presence of Mn dopant which
acts as electron storage center. To the best of our knowledge we are demonstrating for
the first time the effect of Mn atom on the CT state of alloy NCs which shows unusually
slow electron cooling from Mn 3d state to CT state and slower recombination, which
eventually help to design and development of higher efficient QDSC.
Finally the excited state carrier dynamics of the quaternary gradient and
homogeneous CdZnSSe alloy NCs along with their Mn-doped analogue followed by
performance in the relevance of solar energy conversion through J-V and IPCE
measurement were documented. The inner quasi type-II CdSe/CdS is responsible for
development of a charge transfer (CT) state in gradient alloy accompanied by extremely
slow electron cooling (8ps) as inferred from femtosecond transient absorption
spectroscopy. An unprecedented 3.3% to 4.29% increment of photocurrent conversion
efficiency (PCE) was observed in Mn doped gradient alloy as compared to the undoped
case due to electron storage in Mn centre as a result of extremely slow electron cooling
(10ps). Although the slow electron cooling (8-10ps) was absent in homogeneous alloy
which signifies lack of any core-shell structure having an interface, yet it has more solar
conversion efficiency (4.4%). Here random interionic diffusion smashes the core-shell
arrangement thereby forming a new nanostructure material composed of all four
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elements which fairly behaves like a binary II-VI NC having very high quantum yield
(>70%). Although low, yet a detectable increment of PCE (4.4% to 4.52%) was
observed in Mn doped homogeneous alloy accompanied by slow charge recombination
than undoped one.
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Sub-picosecond Exciton Dynamics and Biexciton Feature of CuInS2 Ternary
Nanocrystal
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7.1. Introduction
Ternary I-III-VI2 nanocrystals (NCs) such as copper indium sulphide (CuInS 2,
also referred as CIS) and its selenide analogue (CISe) have been the heart of recent
investigations due to their wide range of potential applications which includes thin-film
photovoltaics286-291 and bio-labeling.292,293 Such semiconductor NCs (both CIS and
CISe) have high absorption co-efficient and large stokes shift.139 Tunable
photoluminescence (PL) of such NCs from visible to near-IR allows them to be utilized
in light emitting devices.294,295 Bulk band-gap of ~1.5 eV for CIS and ~1.05 eV for CISe
permit harvesting of visible to NIR photons from solar spectrum. 139,286 In bulk
semiconductors an exciton (electron-hole pair) is created on photon absorption where
the excess energy of hot exciton is lost as heat; however in quantum confined NCs it can
create another exciton if the photon energy is sufficiently high. Such multi-excitongeneration (MEG) or charge carrier multiplication (CM) is efficient for low band gap
materials. For example to realize MEG in QD materials like CdSe, CdTe, PbS, PbSe,
PbTe, InP, InAs and CISe required photon energy two times the band gap. 23,24,296-303 The
excess band gap energy can create another exciton (bi-exciton state) within the quantum
dot which has increased binding energy (~15-40 meV) due to enhanced spatial overlap
of charge carriers as compared to bulk semiconductors. 25,93
Although CIS NCs are potential materials for multiple exciton generation (MEG)
which eventually improve the efficiency of solar cell, the other factors need to be
addressed for these kinds of ternary materials is the optical properties originating from
the defect related states. Poor PL quantum yield (QY) and large stokes shift (~70100nm) in CIS NCs are associated with defect induced recombination, which have been
explained on the basis of donor-acceptor pair (DAP) recombination, rather than direct
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excitonic pair recombination.139,295,304,305 Previously it was assumed that recombination
of electron in quantized conduction band (CB) of CIS NCs and holes in acceptor level
leads to photoluminescence. However, recent theoretical calculations using the finite
depth well effective mass approximation suggest that photo-excited electrons in CIS
NCs get accommodated in lower lying donor state (antisite state) below the conduction
band edge.306 It is utmost important to monitor cooling dynamics of the photo-excited
electron to defect induced antisite states in CIS NCs, which is not reported in the
literature.
In this chapter we are reporting detailed spectroscopic investigation of CIS NCs,
utilizing both time resolved photo-luminescence and ultrafast transient absorption
techniques. Role of antisite state (donor) and internal and/or surface defects (acceptor)
have been addressed through time-resolved PL decay dynamics. We have explained
broadening of the transient absorption maxima as well as the biexciton dynamics
through involvement of antisite state. Electron cooling and decay dynamics in different
excited states which include hot electronic state (above band edge), band edge and
antisite state (below band edge) have been monitored in depth by using femtosecond TA
spectroscopy. To our surprise bi-excitonic feature has been observed in the antisite state
with 3.1eV pump in low pump fluence (<N>~0.5) condition which has been explained
on the basis of probe induced bi-exciton formation mechanism. Increasing pump fluence
leads to slower cooling (4ps for <N>=4) which has also been explained through
relaxation-recombination mechanism. The results bridge a gap between the relatively
long-time exciton dynamics reported e.g. by Klimov and co-workers

139

and the sub-

picosecond biexciton dynamics reported in a different systems by Kambhampati and coworkers.

93

The subject matter of this work is important at the current stage of
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development of colloidal nanocrystal research in light of the interest in multiexciton
generation phenomena which has huge implication in solar energy conversion research.
7.2. Results and Discussion
7.2.1. Structural elucidation through optical spectroscopy
Non-aqueous Synthesis of CIS NC has been described in chapter 2 where
HRTEM image shows particle of ~4 nm with good size distribution was formed (Figure
7.1). Particle growth and quantum confinement of synthesized NCs have been monitored
through optical absorption and photo-luminescence (PL) measurements which show
gradual red shift of excitonic absorption and PL as the reaction time proceeds (Figure
7.2A, Figure 7.2B and Table 7.1). Absence of sharp excitonic peak unlike II-VI
quantum dots in CIS NCs have been explained on the basis of weak carrier confinement
effect139 as the electron is delocalized over the manifold electronic states of the NCs.
The broad PL band and large stokes shift can be attributed to radiative carrier
recombination between electron in the antisite state and hole in the acceptor state.138,141
During the synthesis of CIS NCs, some Cu atom may occupy the site in the crystal
usually occupied by In atom (or vice-versa), as a result antisite defect states (D) are
created which typically creates an energy level lower than the conduction band edge
(Figure 7.2C). Earlier Omata et. al. have carried out detailed PL spectroscopic study of
CIS NCs and attributed the origin of PL is due to In-Cu related antisite defects.306 A
broad emission band for the CIS NCs has been observed with huge stokes shift (Figure
7.2B), which can be attributed to the defect induced (antisite state) emission at the
expense of band edge emission. Time-resolved emission decay traces of CIS NCs
clearly indicates that with 1 and 2 minutes reaction time CIS NCs decay much faster,
however particles with 5 or 10 minutes reaction time give much longer emission life
time (Figure 7.2A inset). Kinetic decay trace for CIS NCs (10 minute reaction time,
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Figure 1d′′) can be fitted multi-exponentially with time constants τ1 =1 ns (37%), τ2 = 12
ns (26.3%), τ3=138ns (36.7%); with τav =129 ns (Table 7.1). Although PL quantum yield
emi
CIS

(QY) of CIS NCs is low (

= 2%) still the average PL lifetime is found to be in the

range of 100’s of nanosecond. Klimov and co-workers9 have reported bi-exponential
decay for CIS NCs comprising of a slow (190ns) and a fast (6.5ns) component, where
the slow component has been attributed to charge carriers recombination which are
trapped in the internal defects and depends on Cu/In ratio which has strong effect in
optical properties.142,143 The fast component was attributed to the non-radiative

Figure 7.1. HRTEM image of CIS nanocrystal. Inset: SEAD
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Figure 7.2. Steady state (A) Absorption spectra, (B) emission spectra and (Inset A) time
resolved emission decay traces (λex = 445 nm, λmonitor= λmax of steady state PL) of CIS NCs as a
function of reaction time (a, a′, a′′) 1 min, (b, b′, b′′) 2 min, (c, c′, c′′) 5 min and (d, d′, d′′) 10
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surface defect (acceptor state, A2). A straight and dotted arrow show radiative and non-radiative
recombination, respectively.
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Table 7.1. Excitonic absorption and emission maxima for CIS NCs at different time
intervals as the reaction time proceeds.
Growth time

abs
exciton

(nm)

PL
max

(nm)

QY (%)

PL lifetime (ns)

in minutes
1

540

650

0.2

-

2

560

677

0.8

-

5

581

720

2.1

τ1 = 0.9 (40%), τ2 = 11.2 (28.4%),
τ3 = 120.3 (31.6%); τav = 111

596

10

726

2.0

τ1 =1 (37%), τ2 = 12.3 (26.3%),
τ3 =137.6 (36.7%); τav =129

596

30

725

~2.0

τ1 =1 (37.5%), τ2 = 12.5 (25.1%),
τ3 =138.6 (37.4%); τav =131

recombination of surface trapped charge carriers. As the photoluminesence quantum yield of
CIS NCs is low, it is expected that recombination dynamics of the charge carriers are
dominated mainly by non-radiative pathway. Here we propose the fast two components (~1
ns and ~12 ns) in PL decay are due to non-radiative decay to surface defects (donor D to
acceptor A2) while the radiative long decay component (~138 ns) is due to internal acceptor
state (D to A1) (Figure 7.2C).
7.2.2. Carrier cooling processes of the photo-excited charge carrier
PL decay dynamics with nanosecond time resolution can give an overview of
radiative and non-radiative decay processes that tells CIS NCs are composed of internal
and surface defects which governs the overall decay dynamics. However, radiative and
non-radiative decay processes which involve charge carrier cooling, recombination and
trapping occurs in ultrafast time scale. 72,241,246 To shed light on the above dynamical
process in CIS NCs in ultrafast time scale femtosecond transient absorption (TA)
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measurements have been carried out after exciting the samples at 400 nm laser light.
Figure 7.3A shows the evolution of TA spectrum of CIS NCs (10min growth time) as a
function of time delay after 1ps onwards (till 2 ns). Generally photo-excited QD
materials shows narrow and structured bleach spectrum which is observed due to
different confined electronic states. 72,246 However a broad bleach has been observed in
500-750nm spectral region which consistent with structure-less steady state optical
absorption spectrum of CIS NCs. This observation clearly indicates the involvement of
multiple states in the excited state of such NCs.
To observe carrier cooling dynamics of the photo-excited charge carriers it is
important to monitor the transient spectra in early time scale. Earlier many researchers
have demonstrated carrier cooling and population dynamics of the photo-excited II-VI
quantum dots materials after following the growth and decay dynamics at different
excitonic bleach wavelengths.72,146,241,246 Recovery of upper excitonic state found to take
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Figure 7.3. Transient absorption spectrum of CuInS2 (CIS) NCs in the range between (A) 1ps to
2ns delay time and (B) 0 to 1.5ps delay time after 400nm laser pulse excitation. (C) Wavelength
of bleach maxima (in terms of eV) and (D) width of the bleach (FWHM, in eV) are plotted as a
function of delay time (in ps).
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place with simultaneous growth of excitonic state.72,246 In literature very few reports are
available on excited dynamics of CIS or CISe monitored by ultrafast TA spectroscopy,
where transient spectral data are reported after 1 ps time delay141,290,307, except the work
carried out by Korgel et. al. for CISe NCs.303 They have observed TA spectral peaks
initially appear (< 2ps) at slightly lower wavelengths than 1S peak of CISe NCs and
gradually red shift due to presence of the hot carriers. However, carrier cooling
dynamics for either CIS or CISe NCs was never discussed in detail in ultrafast time
scale. Figure 7.3B shows transient absorption spectra of same CIS in early time scales
(from 50 fs to 2 ps). Initially at very early time delay (~50fs) the bleach maxima appear
in the blue region (545nm) of the spectrum with FWHM of 110nm. As the delay time of
the probe pulse increases the bleach maxima shifts towards the red region of the
spectrum with broadening of the bleach width. Shifting and broadening of bleach spectra
saturates ~1ps time delay where the bleach maxima appear at ~620nm with FWHM
~130nm. Such spectral shift and broadening of excitonic bleach was never observed in
literature for any kind of NCs including the widely investigated II-VI semiconductor in
sub-picosecond time domain. Representative TA spectra of CdSe QD in different
A
800fs
1ps
2ps

A

100fs
200fs
300fs
500fs

Figure 7.4. Ultrafast transient absorption (TA)
spectrum of CdSe QD (A) sub-picosecond (100fs to 2

B
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ps) and (B) picosecond (1ps to 2ns) delay time after
20ps
10ps
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600

650
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700

Wavelength (nm)

time delay are shown in Figure 7.4 which is having excitonic absorption ~ 600nm
similar to CIS. Figure 7.4A shows transient absorption (TA) spectrum of CdSe QD in
sub-ps time scale and Figure 7.4B shows TA spectrum beyond 1ps delay time. Transient
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absorption spectrum shows two distinct bleach due to both 1S (~595nm) and 1P
(~495nm) for CdSe QD at longer time delay. To avoid the effect of group velocity
dispersion (GVD), chirp of the spectrometer has been corrected for <1ps time delay and
the TA spectrum has provided in Figure 7.4A. It is worth to note that there is not any
spectral shifting for CdSe QD at both 1S and 1P position through the entire time delay
unlike the CIS NCs (Figure 7.3B). It can be mentioned that 1P bleach starts recovering
from 100fs time delay while the 1S bleach intensity increases till 2ps. The growth of 1S
bleach can be attributed to electron cooling from 1P e excitonic state to 1Se excitonic
state.
Now in case of CIS NCs notable spectral shift of 75 nm and considerable
spectral broadening of 20 nm (from 110nm in 50fs to 130nm in 1ps) in early time scale
can be attributed to electron cooling processes through the manifolds of excited states. 147
Blue shifted transient bleach at earlier time delay (< 1 ps) suggest that bleach spectra are
due to the electrons which are lying in upper states rather than band edge of the
conduction band. We have already observed in both steady state optical absorption and
emission spectra that degree of confinement is much less in CIS NCs as compared to IIVI semiconductor NCs. Unlike II-VI NCs, the upper excitonic states (like 1P e and 1Se
etc) are not confined in CIS NCs as a result the electrons can be populated in the wide
range of energy states over the conduction band. Presumably a gradient of In-Cu related
electronic states exist above CB edge of CIS. During relaxation of electron through this
closely spaced manifold electronic states in the conduction band of CIS energy can be
released through phonon progression. 308,309 Meticulous analysis of such In-Cu related
electronic states demands theoretical calculations which are beyond the scope of this
work.
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Through monitoring the shift of the bleach maxima (in eV) as a function of delay
time, one can get an idea about the electron cooling rate through the electronic gradient
states which apparently exist above the CB edge of CIS NCs. In Figure 7.3C the bleach
maxima (in terms of eV) is plotted against pump-probe delay time. The data points can
be fitted with two straight lines, one bellow 1ps delay time with a slope of ~0.11eV/ps
which gives an estimate of electron cooling rate through the manifold of electronic states
above CB edge of CIS NCs. The other straight line after 1ps is parallel to time delay
axis implying electron has reached the lowest energy state as a result no change in
bleach maxima has been observed with time. Again width of the bleach (FWHM) is
plotted against pump-probe delay time (Figure 7.3D) and we have accounted with
similar order of slope (~0.15eV/ps) which can be attributed to rate of electron cooling.
To elucidate how such Cu-In related electronic states play role on the dynamics of
electron cooling and charge recombination (radiative and non-radiative) we have
monitored the transient bleach kinetics at blue, green and red region of the spectrum and
discussed in the consecutive sections.
7.2.3. Electron cooling dynamics to hot electronic state, conduction band edge and
antisite donor state
Figure 7.5 compares the transient bleach kinetics at blue, green and red region of
the spectrum. Indeed monitoring the bleach kinetics at different spectral region implies
probing different excited states of CIS NCs. Therefore we have monitored the bleach
kinetics at 540 nm (Figure 7.5B), 620 nm (Figure 7.5C) and 720 nm (Figure 7.5D)
corresponding to different transitions where electron lies above the CB edge, in the CB
edge and state that lies below the CB edge respectively (Figure 7.5E). Monitoring the
kinetics at different wavelengths can give us an idea of cascading of electron cooling
within the NCs at different energy levels. We have already mentioned earlier that
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emission peak appears at 720 nm which correspond to the transition between antisite
(donor) state to the acceptor state. Thus TA dynamics at 720 nm can give the
information about the population and de-population dynamics of electron from antisite
states. Bleach recovery kinetics for all the wavelengths have been fitted multiexponentially and shown in Table 7.2. Bleach recovery kinetics at 540 nm can be fitted
with pulse-width limited growth followed by a fast recovery (400 fs) (Table 7.2). Pulse
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width limited growth at 540 nm indicates fast electron cooling from higher excited
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Figure 7.5. (A) Transient absorption spectra of CIS after 1ps delay; and transient kinetics (B) at
540 nm, (C) at 630 nm and (D) at 720 nm after exciting the sample at 400 nm laser light. (E)
Illustration of electron cooling dynamics to hot electronic state, conduction band edge and
antisite donor state monitoring at 540 nm, 630 nm and 720 nm respectively.

states to the probed state; while the fast recovery component 400 fs (major component)
is the time taken by the electron to be depopulated from the probed state. The observed
bleach recovery component (400 fs) at 540 nm matches closely with bleach growth
component (~350 fs) at 630 nm which can be attributed to electron cooling to the
conduction band edge. Now bleach recovery at 630 nm can be fitted with a fast recovery
time constant of 0.7 ps (Table 7.2), which can be attributed non-radiative transition to
In-Cu related antisite defect (deep donor site). This decay time constant to deep donor
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site (antisite state) is in well accord with the previous result of Critchley et. al.307 In
addition to the fast recovery time constants an intermediate recovery time constant of 5
ps and 12ps is also present for 540nm and 630nm respectively (Table 7.2) which may be
assigned to additional carrier trapping to surface defect states. 241,246
Table 7.2. Multi-exponential fitting time constants for the bleach kinetics of CIS NCs at
different wavelengths after exciting the sample at 400 nm. The values in the parenthesis
indicate the percentage of amplitude of the particular time constant.
probe

τ (bi-exciton)

τ (Single-exciton)

(nm)
growth

540

-

< 100 fs

630

-

350 fs

720

growth

< 100 fs

decay

= 200 fs

1 ps

recovery

0.4ps (65%), 5ps (14%), >2ns (21%)
0.7ps (18%), 12ps (25%), 200ps (17%), >2ns (40%)
15ps (39%), 150ps (31%), >2ns (30%)

Dynamics of transient traces becomes further complicated when we analyzed the
kinetics at 720 nm. To our surprise, kinetics at 720 nm can be fitted with additional
positive growth (<100 fs) followed by a very fast decay (200 fs) and a slow bleach
growth (1 ps) which finally recover multi-exponentially (Table 7.2). Earlier
Kambhampati and co-workers27,90,93,310 have observed similar feature within some 100’s
of femtosecond timescale for CdSe quantum dot in the red side of the bleach maxima
which they have attributed to the probe induced bi-excitonic behavior even under the
low pump fluence (<N><1). This explanation is quite valid as the photo-excited charge
carriers do not have transient absorption in the visible region, therefore any positive
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absorption within the bleach signal (for example at 720 nm in the present case)
corresponds to bi-excitonic absorption (i.e. absorption within the NC that already have
one exciton).93 Recently Gdor et. al.311 have also demonstrated positive absorption
feature of bi-exciton for PbSe QDs. Kambhampati and co-workers93 demonstrated the
signature of bi-exciton in CdSe QD, where state specific laser pulse excitation pump
creates one exciton in the NC and probe pulse induces the other one, together behaves
like bi-exciton and gives positive feature in red region of the spectra. The ground state
bi-exciton [XX] has binding energy lower than the excited state bi-exciton [(X′)X]. Thus
IRF limited positive feature in the TA spectrum must arise for excited state bi-exction
only. Here in CIS NCs 400nm pump creates an excited exciton (X′) and 720nm probe
creates other exciton (X) in the antisite state (D), all together an excited bi-exciton
[(X′)X] is created within the NC. Pump induced excited exciton relaxes down to the
antisite state releasing the excess energy as phonons, thereby generating the ground state
bi-exciton [XX]. The experimental observations reported in this section are performed
with low pump fluence (with <N>= 0.5) and are depicted in Scheme 7.1.
7.2.4. Bi-excitonic feature
For precise analysis of the bi-excitonic (or multi-excitonic) features in CIS NCs
excitation energy (pump fluence) dependent experiments were carried out at 720nm and
shown in Figure 7.6. The pump fluence varies from very low to high in such a way so
that average exciton (<N>) has been changed from 0.2 to 4 (Figure 7.6A). The
amplitude of positive absorption at early time scale at 720 nm increases with the
increment of pump fluence (<N>) which clearly suggests increment of bi-exciton
binding energy (Figure 7.6A). Time constants obtained after multi-exponential fitting
for all the kinetic traces at 720 nm with changing intensity are provided in Table 7.3. It
is interesting to see that ultrafast growth (<100 fs) component and first decay component
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(200 fs) at 720nm do not change with laser fluence, however time constant for the
bleach growth increases with laser intensity (Table 7.3). The bleach growth at 720 nm
was attributed to the electron cooling to antisite states (Donor states). Surprisingly with
increasing laser intensity, growth of the bleach time increases from 0.9 ps to 4 ps as <N>
increases from 0.2 to 4.0 (Table 7.3). The experimental results suggest electron cooling
time to the antisite states of CIS increases with laser intensity. To understand slow
electron cooling with increasing laser intensity we tried to unravel bi-exciton generation
in CIS NCs through ultrafast transient absorption measurements. Figure 7.6B represents
a graphical plot of intensity of positive absorption maxima (ΔA+max) to negative
absorption at 2ps (ΔA-2ps) as a function of average exciton (<N>) at 720nm for CIS NCs.
A value greater than zero for the ratio (ΔA+max /ΔA-2ps) can be related to generation of
bi-exciton.27,90,310 A linear co-relation of the plot (ΔA+max /ΔA-2ps) vs <N> suggests
increase in bi-exciton energy. At higher laser fluence bi-/multi-excitons are generated
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Figure 7.6. (A) Transient kinetic traces of CIS NCs at 720nm with increasing <N> values from
0.2 to 4. (B) A graphical representation of positive absorption to negative absorption at 720nm
with increasing average no of exciton <N>.
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Table 7.3. Fitting time constants for transient kinetics of CIS nanocrystal at 720nm for
different <N> values. The values in the parenthesis indicate the percentage of amplitude
of that time constants.
probe

at

τ (Bi-exciton)

τ (Single-exciton)

720nm

<N>1= 0.2

growth

decay

growth

decay

<100fs

250fs

0.9ps

15ps (32%), 150ps (45%),
>2ns (25%)

<N>2= 0.5

<80fs

200fs

1.0ps

15ps (39%), 150ps (31%),
>2ns (30%)

<N>3= 1.0

<80fs

200fs

1.3ps

15ps (43%), 150ps (30%),
>2ns (27%)

<N>4= 1.6

<50fs

200fs

2ps

15ps (50%), 150ps (22%),
>2ns (28%)

<N>5= 3.0

<50fs

200fs

3ps

25ps (55%), 150ps (10%),
>2ns (34%)

<N>6= 4.0

<50fs

200fs

4ps

25ps (47%), 150ps (10%),
>2ns (43%)

and evetually recombines through Auger process with releasing extra energy which may
further re-excite both the carriers to higher energy levels25, as a result electron cooling
takes longer time. Omar et. al. have demonstrated this phenomena in PbS NCs where
they have observed intraband carrier cooling time increases with <N>.311 The electron
cooling process has been demonstrated pictorially in Scheme 7.1 for three different laser
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Scheme 7.1. Schematic analysis of probe induced bi-excitonic behavior at 720nm in CIS NCs
for <N> <1, <N> =2 and <N> =4. Electron relaxation to antisite state (Donor state, D) and hole
relaxation to internal defect (acceptor state, A1) also have been shown.

intensities (<N> value of < 1, 2 and 4). It has been observed that at <N> = < 1, electron
cooling takes place from energy level where originally it was excited. However as the
value <N>increases further to 2 or 4, due to Auger recombination of bi-/mutiexciton
extra energy is released which eventually re-excites the electrons to higher and higher
energy levels.90,303 As a result electrons in higher energy levels take longer time for
cooling to the antisite states (scheme 7.1) which matches with experimental results as
shown in Table 7.3.
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In this context we would like to bring the attention of the reader that earlier
Kambhampati and co-workers312 cautioned that transient positive absorption in the red
side of the excitonic bleach not necessarily due to bi-excitonic feature of photo-excited
QD, it might be also due to surface charging effect. To demonstrate the surface charging
effect in photo-excited CdSe QD they have chosen phototreated CdSe QD, untreated
CdSe QD and CdSe/ZnS core-shell. Positive absorption band at 3 ps for phototreated
CdSe QD and at longer time scale (100 ps) for both phototreated and untreated CdSe
QDs with increased intensity was observed which has been explained due to
contributions from excited state absorption (ESA) into continuum, surface charge
trapping and state filling.151,312 This broad positive absorption in the red end of the
spectrum is different from the narrow positive absorption that appears in very early time
delay (<1ps) which has been explained through probe induced bi-exciton mechanism.
However no such positive absorption band was observed in the red-region of the
excitonic bleach in case of CdSe/ZnS core-shell. They have concluded that the presence
of surface states enhances the surface trapping which give artifactual signal for biexciton or multi-exciton generation in photo-excited QDs. In the present studies in TA
measurements experimental samples are circulated to minimize photo charging. In the
present investigation, no transient positive absorption band was observed in the redregion of the excitonic bleach (Figure 7.3 and Figure 7.7) at longer time scale like
beyond 500 fs (till 1 ns) which confirms that in the present investigation surface traps do
not have effects in bi-exciton feature in CIS NCs. So the narrow positive feature which

Figure 7.7. Ultrafast transient absorption (TA) spectrum of CIS
NCs at 200fs, 100ps and 1ns time delay.
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has been observed in Figure 7.3 at early time scale (till 300 fs) can be attributed to
purely due to formation of bi-exciton in the photo-excited CIS NCs.
7.3. Conclusion
In summary, CuInS2 (CIS) NCs have been synthesized and detail spectroscopic
investigations have been carried out in femtosecond to nanosecond timescale using
ultrafast transient absorption and time-resolved emission spectroscopic techniques.
Steady state photoluminescence spectra indicate that emissions from CIS NCs are
originates from sub band gap defect sites, known as antisite state (donor state). Ultrafast
transient absorption studies show broad bleach spectrum in the early time scale where
the bleach maxima found to move in the red region of the spectra and spectral width of
the bleach spectra found to increases with time till1 ps. Both from the change of bleach
maxima and spectral width electron cooling rate was determined be ~0.1-0.15 eV/ps.
Cascading electron cooling dynamics through different electronic states were followed
after monitoring the bleach dynamics in different spectral domain like blue, green and
red region of the spectrum. A positive absorption feature has been observed in the red
region of the bleach spectrum (c.a. 720 nm) in early time scale has been attributed to the
probe induced bi-excitonic absorption which are associated with the antisite states. With
increasing laser fluence (<N>) the electron cooling time to antisite state found to be
slowing down from 0.9 ps for <N>=0.2 to 4ps for <N>=4. Extra energy released due to
Auger recombination of bi-/mutiexciton is used for re-excititation of the electron in
higher energy levels is the reason for slowing down of electron cooling. To the best of
our knowledge we are reporting for the first time bi-excitonic feature and electron
cooling dynamics in gradient of excitonic states of CIS NCs.
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8.1. Summary
In the present thesis work we intend to unravel the synthesis, characterization
and charge carrier dynamics of different semiconductor nanostructured materials
through femtosecond transient absorption spectroscopy. Both electron and hole transfer
and charge recombination dynamics of different nanostructured materials also has been
explored through time resolved absorption and emission spectroscopy after sensitization
with different molecular adsorbate.

The synthesized nanocrystals are characterized

through high resolution transmission electron microscopy, x-ray diffraction and steady
state optical spectroscopy. The key findings of the thesis are well correlated with QDSC
application. Important messages from different chapters described in the thesis are
summarized here chronologically.
To untangle the effect of molecular structure on interfacial electron transfer
dynamics on TiO2 surface, structurally similar two coumarin molecules were
investigated, one of which (C1) gives intermolecular charge transfer (ICT) state where
as the other one (C2) exist as both ICT and twisted intermolecular charge transfer
(TICT) state depending on the extent of solvent polarity and pH of the solution.
Participation of TICT state facilated electron injection efficiency and slow down charge
recombination process in C2/TiO2 system as compared to C1/TiO2 system. As a result
C2/TiO2 system will immensely help to design of higher efficient organic solar dye
which can improve the efficiency in DSSC significantly. In addition, the photophysical
properties of ICT and TICT states of another coumarin molecule (C3) also have been
explored on Au NP surface. It has been observed that molecular twisting of diethylamino group of C3 on Au-NP surface is completely restricted which leads to
disappearence of TICT state on Au NP surface.
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The next chapter describes grand charge separation (both electron and hole) in
ATC molecule sensitized CdSe QD, CdSe/ZnS Type-I core-shell and CdSe/CdTe TypeII core-shell NC. Photoexcited ATC molecule found to inject electron to CdSe QD and
at the same time it also accept hole from photoexcited CdSe QD, where CdSe QD and
ATC form charge transfer complex. Incorporation of a wider band gap ZnS shell
material on CdSe core found to restrict hole transfer process while smaller band gap
CdTe shell on CdSe core in Type-II structure improve hole transfer efficiency through
cascading. Charge recombination found to be slowest in ATC sensitized CdSe/CdTe
Type-II NC due to spatial charge separation which in reality can have higher
photoconversion efficiency in QDSC.
The molecular coupling on quantum dot surface can play an important role for
deciding the charge recombination process. Strong coupling tri phenyl phenyl methane
dyes (e.g. PGR amd Br-PGR) found to form strong CT complex on wide band gap ZnS
QD surface as compared to weak coupling ATC dye. However due to weak coupling in
ZnS-ATC composite, the injected electron will delocalize more in ZnS surface which
slows down the recombination process as compared to ZnS-PGR(Br-PGR) composite
where electronic wavefunction is localized and facilated detrimental charge
recombination process. Similarly effect of molecular coupling in two Re(I)−polypyridyl
complexes having pendent catechol (Re1,2) and resorcinol (Re1,3) as the coupling
element on CdSe QD surface has been studied where charge recombination was found to
be slower in Re1,3/CdSe system due to weaker electronic coupling in the former system.
In addition it is also demonstrated by incorporating electron donating (4-methoxy) and
withdrawing (4-nitro) moiety in phenol, hole and electron transfer process can be tuned
from photoexcited CdSe QD to phenols respectively.
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One of the biggest findings of the present thesis is exploring Mn-centre as an
electron storage centre which is described in the next chapter. Specially aligned surface
accumulated Mn doped CdSe (MnCdSe) QDs where 4T1 state of Mn+2 lies above the
conduction band of CdSe was synthesized to study the effect of dopant atom on charge
carrier dynamics in QD materials. Femtosecond transient absorption studies suggest that
Mn atom introduces structural defects in surface doped CdSe, which acts as electron trap
centre in doped QD for the photo-excited electron. Both undoped and Mn doped CdSe
QD found to form strong charge transfer complex with Br-PGR and the composite
materials can act as super-sensitizer where the CT complexes absorb more solar
radiation as compared to both QDs and Br-PGR. However charge recombination
dynamics found to be much slower in MnCdSe/Br-PGR system as compared to that of
CdSe/Br-PGR system which confirms Mn dopant act as electron storage centre.
Additionally Mn atom has been successfully doped in the surface of CdTeSe gradient
alloy NC having similar alignment. Strong CT emission was observed for both undoped
and Mn-doped CdTeSe alloy NC due to gradient nature of the alloy. CT bleach has
appeared in transient absorption spectrum of Mn-doped alloy which have unusually slow
electron cooling component (~700ps) and can be ascribed due to electron cooling from
Mn state to CT state, where Mn atom act as electron storage centre. Finally the excited
state carrier dynamics of the quaternary gradient and homogeneous CdZnSSe alloy NCs
along with their Mn-doped analogue followed by performance in the relevance of solar
energy conversion through J-V and IPCE measurement has been documeneted. An
unprecedented 3.3% to 4.29% increment of photocurrent conversion efficiency (PCE)
was observed in Mn doped gradient alloy than the undoped case due to electron storage
in Mn centre which slows electron cooling to 10ps.
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In the last chapter we have demonstrated another major finding of us where subpicosecond exciton dynamics of multinary CuInS2 (CIS) NC was investigated. CIS NCs
shows defect induced emission between donor (antisite) and acceptor (internal/surface)
states as indicated from steady state and time-resolved photoluminescence (PL)
measurements. Sub-picosecond transient absorption spectra of CIS NCs reveal gradient
of electronic states which exist above conduction band edge. The kinetics at the antisite
state unveil bi-excitonic feature which has been enlightened through probe induced biexciton mechanism. With progressively higher fluence (<N>) the bi-exciton binding
energy increases as well as the electron cooling to antisite state considerably slows
down. Extra energy released during Auger recombination of bi-/multiexciton are used to
re-excite the electron to further higher energy level resulting longer electron cooling
time to the antisite states.
8.2. Outlook
Interfacial charge transfer dynamics in molecular adsorbate sensitized with
different nanostructured materials has been studied in the present thesis in the relevance
of QDSC. In addition Mn doped and alloyed NCs were synthesized for detail
understanding of underlying charge transfer processes for improvement of solar
conversion efficiency.
Effect of TICT state of coumarin molecule on TiO2 surface was investigated
where because of better charge separation and greater spatial separation, charge
recombination becomes extremely slower as compared to simple ICT coumarin
molecule. Fabrication of solar cell with such TICT dye can improve the efficiency
which is an open field for the scientists. Again our observation of disappearance of
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TICT state on Au NP surface will have useful application for selected biological purpose
which is the area of research one should think about.
Super sensitization behaviour of dye-QD composite has been demonstrated in
the next chapter where both electron injection and hole transfer leads to efficient charge
separation in the dye-QD interface. Furthermore, by using core-shell NC in type-II
structure (having favourable band alignment) charge separation can be improved further.
However the NC in core-shell structure has interfacial defects where charge can be
trapped which may decrease charge separation yield. Research in such super
sensitization behaviour using a NC having less interfacial defect (preferably an alloy
NC) may lead to improved charge separation which needs to be addressed. The solar cell
performance of super sensitized system also needs to be investigated.
We have also demonstrated that due to greater delocalization of injected electron
in QD surface, weak coupling dye leads to slow charge recombination as compared to
their strong coupling counterpart. Whether such coupling depends on QD size and how
the recombination dynamics changes one need to understand. Again electron donating
and withdrawing moiety in small molecule like phenol can quench QD emission either
through hole or electron transfer. However how such small molecule effect on dopant
emission in doped QD needs to explore.
Our research on surface doped Mn-CdSe and Mn-CdTeSe NC indicates Mn
centre can act as electron storage centre which is the reason for higher solar conversion
efficiency. This observation is one of the biggest findings of the present thesis work.
Impurities (Mn, Cu etc) doping in different NCs either in core-shell or alloy form needs
to address for unravel several untold fact regarding exciton dynamics.
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Another major observation in the present thesis work is sub-picosecond carrier
dynamics of non-toxic CIS NCs. Understanding of the bi-excitonic feature in such NC
ravel several fundamental aspects of CIS where defects play a major role. However
there are only a few reports available for understanding of exciton dynamics of such
multinary NCs (e.g. CIS, AIS). A lot of research is needed for detail understanding of
charge carrier dynamics of such defect induced NCs. Furthermore, by incorporating a
shell structure above CIS (or AIS) the carrier dynamics can be tuned which also need to
be explored.
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